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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Bridge rail and approach guardrails provide safety to drivers by shielding more hazardous 
objects and redirecting vehicles to the roadway. However, guardrail can increase both the initial 
cost and maintenance cost of a bridge, while adding another object that may be struck by 
vehicles. Most existing low volume road (LVR) bridges in the state of Iowa are currently 
indicated to not possess bridge rail meeting “current acceptable standards”. The primary 
objective of the research summarized in this report was to provide the nations bridge and 
approach rail state of practice and perform a state wide crash analysis on bridge rails and 
approach guardrails on LVR bridges in Iowa. In support of this objective, the criteria and 
guidelines used by other bridge owners were investigated, non-standard and innovative bridge 
and approach guardrails for LVR’s were investigated, and descriptive, statistical and economical 
analyses were performed on a state wide crash analysis.  
 
The state wide crash analysis found the overall number of crashes at/on the more than 17,000 
inventoried LVR bridges and unknown number of non-inventoried LVR bridges in Iowa was 
fewer than 350 crashes over an eight year period, representing less than 0.1% of the statewide 
reportable crashes. In other words, LVR bridge crashes are fairly rare events. The majority of 
these crashes occurred on bridges with a traffic volume less than 100 vpd and width less than 24 
ft. Similarly, the majority of the LVR bridges possess similar characteristics.  
 
Crash rates were highest for bridges with lower traffic volumes, narrower widths, and negative 
relative bridge widths (relative bridge width is defined as: bridge width minus roadway width). 
Crash rate did not appear to be effected by bridge length. Statistical analysis confirmed that the 
frequency of vehicle crashes was higher on bridges with a lower width compared to the roadway 
width.  
 
The frequency of crashes appeared to not be impacted by weather conditions, but crashes may be 
over represented at night or in dark conditions. Statistical analysis revealed that crashes that 
occurred on dark roadways were more likely to result in major injury or fatality. These findings 
potentially highlight the importance of appropriate delineation and signing. 
 
System wide, benefit-cost (B/C) analyses yielded very low B/C ratios for statewide bridge rail 
improvements. This finding is consistent with the aforementioned recommendation to address 
specific sites where safety concerns exist.  
 
Given the findings of the descriptive and statistical analyses, possible areas of the existing 
IADOT IM 2.213 that could be changed or added during any future revisions include traffic 
volume ranges, relative bridge width and crash frequency/severity. 
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1. GENERAL 
1.1. Introduction 
Bridge and approach guardrails have the important task of withstanding impact forces associated 
with vehicular crashes while at the same time smoothly redirecting vehicles to the travel way 
without causing these vehicles to stop abruptly, snag, rollover, or vault over the guardrail. The 
installation of guardrail systems (Gates, 2005) add costs to the bridge, and may cause additional 
safety and maintenances problems that may outweigh the benefits when used in some situations. 
Currently, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) requires bridge and approach 
guardrails on all National Highway System roadways and federally funded bridges. However, the 
use (and type) of rail systems on non-national highway systems, such as low-volume roads 
(LVR), is left to the discretion of the state or county. These structures (LVR bridges) are the 
emphasis of this research. Specifically, application of guardrail policy by various agencies, 
potential safety impacts including benefit and cost, and current state of practice for guard rail 
systems were investigated.  
 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The primary objective of the research summarized in this report was to describe the state of the 
practice regarding the nation’s bridge rails and approach guardrails and to perform a statewide 
crash analysis involving bridge rails and approach guardrails on Iowa’s low-volume road (LVR) 
bridges by: 
 
• Determining the criteria and guidelines used by other states for bridge and approach 
guardrail implementation on low and very low-volume roads.  
• Performing a system-wide crash analysis on LVR bridges in Iowa 
• Performing benefit-cost analyses for use of bridge and approach guardrails based on 
traffic levels and road classifications.  
• Investigating the use of non-standard and innovative bridge and approach guardrails for 
low-volume roads. 
 
1.3 Project Scope 
In order to satisfy the research objectives, the project scope include the following tasks: 
1. A literature review was conducted to investigate if similar studies had been conducted 
and to more fully understand bridge and approach rail usage. 
2. A survey of state and county agencies was completed to obtain input on how other 
agencies determine bridge rail and bridge approach rail usage criteria for low-volume 
roads.  
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3. System-wide crash analysis for low-volume road bridges in Iowa was performed. The 
IADOT crash and geographic information management systems (GIMS) databases were 
utilized to quantify crash related metrics. 
4. Statistical analyses were performed to identify relationships between crash metrics such 
as rail usage, rail condition, roadway geometry, bridge geometry.  
5. Railing alternatives that are economical and aesthetically pleasing were investigated. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 Existing IADOT Standards 
The IADOT has Instruction Memorandums (IM) (IADOT, 2009) for Iowa public agencies that 
provide guidance on administrative works, project development, and systems classification. 
Included in the series of IM is IM No. 3.213 that provides guidelines for determining the need 
for traffic barriers on low-volume roadway bridges and culverts. In addition, IM No. 3.215, 
which provides information on clear zone widths, and IM No. 3.216, which presents the benefit-
cost ratio method for determining the feasibility of an improvement, are also available and can be 
helpful in determining the feasibility of installing approach guardrails. Instruction Memorandum 
No. 3.213 was the primary focus of the work presented herein. IM No. 3.213 is summarized 
below. The original IM documents for IM No. 3.213, 3.215, and 3.216 can be found in Appendix 
A. All IADOT IM’s can be found at: 
http://www.iowadot.gov/local_systems/publications/im/imtoc.pdf. 
 
Instruction Memorandum No. 3.213 defines a traffic barrier as a device used to shield a roadside 
obstacle that is located within the minimum clear zone width and in the right-of-way. A roadside 
obstacle is further classified as either a non-traversable object (e.g., large culvert) or a fixed 
object (e.g., unprotected end of bridge rail). The fixed objects were the focus here since 
unprotected bridge ends are fixed objects. The IM first suggests the removal or relocation of the 
object outside the clear zone whenever possible. However a traffic barrier may be necessary if 
removal or relocation is not possible and a benefit by severity reduction is found.  
 
An approach guardrail should to be installed in the following situations: 
 
1. “All four bridge corners on newly constructed bridges on the Farm-to-Market systems, 
except bridges located within an established speed zone of 35 mph or less.” 
2. “On the approach bridge corners (right side) on new federally funded bridges constructed 
on the area service system, except bridges within 35 mph or less speed zone. 
Consideration should be given to shielding the opposite corner if it is located on the 
outside edge of a curve. The FHWA will participate in guardrail at all four corners if 
desired by the county.” 
3. “All four bridge corners on existing bridges within the termini of a 3R project on the 
Farm-to-Market System. Existing w-beam installations that are flared and anchored at 
both ends may be used as constructed without upgrading to current standards.” 
4. “Culverts with spans greater than six feet (circular pipe culverts greater than 72” in 
diameter) if it is impractical to extend beyond the clear zone and grates are not utilized.”  
The following exceptions apply when approach guardrail is not needed on a bridge: 
 
1. “Current ADT at structure is less than 200 vehicles per day” 
2. “The structure is 24 ft wide or greater” 
3. “The structure is on tangent alignment” 
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4. “The benefit-cost ratio is less than 0.80” 
Bridge rails should always be designed in accordance with the latest available standards on 
newly constructed bridges. For existing bridges being rehabilitated using federal-aid money the 
bridge rail should be reviewed for possible retrofitting.  
 
Included in the IM is a Bridge Rail Rating System matrix that can be used to determine if a 
bridge rail should be upgraded and to what extent it should be upgraded. The matrix includes 
five factors: crashes, ADT, width, length, and type of bridge rail. The sum of the points from the 
five factors is the total bridge score which can be used to determine if the bridge needs 
upgrading; the higher the score the more upgrade needed. Table 2.1 shows the Bridge Rail 
Rating System and points associated with each factor. Table 2.2 shows the types of 
recommended upgrades which are based on the point totals for the bridge.  
 
Table 2.1. Bridge rail five factor rating system. 
 
Table 2.2. Bridge rail upgrades based on point totals 
 
 
 
Points 0 5 10 15 20 
Factors Description 
Crashes  
(in last 5 years) None 1 PDO 1 PI 
1 F or 2 PDO’s 
or 1 PI and 1 
PDO 
2 or more 
F’s/PI’s or 3 or 
more PDO’s 
ADT  
(current year) < 200 200-299 300-399 400-750 >750 
Bridge Width 
(feet) ≥ 30 28 24 22 ≤ 20 
Bridge Length 
(feet) < 50 50-99 100-149 150-200 >200 
Bridge Rail 
(type) Aluminum Rail 
(1967 standard) 
Steel Box Rail 
(1964 standard) 
Formed Steel 
Beam Rail (1951 
and 1957 
standards) 
Steel Rail (1941 
standard 
Concrete Rail 
1928 standard) 
Angel Handrail 
(1928 standard) 
Abbreviations:  PDO = Property Damage Only crash 
 PI      = Personal Injury crash 
 F       = Fatality crash 
 
Point total Upgrade Description 
Under 25 points No upgrading at this time 
25 – 50 points Delineation according to standard RE-48A 
51 – 75 points Block out with thrie beam to curb edge (if existing approach 
guardrail is W-beam, W beam may be used) 
Over 75 points Retrofit 
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2.2 General Literature Review 
2.2.1 National Level 
Modern highway design concepts (AASHTO 2002B) essentially began in the 1940’s. Concerted 
focus on roadside safety design, however, didn’t start until the 1970’s. Today many of the roads 
that were built prior to 1970 have reached their useful life span and are being reconstructed 
which allows the opportunity for updating their safety features. Some of these safety features 
include bridge railing and approach railing. Bridge railing differs from roadside railing in that it 
is rigidly connected to the bridge and when struck it has very little deflection capability (i.e., 
flexibility). The Roadside Design Guide notes that railing designed to full AASHTO standards 
may not be necessary nor desirable for low-speed or low-volume roads. The design guide 
suggests that engineers refer to the AASHTO LRFD (AASHTO, 2006) design manual for 
guidance in determining the merits of using bridge railing. AASHTO LRFD explains that the 
“owner shall develop the warrants for the bridge site”; this leaves the designer of a low-volume 
bridge with very little guidance on if/when guardrail and/or approach railing is needed. The 
Roadside Design Guide does, however, provide options for reducing crash hazards caused by 
roadside obstacles. The following are cited techniques for reducing crashes and crash severity in 
order of preference. 
 
1. Remove the obstacle. 
2. Redesign the obstacle so it can be safely traversed. 
3. Relocate the obstacle to a point where it is less likely to be struck. 
4. Reduce impact severity by using an appropriate breakaway device. 
5. Shield the obstacle with a longitudinal traffic barrier designed for redirection or use a 
crash cushion. 
6. Delineate the obstacle if the above alternatives are not appropriate.  
 
The inherent nature of bridges and bridge railing reduces the feasibility of options one, two, and 
three. However options four, five, and six offer ways to reduce crash numbers and severity when 
crashing into a bridge end.  
 
AASHTO (2001A) has an additional manual, “Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very Low-
Volume Local Roads (ADT<400vpd)” that addresses very low-volume road geometric 
considerations that are typically different from those applied to higher volume roads. The design 
guide stresses that geometric changes generally need only be completed when a documentable, 
site-specific safety problem exists and can be corrected by road side improvements. When safety 
problems do not exist, roadside improvements generally do not provide substantial safety 
benefits. By providing safety improvements only to roads that have a history of safety problems, 
expenditures can be focused at known problematic locations helping to ensure the most impact.  
 
The geometric design guide does not contain specific information on bridge and approach 
guardrail, but instead emphasizes roadway cross-sections, bridge widths, alignment, and sight 
distance characteristics. The guide indicates that bridge widths for newly constructed bridges on 
new roadways should be equal to the width of the traveled way plus 2 ft. If the roadway is paved, 
the bridge width is recommended to be equal to the roadway width. For one and two lane roads 
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with an ADT less than 100 vpd one lane bridges can be provided. A minimum bridge width of 15 
ft, but not wider than 16ft assures drivers will not try to use them as two lanes. When existing 
bridges are being replaced, and there is no evidence of site-specific safety problems, the new 
bridge width can be the same as the existing width. Site-specific safety indicators include a 
documented crash history, skid marks, damage to bridge rail or approach rail, and concerns 
raised by law enforcement officials.  
 
2.2.1.1Crash Reduction Factors 
The FHWA has published a Desktop Reference for Crash Reduction Factors (CRFs) which is 
used, along with engineering judgment, to estimate the impact various countermeasures might 
have on crashes. The Desktop Reference contains 12 tables of CRFs. Among other data, the 
tables contain the crash type, crash severity, daily traffic volume, and CRFs. The table containing 
bridge countermeasures contains the CRFs for installing guardrail (at bridge), upgrading bridge 
railing, widening a bridge, etc. 
 
The CRFs for upgrading of installing guardrail (at bridge) ranges from 11 to 90. For the case in 
which the CRF was 11, the crash type is all and the crash severity is all. For the case in which the 
CRF was 90, the crash type is all and the crash severity is fatal.  
 
The CRFs of upgrading bridge railing ranges from 5 to 92. For the case in which the CRF was 5, 
the crash type is all and the crash severity is all. Two cases existed in which the CRF was 92, in 
both cases the crash type was all, one case had a crash severity of fatal and one had a crash 
severity of injury. 
 
2.2.2 State Level 
2.2.2.1 Kansas 
Past research conducted by Russell et al. (1998) developed guidelines for using guardrails on 
LVR in Kansas. The work consisted of reviewing state-of-the-art roadside safety practices, 
interviewing local roads personnel, studying local roadside scenarios, particularly culverts and 
embankments, and developing guidelines for LVR roadside safety and barrier rails. 
 
The research completed by Russell et al. utilized the computer program ROADSIDE. 
ROADSIDE was used to calculate present worth and annualized cost at a particular location 
needing safety improvements. The program was also used to compare the costs of various 
improvements. Several criteria were adjusted to allow the ROADSIDE program to analyze 
guardrails in a LVR situation. Traffic volume was set to between 100 vehicles per day (vpd) to 
400 vpd including a growth factor of 1% per year. The ROADSIDE results varied depending on 
the types of culverts and embankments. For straight wing culverts, a guardrail was not 
economically justifiable if the culvert’s lateral offset was two or more meters from the nearest 
driving lane. However, and for example, with speeds of 56 mph, an ADT of 300 or greater, and a 
culvert end height of 7.9 ft the guardrail was shown to be economically justifiable. If the 
culvert’s lateral offset from the nearest driving lane was larger than the three meters under all 
scenarios on flared wing culverts then guardrails were not economically justifiable. In culvert 
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pipe/headwall systems a guardrail was not economically justifiable with an ADT of 100. In 
general, most scenarios showed that structures with ADT of 400 vehicles or less were not 
economically justifiable to have bridge approach guardrails installed. The results should be used 
with judgment after considering other, non-economic factors. Pham and Ragland (2005) also 
noted that crash prediction models might differ for each jurisdiction and data set, and no single 
model is capable of serving all road types, ramps, or intersections. Consequently it was noted 
that the task of developing safety performance functions requires detailed assessments and can 
be very time consuming. 
 
2.2.2.2 Minnesota 
Gates et al. (2005) conducted a study on Minnesota LVR bridge approach railing. The objective 
was to determine the ADT at which the benefit-to-cost ratio suggests that installing bridge-
approach guardrail is cost-effective (i.e., B/C > 1.0) for county, state-aid highway bridges in 
Minnesota. 
 
As part of Gates work, a survey of state DOTs was conducted to determine the state-of-the-
practice for bridge approach guardrail installation on low volume highways. Table 2.3 displays 
the number of states using a particular factor to determine when the installation of guardrail is 
needed on low volume highways. Many of the states included exceptions with their responses 
including such thing as: (1) historic bridges, (2) minimum operating speed and ADT, (3) bridge 
width, (4) benefit-cost ratio, (5) urban areas, and (6) bridge crash history, etc.  
 
Table 2.3. Survey responses of state DOTs 
Determining Factor for Approach 
Rail Use 
Number of 
Responses 
All state-aid bridges protected 26 
ADT threshold 2 
Speed threshold 3 
ADT and speed threshold 3 
Decision made on case-by-case basis 1 
No response 15 
 
The Gates et al. study began with a sample of 398 bridges, mostly rural county state-aid highway 
bridges from 10 counties in Minnesota. Of the 398 bridges, there were 155 with approach 
guardrail and 243 without approach guardrail. The crashes near the sample bridges were filtered 
to include all single-vehicle fixed-object or run-off-the-road crashes within 200 ft of the bridge 
and occurring between 1988 and 2002. This filter left 263 crashes with 156 being at bridges with 
approach guardrail and 107 being at bridges without approach guardrail. 
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In order to determine whether or not the crash involved approach guardrail, or would likely have 
had it existed, the following information was reviewed from the police reports of the 263 filtered 
crashes: (1) initial object struck in crash, (2) physical local of crash with respect to bridge, and 
(3) verification of presence or absence of approach guardrail. A crash was included in further 
analyses if (1) the crash occurred on the approach or departure side or (2) the crash involved 
collision with a bridge component, road-side fixed object, or other roadside collision very near 
bridge. Thus, all crashes occurring on the bridge were not included in the subsequently 
completed analyses. This second filter left a sample of 96 bridges, 47 with approach guardrail 
and 49 without approach guardrail. 
 
The statistical analyses performed on the data included (1) logistic regression used to determine 
if crash severity was affected by various roadway, bridge, and crash characteristics and (2) a 
two-way Pearson chi-square test to determine if guardrail presence had an impact on both crash 
type and severity.  
 
Table 2.4 shows the findings of the logistic regression analysis. According to the analysis, 
collisions with the roadside or bridge rail end are approximately 2.5 times more likely to result in 
fatalities or incapacitating injury (A-injuries) versus collisions with approach guardrail. Also, 
guardrail crashes are nearly twice as likely to result in no injuries versus roadside or bridge rail 
crashes. 
 
Table 2.4. Probability of crash severity versus object struck from logistic regression 
 Probability of a Given Crash Severity Based on the 
Object Struck 
Severity (based on KABCO scale) Roadside Bridge Rail Guardrail 
Property damage only 0.337 0.299 0.586 
B-injuries/C-injuries 0.451 0.458 0.326 
Fatalities/A-injuries 0.213 0.243 0.088 
 
According to two-way Pearson chi-square analysis that was performed, when the crash severity 
was associated with the object stuck, zero of the 33 crashes with approach guardrail resulted in 
fatalities or A-injuries, while roughly one-quarter of the 63 roadside and bridge rail crashes 
resulted in fatalities or A-injuries. Like the logistic regression analysis, the chi-square test 
showed that crashes with the approach guardrail were much more likely to result in no injury 
versus roadside or bridge rail crashes. It appears that the crash severity is significantly affected 
by the type of object struck in the collision. 
 
The chi-square analysis of object struck vs. guardrail presence showed that the presence of a 
guardrail did have an effect on the type of objects struck. In crashes at bridges without approach 
guardrail about 70 percent of the crashes were collisions with the bridge rail. Of the crashes at 
bridges with approach guardrail about 6 percent were collisions with the bridge rail.  
 
A third chi-square analysis - crash severity vs. guardrail presence - was completed. The chi-
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square analysis confirmed that crashes at bridges with approach guardrail were significantly less 
severe than crashes at bridges without approach guardrail. The percentage of fatality/A-injury 
crashes at bridges without approach guardrail was 4.5 greater than the percentage of fatality/A-
injury crashes at bridges with approach guardrails.  
 
Analysis of the approach-side versus departure-side crashes was completed. The analysis showed 
that the location of the crash, either approach or departure side, was not affected by the presence 
of the guardrail. The approach side guardrail was effective in 69% of the cases and the departure 
side guardrail was effective 35% of the time. Although the departure guardrail was less effective 
further analysis suggests substantial reductions in crash severity will occur if departure-side 
guardrail is installed in addition to approach-side guardrail. 
 
In order to determine the cost-effectiveness of bridge approach guardrail Gates et al. performed a 
benefit-cost analysis. A 30-year life-cycle cost for bridge approach guardrail was estimated and 
halved to match the 15 year length of the crash analysis period. The benefit for installing 
approach guardrail is the reduction in severity and subsequent cost of crashes near the bridge. 
The cost of each of the KABCO (i.e. K=fatal crash, A=incapacitating injury, B=non-
incapacitating injury, C=possible injury) severity levels was estimated for use as benefits. 
Prior to performing the benefit-cost calculations, the sample of bridges without approach 
guardrail was separated into categories based on the ADT. The benefit-cost analysis was 
performed on the sample of bridge without approach guardrail. Equation 1 was used to compute 
the benefit-cost ratio. The benefit-cost ratio became greater than 1.0 at an ADT threshold of 400.  
 
஻௘௡௘௙௜௧
஼௢௦௧
ൌ ஼௢௦௧ ௢௙ ஼௥௔௦௛௘௦ ஻௔௦௘ௗ ௢௡ ோ௘௣௢௥௧௘ௗ ௌ௘௩௘௥௜௧௜௘௦
஼௢௦௧ ௢௙ ஼௥௔௦௛௘௦ ஺௦௦௨௠௜௡௚ ீ௨௔௥ௗ௥௔௜௟ ூ௡௦௧௔௟௟௘ௗାீ௨௔௥ௗ௥௔௜௟ ூ௡௦௧௔௟௟ ௔௡ௗ ெ௔௜௡௧௘௡௔௡௖௘ ஼௢௦௧
   (1) 
 
Gates et al. recommended that Mn/DOT use guardrails at bridges with an ADT of greater than or 
equal to 400 vpd, and that those with an ADT between 150 and 400 vpd be reviewed 
individually. It was also noted that bridges located on horizontal curves and bridges with a bridge 
deck width less than the approach roadway may warrant guardrail even with an ADT between 
150 and 400 vpd. It was further stated that guardrail is probably not cost-effective on bridges 
with an ADT of less than 150 vpd. Also, when guardrail is installed, it is recommended to be 
installed on all four corners of the bridge. 
 
2.2.2.3 Missouri 
The Missouri Highway and Transportation Department (Dare, 1992) also concluded that roads 
with ADT of 400 vehicles per day and a 60 mph speed limit and 2 ft lateral guardrail offset do 
not have large enough traffic volumes to warrant approach guardrails. The same study also 
provided higher ADT threshold values for 40 mph and 50 mph speeds and lateral offsets of 8 ft 
and 10 ft. 
 
2.2.2.4 Iowa 
A similar study in the state of Iowa (Schwall, 1989), looked at the cost-effectiveness of approach 
guardrails on primary system roads. Schwall’s study found that in order to obtain a benefit-cost 
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ratio of 1.0, a traffic volume of at least 1400 vehicles per day with a guardrail offset of 2 ft is 
needed. The study also found that the benefit-cost increase with increased traffic volume would 
decrease with an increase in the guardrail offset. In general, all previously presented research 
was limited to only the approach railing for bridges, and did not focus on bridge and approach 
railing on low-volume roads, specifically in Iowa.  
 
2.2.2.5 Texas 
Turner (1984) conducted a study to predict bridge accidents at bridges. Rural, two-lane, two-way 
bridge accidents were the focus of the study which included a data set containing 1,000,000 
accidents, 29,000 bridges, and 100,000 roadway segments. The investigation was narrowed to a 
statistically consistent sample of 2,849 accidents that occurred at/on 2,087 structures over a four 
year period. Manual, correlation, and regression analyses were used to form relationships 
between accidents and predictor variables. The research led to emphasis on three key variables: 
(1) Bridge relative width (bridge width minus road width); (2) average daily traffic (ADT); and 
(3) approach roadway width. Using these factors as independent variables, regression curves 
helped predict accidents as well as a probability table. Combining the rates with ADT values for 
particular structures produced the expected accidents per year. Statistical devices were used to 
measure the effectiveness of the study and produced values that represented very strong trends, 
indicating that the probability table was a good means for predicting bridge accidents. 
 
The Turner project was completed with the intent of identifying hazardous structures, evaluating 
potential safety treatments, and setting priorities for improvements. Identification of an accident 
prediction technique was the primary focus of the project in which a simple and direct way to 
measure a structure’s likelihood of being the site of an accident was the objective. Based on 
historical data, the predicted trend was that bridges constructed narrower than their approach 
pavement become increasingly more dangerous as the difference in relative width increased. 
Previous studies evaluated with Turner’s conclusions found that 70% of all bridge accidents 
occurred on bridges 20% narrower that the approach and 60% of all accidents had a point of 
impact occurring on the approach bridge end on the vehicle’s side of the road (typically the right 
side). One previous study found that approach pavement transition, narrow bridge width, 
roadway curvature to the left, and adjacent intersection bridge geometry characteristics seemed 
to exist at bridges with notorious accident records. These multiple historical studies show that 
widespread concerns exist for the narrow bridge accident problem. 
 
Three specific types of data were gathered and prepared for a thorough examination of the 
narrow bridge issue. The examined structures were restricted to two-lane, two-way traffic 
carrying structures on rural roads. The collected data included (1) Accident data were gathered to 
characterize the most hazardous structures and the collisions occurring at those locations, (2) 
Bridge data were acquired to establish the geometric details of dangerous structures, and (3) 
Approach roadway data were needed to isolate the impacts of the bridge from the roadway. 
Limiting the data to these conditions helped to eliminate as many extraneous variables as 
possible. The four year period studied resulted in a data sample of 4,095 incidents. After 
developing the set of guidelines for the desired study population (rural, two-lane, two-way 
bridges) all bridge collisions not within the criteria were removed from the data set. This stage 
purified the data to a consistent sample of 2,849 crashes that occurred on 2,087 structures over 
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the four year period. 
 
Searching for a simple, direct way to evaluate the degree of hazard for any structure was 
accomplished via a manual review of the plotted/tabulated data, correlation and regression 
studies, and the designation of key variables and selection of the final predictor model. Fourteen 
of the 25 variables showed a strong relationship with accident rate during the correlation analysis 
(note that five of the fourteen were the square of another variable.) Using the Coefficient of 
Multiple Determination, R2 (a measure of the prediction accuracy), it was found that 8 of the 25 
variables were significantly related to accident rate. Turner ranked the variables in ascending 
order of importance based on individual ratings and their subjective judgment to form the Table 
2.5. 
 
Table 2.5. Relative Predictor Strength of Key Variables (Turner, 1984) 
Variable Tabulation and Plotting Correlation Regression Study Rank 
Relative Width Very good Very strong Strong 1 
Average Daily 
Traffic Good Very strong Strong 2 
Approach Width Good Very strong Strong 3 
Road Class Uncertain Strong Strong 4 
Relative width - Very strong Poor 5 
 
The variables ADT, relative width, and approach width were chosen as key variables for 
developing a probability table capable of predicting collisions. The crash probabilities were 
expressed as the number of occurrences per million vehicles in order to be directly related to 
ADT. Approach roadway width and bridge relative width were used to organize a results table 
(see Table 2.6). Accordingly, the 7,245 structures were assigned to appropriate cells in the table. 
As expected, the majority of the structures were located on roads in the 18-26 ft range. The 
accident probabilities fit the expected pattern well. Generally, the structures become safer as one 
moves from the upper left corner of the table to the bottom right. Cells containing irregular 
values of accident rate were found to be the result of either a small number of bridges or a low 
number of vehicular passages. Since these data contained smaller sample sizes they produced 
misleading results and were “smoothed” using data from more reliable cells. After further 
investigation, approach roadway width was dropped from the analysis because it was found to be 
non-significant.  
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Table 2.6 Probability of Bridge Accident per Million Vehicular Passage (Turner, 1984) 
Bridge 
Relative 
Width (ft) 
Approach Roadway Width (ft) 
16.0 -
18.0 
18.1 – 
20.0 
20.1 – 
22.0 
22.1 – 
24.0 
24.1 – 
26.0 
26.1 – 
28.0 
28.1 – 
30.0 
Over 
30.0 
Over 6.0 
narrower 1.200 0.767 0.436 0.135 0.060 0.030 0.200 0.163 
4.1 – 6.0 
narrower 1.200 1.171 0.757 0.686 0.604 0.533 0.472 0.150 
2.1 – 4.0 
narrower 1.194 0.476 0.490 0.503 0.500 0.400 0.300 0.140 
0.1 – 2.0 
narrower 0.611 0.649 0.553 0.695 0.479 0.500 0.400 0.130 
0.0 – 2.0 
wider 0.344 0.496 0.330 0.529 0.319 0.497 0.677 0.120 
2.1 – 4.0 
wider 0.641 0.319 0.319 0.308 0.477 0.448 0.420 0.105 
4.1 – 6.0 
wider 0.217 0.200 0.193 0.256 0.224 0.176 0.128 0.080 
6.1 – 8.0 
wider 0.254 0.170 0.234 0.061 0.162 0.113 0.064 0.056 
8.1 – 10.0 
wider 0.165 0.000 0.170 0.145 0.333 0.331 0.200 0.120 
10.1 – 14.1 
wider 0.140 0.123 0.120 0.083 0.148 0.171 0.068 0.176 
Over 14.0 0.113 0.110 0.066 0.090 0.098 0.102 0.299 0.248 
 
Initially, a simple regression was used based solely on relative width producing an R2 value of 
0.62 indicating a fair fit to the data. Weighted regression analysis was then performed to 
overcome this weakness by weighting each data point based on the number of vehicular passages 
during the study period. Therefore, data points with more traffic were given a higher level of 
importance to reduce the impacts of the scattered data in the low relative width portion of the 
table. The weighted equation resulted in a strong R2 value of 0.74 and is listed as: 
 
A = 0.5085 – 0.0522RW – 0.0053 RW2 – 0.001 RW3                         (1) 
 
Where A = the accident rate per million vehicular passages and RW = the relative width in feet 
 
The final equation used consisted of a second weighted analysis that was performed for all 
structures except those with extremely narrow relative widths. This equation was an excellent 
predictor of the data as noted by its high R2 value of 0.81. This equation was: 
 
A = 0.4949 – 0.0612 RW + 0.0022 RW2                                    (2) 
 
Figure 2.1 shows a comparison of the final two regression equations. Equation 2 represents an 
accident rate pattern that better fits the expected situation. The effort of finding a simple and 
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direct way to predict bridge accidents was successful for several reasons. One, a large data set 
was screened and reduced to a desired and pertinent collection of bridge collision data for rural, 
two-lane, two-way traffic structures. Second, the use of manual, correlation, and regression 
techniques revealed that bridge relative width, average daily traffic volume, and approach 
roadway width were the most important variables in predicting accidents. Third, a probability 
table that includes combinations of approach roadway width and bridge relative width outputting 
expected collision rates was found to be the best way to predict crashes at various sites. Using 
the rates from this table multiplied by average traffic volume one is able to yield the number of 
crashes expected at any particular structure. Lastly, weighted regression analysis proved that the 
table does a great job predicting accidents in the normal range of bridge widths as confirmed 
with a high measure of prediction accuracy (R2 = 0.81.)  
 
 
Figure 2.1. Accidents based on relative bridge widths (Turner, 1984) 
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3. SURVEY RESULTS 
3.1. Survey Overview 
As mentioned previously IM 3.213 provides guidance for determining if guardrail and bridge 
rails are needed. To collect similar information about the guidelines or policies of organizations, 
an eight question survey was sent to federal, state, and local bridge owners across that nation. 
The survey was divided into three basic categories; the first related to the basis for placement of 
traffic barriers on low-volume road bridges, the second related to the types of protective 
treatments being used for guardrail and bridge rail systems, and the third related to determining if 
the criteria for barrier placement had been modified in the past 10 years and the effects of the 
changes. The survey can be found in Appendix B along with the complete respondent answers.  
 
3.2. Federal and State Agency Survey Results 
In total, 27 non-Iowa bridge owners responded to the survey; 1 of the respondents was a federal 
agency, 22 were state transportation departments, 3 were local county agencies, and 1 was a 
Canadian providence agency. Figure 3.1 summarizes the response of the 24 non-local bridge 
owners to the three basic questions. It should be noted that some of the responding agencies (e.g., 
State DOTs) indicated that they do not have roads with ADTs of 400vpd or less. 
 
Figure 3.1. Non-Iowa bridge owner responses (24 respondents) 
 
In general, the respondents that did use ADT as a criterion for guard rail usage also used other 
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criteria for establishing the use or guardrail type. Many owners indicate that they include speed 
limit and geometry as criteria. The states using ADT did not necessarily use it as a limit for 
determining when a guardrail was needed but as a factor for determining the minimum 
performance requirements for the guardrail. An ADT of 400 vpd was the most commonly cited 
threshold. 
 
As seen from Figure 3.1, 17 of the 24 respondents used protective treatment types other than 
“W” beams. A commonly cited alternative rail type was the thrie beam. However, tube rails, 
concrete barriers, and timber were also listed as alternatives to standard “W” beams. No state 
specifically stated the use of cable railing as an alternate to “W” beams. 
 
From the responses, it appears that very few states have changed their criteria for determining 
traffic barrier use on low-volume roads in the last 10 years. The agencies that have changed their 
criteria based the use of protective treatment on ADT and other speed or geometric factors. For 
example, Minnesota DOT changed their criteria in 2008 based on the Minnesota Local Road 
Research Board Study conducted in 2005. The old criteria stated that guardrail is required where 
the speed limit is higher than 40 mph and the ADT exceeds 749 vpd or the bridge clear width is 
less than the sum of lane and shoulder widths. The new 2008 criteria lowers the ADT threshold 
to 400vpd. None of the positively responding agencies indicated that they had information on the 
impacts of the criteria change.  
 
Several agencies provided standard drawings for bridge and/or approach rails. Appendix E 
illustrates the various state bridge and approach rail standard drawings. In addition, some state 
agencies provided information pertaining to bridge and approach rail policy. The policy 
information is summarized below. 
 
3.3 Agency Specific Policies 
3.3.1 US Forest Service 
The US Forest Service has a policy, FSH 7709.56b, section 7, that states that the primary 
criterion for bridge railing system selection is safety. Details of bridge rail function are listed 
within the policy; however, no road criteria (i.e., road width, ADT, geometry, etc.) are given 
with which the benefit-cost of the system could be evaluated. The strength and geometry of the 
railing system is to be based on AASHTO “Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges”. 
All new road bridges are required to have approach rails if the bridge has bridge railing, and the 
approach rail is to conform to the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.  
 
3.3.2 Illinois DOT 
The Illinois DOT requires an approaching roadside barrier or terminal section for all bridge rail 
ends nearest the flow of traffic. Exceptions to this policy are made for the following situations: 
1. Bridges are located on low speed (less than 25mph) curbed roads  
2. Bridges with ADT less than 150, the bridge width is the approach roadway width, and the 
bridge has tangent alignment.  
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3. The township or district bridge has a larger width than the roadway and the bridge is on 
tangent alignment. 
However, these exceptions do not apply if the design speed exceeds the design speed shown in 
the Illinois DOT Bureau of Local Roads and Streets Geometric Design Tables. With respect to 
bridge rail ends on the departure end of two-way roadways, the need for shielding the bridge end 
is determined by whether the bridge is in the clear zone. 
 
3.3.3 North Carolina DOT 
The North Carolina DOT guardrail and bridge rail policies can be found in the Sub Regional Tier 
Design Guidelines for Bridge Projects. These guidelines require transition guardrails on all four 
corners of an undivided two-way, two-lane bridge. The minimum length of guardrail required is 
dependent upon the design speed of the bridge. In the case of very low volume local roads, the 
North Carolina DOT allows the use of the Guidelines for Geometric Design for Very Low-
Volume Local Roads (ADT<400) (AASHTO 2001A) in lieu of the Sub Regional Tier Design 
Guidelines for Bridge Projects. 
 
3.3.4 North Dakota DOT 
The North Dakota DOT requires bridge rail ends be treated with W-beam guardrails and the 
bridge rail be crash tested to NCHRP Report 350 standards. The type of W-beam guardrail to be 
used is dependent upon the bridge rail type. The guardrail shall be flared unless the geometry 
does not allow a flare. The required flare rate and length are dependent upon the design speed. 
The North Dakota DOT uses four W-beam guardrail end treatments with varying site location 
and guardrail installation configuration requirements. The four end treatments are the ET-2000, 
the Flared Energy Absorbing Terminal, the Sequential Kinking Terminal, and the Slotted Rail 
Terminal.  
 
3.4. Iowa County Results 
In addition to the national survey, Iowa’s 99 counties were also solicited for their input on 
protective bridge treatments. Thirty one counties responded to the survey. The responses to the 
three general categories are summarized in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2. Iowa county bridge owner responses (31 respondents) 
 
Very few counties were found to use ADT as a requirement for bridge protection. One county 
indicated that they use an ADT of 100 vpd for traffic barriers, however, it was indicated that this 
is not a written policy. Another county responded that it has a three level written policy for 
determining if traffic barriers should be installed on locally funded bridges. No traffic barriers 
are needed if the ADT is 50 vpd or less, and the bridge width is 24 ft or greater. The approach 
ends of a bridge needs traffic barriers if the ADT is 51 to 99 vpd, and the bridge width is 24 ft or 
more. Traffic barriers on all four bridge ends need to be installed when the ADT is 100 vpd or 
greater, and the bridge width is 24 ft or wider.  
 
The majority of Iowa County respondents indicated that they did not have specific ADT criteria 
stated other criteria that were generally included in IM 3.213. Other criteria not stated in the IM 
3.213, that are being used by Iowa counties, include project funding, crash history, and road 
surface type. Some counties stated all new or rehabilitated bridges are constructed with guardrail 
independent of the criteria previously mentioned.  
 
The general majority of the county respondents indicated that they use a “W” or thrie beam for 
their bridge protective treatments. Two counties stated in addition to “W” or thrie beams, they 
used cable rail. One county stated extra signage and delineators have also been used to provide 
end of bridge delineation.  
 
The three counties that have changed their criteria for determining the use of protective 
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treatments have either changed to using The IADOT IM 3.213 or changed the type of barrier 
they have been using. One county stated the cost of guardrails went up when they changed their 
policy to using only “W” beams.  
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4. CRASH ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Preliminary Bridge and Crash Selection 
To evaluate the possible safety impacts of bridge rail and guardrail on low volume road (LVR) 
structures in the state of Iowa, statewide analyses of LVR bridge crashes was conducted. Primary 
data sources for these analyses included the Iowa DOT’s Geographic Information Management 
System (GIMS) roadway and structures databases and the 2001 to 2008 crash database. These 
databases include all public roadways (~113,000 miles), structures with a minimum length of 20 
feet (~26,500), and reportable crashes on public roadways (injury or minimum property damage 
of $1,000; eight year average of 59,000 crashes annually) within Iowa. Given the eight year 
analysis period, the 2001 to 2008 GIMS databases were compared to assess potential temporal 
differences, particularly with respect to the extent of the LVR network and number of 
corresponding structures. Since limited temporal differences were observed, the 2003 GIMS 
snapshot, a central year in the analysis period, was ultimately selected for use in analysis. 
 
The GIMS roadway database was first utilized to identify all LVRs in the state. LVRs were 
defined using the following criteria: 
  
• annual average daily traffic (AADT) less than or equal to 400 vehicles per day, 
• high speed, i.e. speed limit greater than or equal to 45 mph, and 
• road classification (municipal and secondary only) 
Based on these criteria, approximately 78,900 miles of LVRs were identified, representing 
approximately 70% of the public roadways in the state.  
 
With the LVRs established, the bridges located on these roadways were identified. Of the nearly 
26,500 bridges in the structures database, approximately 17,230 (65%) were located on LVRs. 
As alluded to previously, not all structures in the state are contained in the structures database; 
specifically, only structures with a minimum length of 20 feet are included. Since many LVR 
structures are less than 20 feet in length, the GIMS database underestimates the number of LVR 
bridges where crashes may occur. Based on bridge inventories obtained from two counties, the 
GIMs database excluded 5% and 20% from the total number of bridges. Therefore, in an attempt 
to capture all crashes of possible interest, including those not located at an inventoried bridge, 
crashes located within 50 meters of either an inventoried bridge or stream/ river proximate to a 
LVR were selected. The spatial proximity of 50 meters was employed to address changes 
(improvements) in the spatial accuracies of the roadway, structures and crash databases through 
the analysis period.  
 
Figures 4.1 to 4.9 present various representative LVR bridges, bridge rail and approach guardrail 
applications found in the state. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 demonstrate why the crash identification 
process was expanded beyond the statewide bridge inventory to include structures under 20 ft in 
length. Both bridges are timber with timber bridge rail, and no approach guardrail; however, the 
bridge in Figure 4.1 is not included in the state inventory due to its length. Figure 4.3 presents a 
similar timber bridge with a damaged bridge rail.  
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Figure 4.1. LVR timber bridge not included in the state inventory 
 
Figure 4.2. LVR timber bridge included in the state inventory 
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Figure 4.3. LVR timber bridge, with damaged bridge rail, included in the state inventory 
Figures 4.4 through 4.8 are example concrete LVR bridges, some with different types of bridge 
rail and approach guardrail applications. Similar to the timber bridges in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the 
bridges in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 appear nearly identical but only Figure 4.5 is included in the state 
inventory.  
 
 
Figure 4.4. LVR concrete bridge not included in the state inventory 
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Figure 4.5. LVR concrete bridge included in the state inventory 
 
Figure 4.6. LVR concrete bridge, with timber and metal bridge rail, included in the state 
inventory 
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Figure 4.7. LVR concrete bridge, with directional approach guardrail, included in the state 
inventory 
 
Figure 4.8. LVR concrete bridge, with continuous guardrail, not included in the state 
inventory 
Figure 4.9 represents a commonly found concrete culvert with concrete parapets. While this 
culvert would not be classified as a bridge, regardless of its length, the parapets likely pose a 
hazard similar to the bridges presented in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. 
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Figure 4.9. LVR concrete culvert, with parapets, not included in the state inventory 
4.2 Crash Refinement 
The preliminary crashes of interest were then refined by selecting only those involving a 
rollover, roadway departure, collision with a guardrail, or collision with a bridge or bridge rail. 
The majority of the crashes eliminated from consideration were either located at an intersection, 
were multi-vehicle head-on collisions, or were collisions with an animal. Through detailed visual 
inspection, crashes located on a high volume roadway at/near a LVR overpass were also 
excluded from consideration. Additionally, upon advisement from the project technical advisory 
committee, all roadway departure crashes not involving a collision with a bridge-related 
component were excluded from consideration. These crashes were excluded because the primary 
purpose of approach guardrail on LVR bridges in Iowa is to shield the bridge end and not to 
protect motorists from other secondary hazards, such as a ditch, ravine, or waterway. 
The locations of the 397 remaining crashes were then visually reviewed within GIS, 
supplementing the roadway, structures and crash data with aerial imagery. Aerial imagery was 
used to verify the presence of a bridge at the crash site. This was particularly important for 
crashes selected based on their spatial proximity to a LVR and stream/river (i.e., sites where a 
bridge did not exist in the structures database). Figure 4.10 presents a crash that occurred at a 
bridge not included in the state inventory. The figure also presents the location of an inventoried 
bridge with no crash history. It is also important to note that crashes are geocoded based on the 
available GIS data sets (of various spatial accuracies), and not aerial imagery. This explains the 
differences in the actual and GIS-represented stream alignment. 
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Figure 4.10. Crash located at a LVR bridge not included in the state inventory 
Crash narratives and diagrams were also reviewed to validate the accuracy of the attribute data 
contained in the crash database (particularly a collision with approach guardrail, bridge rail or 
other bridge-related component) and eliminate any crashes that may not be applicable. Based on 
the crash narratives and diagrams, the crash data were supplemented with the following fixed 
object collision categories and collision locations:  
 
• Approach rail between terminal end and bridge 
• Approach rail at the terminal end 
• Approach rail unclear 
• Bridge rail 
• Bridge terminal end 
• Bridge unclear 
• Not applicable 
 
The following subcategories were also populated to classify the order in which the fixed object 
was struck. The primary objective of this classification was to determine whether the fixed object 
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collision was preceded by a collision with another vehicle (i.e., if the object was directly or 
indirectly impacted). 
 
• Primary collision with approach rail or bridge rail 
• Secondary collision with approach rail or bridge rail 
• Not applicable 
Upon final validation, a total of 341 crashes with LVR bridges were identified over the eight 
year analysis period. These 341 crashes occurred at 268 inventoried bridges. Of the 268 bridges 
two of them had three crashes, ten of them had two crashes, and 256 of them had one crash. Fifty 
nine of the crashes occurred on non-inventoried bridges. 
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5. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 
5.1 Overview 
Descriptive analysis techniques and graphical representations were used to summarize and 
interpret the various characteristics of the 17,230 inventoried LVR bridges and the 341 crashes 
that occurred at these LVR bridges during the analysis period. The IADOT IM traffic volume 
(AADT), bridge width and bridge length categories were used, in part, as guidelines during data 
assimilation. Bridge and crash data were also summarized based on traffic safety feature 
standards, road surface type, crash severity, object struck, sequence (order) of collision, light 
conditions, weather conditions, driving surface conditions, and relative bridge width. Brief 
descriptions of each of the characteristics follow: 
 
• AADT: The average annual daily traffic (vehicles per day) traversing the bridge. In some 
cases, if no data were provided, an estimate was utilized. 
• Bridge Width: The most restrictive (minimum) distance between curbs or rails on the 
structure. The primary width increments were based on ranges presented in the IM 
report. 
• Bridge Length: The overall length of the roadway supported on the structure from back 
faces of the backwalls, measured along the centerline. 
• Traffic Safety: Indicates whether the bridge rail, transitions, approach rail and approach 
ends are coded as meeting “current acceptable standards”, as designated by the 
inspections conducted in accordance with Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure 
Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges (FHWA 1995), or if the aforementioned 
safety features are required. Note that the research team has relied upon the accuracy of 
these assessments that have, obviously, been made by others. 
• Road Surface Type: The roadway surface material approaching the bridge. This surface 
is often different from that of the bridge itself. 
• Crash Severity: The severity of the crash based on the worst injury suffered by any 
person involved in the crash (e.g., fatal, major injury, minor injury, or possible injury). If 
no injuries occurred in the crash, the severity is classified as property damage only. 
• Object Struck: The bridge feature, and the corresponding location on this feature, struck 
by a vehicle (e.g., bridge rail or approach guardrail end or between ends). 
• Order of Strike: Indicates whether a bridge rail or guardrail strike was the primary 
collision (i.e., first object struck) or the secondary collision (e.g., collision with another 
vehicle, followed by bridge rail collision). 
• Light Conditions: The natural lighting conditions at the time of the crash, and if dark, 
whether the location was artificially lit. 
• Weather Conditions: The weather conditions at the time of the crash (e.g., foggy, mist, 
snow, etc.). 
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• Driving Surface Conditions: The roadway surface conditions at the time of the crash. 
• Relative Bridge Width: The difference between the bridge and approach roadway width 
(i.e., bridge width minus roadway width). A negative value indicates that the bridge is 
narrower than the roadway.  
Crash rate was also computed for various bridge characteristics. Crash rate takes into 
consideration the exposure of vehicles to individual bridge characteristics. For example, the 
number of bridges possessing a certain feature, and the number of vehicles exposed to this 
feature, may not be proportional (e.g., each bridge possesses a different AADT). Given the 
relatively short length of the majority of bridges, the linear extent of each bridge was ignored in 
the crash rate calculations. Bridge AADT was treated as daily entering vehicles (DEV). The 
equation used for calculating crash rate (CR) per million entering vehicles is as follows: 
 
ܥܴ ൌ #஼௥௔௦௛௘௦כଵ଴଴଴଴଴଴
஽ா௏כయలఱ೏ೌ೤ೞ
೤೐ೌೝ
כ#௒௘௔௥௦
       (5.1) 
 
Appendix C contains a series of summary tables based on the IADOT Instructional 
Memorandum (IM) factors of AADT, bridge width, and bridge length. Pertinent details from 
these tables are presented in the following sections. 
 
5.2 Traffic Volume 
The traffic volume for the majority of bridges, 57% (9,792), is less than 50 vehicles per day 
(vpd). Another 25% (4,337) of bridges have a traffic volume from 50 to 99 vpd. Moreover, the 
vast majority of the low volume bridges, 92% (15,839), fall within the first IM category (i.e., less 
than 200 vpd).  
 
Regarding crash experience, approximately 77% (263) of the crashes occurred on bridges with a 
traffic volume less than 100 vpd. Under the IADOT IM No. 3.213 these bridges do not receive 
points in the bridge rail rating system and are listed as bridges that may not qualify as needing 
guardrail according to the design exceptions. 
 
5.3 Bridge Width 
Approximately 60% (10,178) of all low volume bridges have a width less than 24 feet, 
representing two of the five IM bridge width categories. The width of half (4,748) of the bridges 
with a traffic volume less than 50 vpd is 20 feet or less. In general, bridges with higher traffic 
volumes (100 vpd or more) are wider (28 feet or greater). 
 
Nearly 75% (205) of crashes occurred on bridges with known widths less than 25 feet (270). 
Additionally, over 30% (84) of crashes occurred on bridges with known widths less than 20 feet. 
Over 40% (42) of the crashes that occurred on roads with less than 50 vpd (99) were on/at 
bridges with widths of 20 feet or less.  
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5.4 Bridge Length 
Over 50% (9,004) of the low volume bridges fall within the first (of five) IM length category (1 
to 49 feet). Nearly half, 45% (158), of crashes occur on bridges with a length less than 49 ft, 
assuming that crashes at non-inventoried bridges also fall within this category. 
 
5.5 Traffic Safety Features 
The vast majority, 71% (12,312), of low volume bridges are indicated to not have bridge rail that 
meets “current acceptable standards” during their most recent inspection. This percentage 
increases to 78% (7,615) for bridges with less than 50 vpd (9,792).  
 
Over half, 55% (53), of the crashes that occurred on roads with less than 50 vpd (99) were at/on 
bridges where the bridge rail was indicated to not meet “current acceptable standards”. 
 
Approximately 77% (13,342) of low volume bridges did not have transitions that were indicated 
to meet “current acceptable standards”, with a similar number of bridges not having approach 
rails and approach ends indicated to meet “current acceptable standards”. The percentages of 
crashes associated with these traffic safety features are 77% (216), 74% (209), and 77% (218), 
respectively. 
 
In general, roads with higher traffic volumes were more likely to have features that were 
identified as meeting traffic safety “current acceptable standards”. Upon review of the crash 
narratives, it was found that the bridge rail was indicated as not meeting “current acceptable 
standards” in over half, 54% (75), of the crashes known to strike the bridge rail (140). The bridge 
rail was indicated as not meeting “current acceptable standards” in 66% (45) of the crashes 
where the location of the bridge crash was unclear (68). 
 
Guardrail was indicated to meet “current acceptable standards” in 41% (14) of the guardrail 
crashes (34). Guardrail was indicated as not meeting “current acceptable standards” in nearly 
half, 48% (16), of crashes where the location of impact with guardrail was unclear (33). 
 
5.6 Road Surface Type 
The approach roadway surface at 84% (14,507) of low volume bridges is gravel. This percentage 
increased to 90% (8,788) and 97% (4,200) for bridges with less than 50 vpd (9,729) and 50 to 99 
vpd (4,337), respectively. 
 
Over three-quarters, 76% (258), of crashes occurred on bridges where the surface of the adjacent 
roadway is gravel. The percentages of crashes occurring on gravel roads are 94% (93) and 96% 
(97) for bridges with less than 50 vpd (99) and 50 to 99 vpd (101), respectively. 
 
5.7 Crash Severity 
Half of the crashes (172) at/on low volume bridges were property damage only; 10% (31) were 
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fatal and major injury crashes. The remaining crashes involved minor or possible injuries. 
 
5.8 Crash Location 
The bridge rail was struck in 41% (140) of the low volume bridge crashes. The bridge end was 
struck in 16% (54) of the crashes, and approach guardrail was struck in 24% (79) of the crashes. 
The location of the collision was unclear in approximately 20% (68) of all crashes. The bridge 
(or guardrail) was the first (primary) object struck in 96% (329) of all crashes.  
 
5.9 Lighting Conditions and Time of Day 
Nearly half, 47% (161), of the crashes occurred at dark (unlit) bridges, while 45% (153) of 
crashes occurred in day light. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 present a comparison of the distributions 
of rural secondary road traffic volumes (source: IADOT Automatic Traffic Recorders 1993-
2003, January 2004) and low volume road bridge crashes by time of day and weekday or 
weekend, respectively. During weekdays, similar distribution patterns exist between 6:00 a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m., with the morning commute period being the most similar. However, the 
percentage of crashes is consistently higher from 7:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. In fact, the greatest, 
single hour percentage of crashes occurred during the 11:00 p.m. hour. This may suggest that 
there is an over representation of night time crashes. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Weekday time of crash with time of traffic (traffic information from IADOT 
Automatic Traffic Recorders 1993-2003, January 2004). 
Figure 5.2 indicates that a much larger percentage of crashes occur during the early morning and 
late night hours on the weekend, compared to the during week traffic volume. The proportion of 
crashes appears nearly inversely proportionally to traffic volumes. During the higher traffic 
periods (e.g., midday to afternoon) the crash percentage is the lowest. As with the weekday 
analysis, there appears to be an over representation of night time crashes but much more 
pronounced during the weekend. 
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Figure 5.2. Weekend time of crash with time of traffic (traffic information from IADOT 
Automatic Traffic Recorders 1993-2003, January 2004). 
5.10 Weather and Road Surface Conditions 
Approximately 80% (265) of low volume bridge crashes occurred under normal weather 
conditions. Nearly half, 46% (158), of crashes occurred on a dry surface, with nearly another 
30% (95) reported as occurring on a gravel surface, which is reported in the same category as 
surface conditions related to weather. 
 
5.11 Crash Rate 
To take exposure into consideration, crash rate was computed for the IM categories of AADT, 
bridge width, and bridge length. Tables 5.1 to 5.3 present crash rates for various AADT, bridge 
width, and bridge length ranges. In addition to the IM categories, crash rate was also calculated 
for relative bridge width (Table 5.4). Bridges with inventory information left blank or defaulted 
to zero are presented as not listed in the tables. 
 
When evaluating crash rate by traffic volume (shown in Table 5.1), crash rate decreased as 
bridge traffic volume increased. In other words, bridges with lower traffic volumes possessed 
higher crash rates. This becomes more evident when graphed, as seen in Figure 5.3. Both the 
crash frequency and crash rate are higher for bridges with lower traffic volumes (i.e., less than 
100 vpd). 
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Table 5.1. LVR AADT structure crash history and crash rate. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Crash rate for AADT intervals. 
The crash rate by bridge width, tabulated in Table 5.2 and graphed in Figure 5.4, decreased 
with an increase in bridge width. However, as the bridge width exceeds approximately 24 ft, 
the crash rate appears to become relatively constant. This observation is supported by the 
crash frequency analysis, where the majority of crashes occurred on bridges with known 
widths less than 25 feet.  
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Table 5.2. LVR structure width crash history and crash rate. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Crash rate for IM Report bridge width intervals. 
The crash rate for different bridge lengths was found to be consistent regardless of bridge 
length, Table 5.3 and Figure 5.5. Since daily entering vehicles (DEV) was used to compute 
crash rate instead of vehicle-miles of travel (VMT), one may have assumed that the rate 
would be higher for longer structures, because more opportunity exists to strike the bridge 
rail. However, this was not the case, validating use of DEV in the benefit-cost analysis 
presented subsequently. 
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Table 5.3. LVR structure length crash history and crash rate. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5. Crash rate for IM Report bridge length intervals. 
The crash rate for the relative bridge width categories decreased with decreasing negative 
relative bridge width. Additionally, crash rate appeared to level off once the relative bridge width 
became positive, as shown in Figure 5.6. In other words, the crash rate was higher for bridges 
narrower than the approaching roadway width.  
 
Non‐Inventoried ‐ (‐) ‐ (‐) 59 (17%) N/A
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Table 5.4. LVR relative bridge width and crash rate. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6. Crash rate for relative bridge width intervals. 
5.12 Multiple Crashes 
Table 5.5 shows the 12 inventoried bridges that have multiple crashes and the crash severity for 
each of the crashes. Twenty six of the 341 crashes occurred at bridges with more than one crash. 
Therefore, approximately 4% (14) of the crashes occurred at bridges with more than one crash. 
Over 50% (14) of crashes that occurred on bridges with multiple crashes were property damage 
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only and approximately 40% were minor injury or possible/unknown injury crashes. 
 
Table 5.5. Inventoried bridges with multiple crashes and crash severity. 
 
  
A 1 1 2
B 1 1 1 3
C 1 1 2
D 2 2
E 1 1 2
F 1 2 3
G 1 1 2
H 1 1 2
I 1 1 2
J 2 2
K 1 1 2
L 1 1 2
Total 1 0 9 2 14 26
Bridge 
Identification
Total 
Crashes
Crash Severity 
Fatal  Major Injury Minor Injury
Possible/ 
Unknown 
Property 
Damage Only
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6. STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS 
6.1 Overview 
Two statistical methods were employed to analyze the 341 crashes that occurred at low volume 
bridges during the analysis period. These methods included test of proportions and probability 
modeling. The following sections provide the methodological background of these methods and 
summaries of the results.  
 
6.2 Methodology 
6.2.1 Test of Proportions 
Statistical testing of the difference between two proportions was performed to determine whether 
specific crash characteristics increased for specific bridge characteristics. To accomplish this, 
several discrete pairs of bridge characteristics were established (e.g., width less than 24 feet vs. 
width greater than 24 feet), and the proportions of various crash characteristics (e.g., severity) 
within these pairs computed. The differences between these pairs of proportions were 
statistically tested for significance using the z-statistic for a standard Normal random variable. 
The z-statistic was applicable because the frequency of crashes for the tested characteristics in 
each sample were greater than five, and the two population proportions being compared were 
independent (Moore et al, 2003). Statistically significant differences within the samples suggest 
an increase of a specific crash characteristic for the corresponding bridge characteristic.   
 
To begin, the null hypothesis was defined as “the two population proportions are equal, or are 
not different”, given by: 
 
H0: p1 = p2.      (6.1) 
 
Therefore, the alternate hypothesis was defined as “the two population proportions are not equal, 
or are different”, i.e.: 
 
H1: p1 ≠ p2      (6.2) 
 
where p1 represents the first proportion being tested and p2 represents the second proportion. 
 
A 95% level of confidence (significance level of 0.05) was selected, and the difference between 
the sample proportions computed: 
|p1 - p2|       (6.3) 
 
Then, the weighted average of the two sample proportions was computed: 
 
݌ ൌ ௡భ௣భା௡మ௣మ
௡భା௡మ
          (6.4) 
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where n1 and n2 are the respective number of observations sampled from the two populations. 
The estimated standard error of the difference between proportions was calculated as:   
 
sp1-p2=ට
p(1-p)
n1
+ p(1-p)
n2
       (6.5) 
 
The z-statistic was computed by the general formula: 
 
ݖ ൌ |௣భି௣మ|
௦೛భష೛మ
       (6.6) 
 
The probability of obtaining a difference between the population proportions as large as, or 
larger than, the difference observed in the experiment, i.e. probability value or p-value, was 
determined within Microsoft Excel (Lane, 2009). The basic formula can be expressed as: 
 
=IF(z-stat<0,2*NORMDIST(z-stat,0,1,1),2*(1-NORMDIST(z-stat,0,1,1))) (6.7) 
 
where “z-stat” represents the address of the cell containing the z-statistic value (Barreto and 
Howland, 2008). 
 
Lastly, the probability value was compared to the significance level of 0.05. If the probability 
value was less than or equal to the significance level, the difference tested was significant, and 
the null hypothesis was rejected. The tests were also conducted using a 90% level of confidence, 
which would yield less significant results. 
6.2.2 Crash Frequency 
The frequency of vehicle crashes is properly modeled using count data models, the most popular 
of which are Poisson and negative binomial regression models. One requirement of the Poisson 
distribution is that the mean of the count process equals its variance. When the variance is 
significantly larger than the mean, the data are said to be over dispersed, and can be properly 
modeled using a negative binomial model (Washington, et al., 2003).  
 
6.2.2.1 Poisson Regression 
For a non-negative integer variable, ܻ, with observed frequencies, ݕ௜, ݅ ൌ 1, … , ܰ, the probability 
of ݕ௜ (in this case, guardrail injuries) at ݅ is given by: 
 
ܲሺݕ௜ሻ ൌ
ா௑௉ሺିఒ೔ሻఒ೔
೤೔
௬೔!
      (6.8) 
 
where ߣ௜ is the Poisson parameter for ݅, which is equal to the expected frequency low volume 
bridge crashes at ݅, ܧሾݕ௜ሿ.  
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The log-linear model form used in this paper to predict the expected number of low 
volume bridge crashes: 
 
lnߣ௜  = β௜·ݔ௜      (6.9) 
 
where ݔ௜ is a vector of explanatory variables, and β௜ is a vector of estimable parameters by 
maximum likelihood estimation techniques.  
 
6.2.2.2 Negative Binomial Regression 
The negative binomial regression model is an extension of the Poisson regression model which 
allows the variance of the process to differ from the mean. One way that the model arises is as a 
modification of the Poisson model in which ߣ௜ is specified so that:  
 
lnߣ௜  = β௜·ݔ௜ ൅  ߝ௜     (6.10) 
 
where ܧܺܲሺߝ௜ሻ follows a gamma distribution with mean 1.0 and variance ߙଶ. This model has an 
additional parameter, α, which is often referred to as the over dispersion parameter, such that:  
 
ܸܣܴሾݕ௜]= Eሾݕ௜]·[1+α·Eሾݕ௜]]     (6.11) 
 
6.2.3 Injury Severity 
The objective is to model vehicle crash injury severity on low-volume bridges in Iowa. 
Consideration was given to three possible discrete outcomes when a vehicle is involved in a 
crash: no injury (property damage only), possible/unknown or minor injury, and major injury or 
fatality.  
 
Recent literature (summarized in Savolainen and Mannering, 2007) indicates that both ordered 
(ordered logit and probit) and unordered (multinomial logit and nested logit) probability models 
have been used for modeling crash injury severity data. However, ordered models place a 
restriction on variable effect which, in the current case, would not allow for the possibility of a 
variable simultaneously decreasing the probability of no injury and major injury (alternatively 
increasing only the probability of minor injury). Because this is an unnecessary and potentially 
erroneous restriction, an unordered discrete outcome model was adopted (see Washington et. al. 
2003, for a further explanation of this point). 
 
For crash injury severity outcomes, the multinomial logit model defines a function that 
determines injury severity as,  
 
Win = βi Xin + εin     (6.12) 
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where Win is the function that determines the probability of discrete injury severity outcome i for 
crash n, Xin is a vector of measurable characteristics (roadway and crash characteristics) that 
determine the injury severity for crash n, βi is a vector of estimable coefficients, and εin is an 
error term accounting for unobserved effects influencing the injury severity outcome i for crash 
n. 
 
It can be shown that if εin are assumed to be extreme value distributed (see McFadden, 1981), 
then a standard multinomial logit model results, 
 
( ) [ ][ ]i inn I In
 I
EXP
P i   
EXP
∀
= ∑
β X
β X
     (6.13) 
 
where ( )nP i  is the probability that crash n will result in an injury outcome i and I is the set of 
possible crash injury severity outcomes. 
 
6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Test of Proportions 
A summary of the test of proportions results is presented in Table 6.1. The crash characteristics 
of severity, lighting conditions, and/or object struck were tested with respect to discrete pairs of 
bridge traffic volume (AADT), width, length, and relative width. In general, very few 
statistically significant differences in proportions were observed. 
 
Of the proportions tested, the difference of possible/unknown injury crashes was statistically 
significant at a 95% level of confidence for bridges less than 24 feet wide. The difference of 
possible/unknown injury crashes was also statistically significant at a 95 % level of confidence 
for bridges with a negative relative width. The difference for guardrail crashes on bridges wider 
than 23.9 feet was statistically significant as well. However, this result may not be entirely valid, 
because not all bridges possess guardrail. 
 
Decreasing the confidence level to 90%, the difference of major injury crashes was statistically 
significant for bridges with a relative width zero or less. Also, the difference of bridge end 
crashes was statistically significant for bridges less than 24 feet wide. 
 
Bridge length and traffic volume did not yield in any statistical significance differences when 
tested with various crash characteristics. 
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Table 6.1. Test of proportion result summary. 
 
 
6.3.2 Crash Frequency 
The estimation results from the low volume bridge crash frequency analysis are presented in 
Table 6.2. The frequency of vehicle crashes was more likely to be higher on low-volume bridges 
that had lower width compared to the roadway, and lower on low-volume bridges that had higher 
width compared to the roadway.   
 
Table 6.2 Negative Binomial Regression Model for Frequency of Crashes on Low-volume 
Bridges. 
 
 
 
6.3.3 Injury Severity 
The estimation results for the multinomial logit model for low volume bridge vehicle crash 
Group 1 Group 2 Crash Severity
Light 
Conditions
Object Struck ‐ 
Excluding Guardrail*
Object Struck ‐ 
Including Guardrail *
AADT 1‐99 VPD 100‐400 VPD None N/T N/T N/T
AADT 1‐49 VPD 50‐400 VPD None N/T N/T N/T
Guardrail Crashes.  
Greater for 24‐30’.   (α = 
0.05, 95% level of 
confidence) 
Bridge End Crashes.  
Greater for 1‐23.9’.  (α = 
0.10, 90% level of 
confidence) 
Bridge Length 1‐49' > 49' None None None None
Relative Bridge Width <= 0' > 0'
Major Injury Crashes.  
Greater for <=0'.  (α = 0.10, 
90% level of confidence) 
N/T N/T N/T
Relative Bridge Width < 0' >= 0'
 Possible/Unknown Injury 
Crashes.  Greater for < 0'.  (α = 
0.05, 95% level of confidence) 
N/T N/T N/T
*  Test may not be applicable because of exposure, e.g. not all bridges have guardrail.
N/T : Comparison not tested
Bridge Characteristic
Crash Characteristics
Bridge Width 1‐23.9' 24‐30'
Possible/Unknown Injury 
Crashes.  Greater for 1‐23.9’.  
(α = 0.05, 95% level of 
confidence) 
None None
Category
Variable Estimated Coefficient t ‐Statistic
Constant  1.963 5.93
Relative bridge width (bridge minus roadway width) –0.116 –2.81
Dispersion parameter α 2.511 3.67
Number of observations
Log‐likelihood at zero
Log‐ likelihood at convergence
McFadden Pseudo R ‐squared
52
–297.60
–114.12
0.617
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severity are presented in Table 6.3. For crash-specific variables, findings show that crashes that 
occurred on roadways, which were not lighted (i.e., dark), were more likely to result in a major 
injury or fatality. Crashes that occurred under partly cloudy or cloudy conditions were less likely 
to result in a major injury or fatality (or alternatively more likely to result in no injury or minor 
injury). 
 
Turning to roadway-specific variables, it was found that crashes that occurred on bridges of 
higher length and crashes that occurred on wider roads were less likely to result in a minor injury 
(or alternatively more likely to result in no injury or major injury). On the other hand, the 
outcome of crashes that occurred on bridges of higher traffic volume was more likely to be a 
minor injury. Last, crashes on gravel roads were more likely to result in minor injury. 
 
Table 6.3. Multinomial logit model for vehicle crash injury severity on low volume bridges 
in Iowa. 
 
 
 
  
Variable Estimated Coefficient t ‐Statistic
Constant [N] ‐2.034 ‐4.83
Constant [I] ‐0.206 ‐0.07
Crash‐Specific Variables
Light conditions—Dark, roadway not 
lighted [F] 0.959 2.04
Weather conditions—Partly cloudy 
or cloudy [F] ‐1.146 ‐2.45
Roadway‐Specific Variables
Bridge length [I] ‐0.011 ‐1.79
Traffic volume of road (intervals of 50 
ft) [I] 0.007 2
Roadway width [I] ‐0.195 ‐1.62
Roadway surface type—Gravel [I] 3.395 2.56
Number of observations
Mc‐Fadden R‐squared
Variables  are  defined for outcomes: [N] no injury, [I] minor injury, [F] major injury or fata l i ty
341
0.08
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7. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
7.1 Overview 
On a statewide basis (not for an individual bridge), benefit-cost economic analyses were 
performed to compare the relative safety benefit of improving bridge rails to meet “current 
acceptable standards” and the cost of doing so. The objective of these analyses was to determine 
whether statewide improvement of bridges possessing certain characteristics could be warranted. 
Several scenarios, evaluating bridges with various traffic volumes, widths, lengths, and relative 
widths were evaluated.  
Life cycle cost for standard bridge rail was estimated through consultation with IADOT staff and 
county engineers. The approximate, total present worth of bridge rail was estimated to be $194/ft 
of bridge. The following assumptions were used to estimate the present worth and life cycle cost 
of bridge rail: 
• The life of a bridge rail is approximately 30 years. 
• There is no useful salvage at the end of the bridge rail life. 
• The railing cost of $90/ft of bridge length includes: 
o SL-1 system with a thrie-beam on both sides of the bridge. 
o Bridge rail end treatment. 
o Labor. 
• The maintenance cost of $6/ft of bridge per year includes: 
o Replacement of a thrie-beam section every five years. 
• The interest rate is assumed at 4% annual discount rate. 
 
The cost of a crash is primarily based on the number and severity of injuries suffered in the 
crash. The monetary value assigned to a given injury severity is defined by the FHWA and 
shown in Table 7.1. Total crash cost includes all persons killed/injured in the crash as well as the 
resulting property damage. For property damage only crashes a police estimate or a value of 
$2,700 is used for the crash cost. For the purposes of this study $2,700 was used for all property 
damage only crashes. 
 
Table 7.1. Cost of a crash by severity. 
 
 
Benefit is obtained by using the crash cost in conjunction with crash reduction factors (CRF) to 
determine the equivalent monetary value of the societal cost from crashes that could be reduced 
Severity Cost
Fatality $3,500,000
Major Injury $240,000
Minor Injury $48,000
Possible Injury $25,000
Property Damage
$2,700, or Police 
Estimate
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in number or severity by updating the bridge rail. The CRF values were obtained from the 
Desktop Reference for Crash Reduction Factors published by the FHWA in September 2007. 
Table 7.2 shows the CRF used for various situations.  
 
Table 7.2. Crash Reduction factors used for analysis. 
 
 
To investigate the economic benefits of improving the bridge rail to “current acceptable 
standards”, only the bridges with rails not meeting “current acceptable standards”, as designated 
by the inspections conducted in accordance with Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges 
(FHWA 1995), were used for comparison. However, due to the relatively few crashes 
experiences, all crashes at/on such bridges were included in the analyses. These crashes may 
include those where the bridge rail itself was not necessarily struck. By including all crashes, as 
well as crashes associated with non-inventoried bridges (assuming their rails also do not meet 
“current acceptable standards”), yielded a more liberal benefit estimate (and, therefore, a 
conservative B/C analysis). 
 
Typically, when performing a benefit-cost analysis for a site, the IADOT treats the first fatality 
as a major injury. This approach is employed to address the random nature of fatal crashes, 
which can inflate the crash cost for a specific site. However, since system wide analyses were 
conducted for this project, the actual number of fatalities was used to compute crash cost. In the 
final scenario, the benefit-cost ratio for a single (but not specific) bridge was performed with the 
first fatality treated as a major injury. 
 
As with the crash rate calculations, daily entering vehicles (DEV) was utilized in the benefit-cost 
analyses; this approach is analogues to intersection or spot analysis. The standard IADOT Office 
of Traffic and Safety Traffic Safety Improvement Program Benefit/Cost Excel worksheet was 
utilized for the various scenarios. The worksheets for each scenario are presented in Appendix D.  
 
7.2 Improve All Low Volume Bridges with Railing not Meeting “Current Acceptable 
Standards” 
Of the 17,230 inventoried low volume road bridges, 12,312 (828,880 feet of bridge) were 
reported as having a bridge rail that does not meet “current acceptable standards”. The crashes 
associated with these bridges resulted in five fatalities, 20 major injuries, 55 minor injuries, 57 
possible injuries, and 87 property damage only crashes. Table 7.3 provides the benefit-cost ratio 
for each CRF mentioned previously. Given the very low benefit-cost ratios for each CRF, only 
the higher two CRF values were used in the additional scenarios, which may yield somewhat 
more liberal results. 
 
Type of Treatment Severity CRF
All (high) 20%
All (low) 5%
Fatal 92%
Upgrade Bridge Railing
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Table 7.3. Summary of B/C analysis for improving all bridges with bridge rail not up to 
“standard”. 
 
 
7.3 Improve Low Volume Bridges with Railing not Meeting “Current Acceptable 
Standards” and AADT Less Than 100 
Because the crash rate was highest for low volume bridges with traffic volumes less than 100 
vpd (Figure 5.3), benefit-cost analysis was performed for the 10,542 inventoried bridges 
satisfying these conditions. Four fatalities occurred on these bridges, 15 major injuries, 31 minor 
injuries, 36 possible injuries, and 59 property damage only crashes. Table 7.4 provides a 
summary of the results of this scenario.  
 
Table 7.4. Summary of B/C analysis for improving bridges with bridge rail not up to 
“standard” and AADT<100. 
  
 
7.4 Improve Low Volume Bridges with Railing not Meeting “Current Acceptable 
Standards” and Width Less Than 24 Feet 
Bridges with a width less than 24 ft were found to have a higher crash rate than similar bridges 
with larger widths (Figure 5.4). A total of 9,230 (572,193 feet) of inventoried bridges exist on 
low volume roads that have rails that do not meet “current acceptable standards” and a width less 
than 24 ft. There were four fatalities, 17 major injuries, 36 minor injuries, 48 possible injuries, 
and 62 property damage only crashes at these locations. Table 7.5 provides a summary of the 
summary benefit cost for scenario 3. 
 
Table 7.5. Summary of B/C analysis for improving bridges with bridge rail not up to 
“standard” and bridge width < 24 ft. 
  
 
7.5 Improve Low Volume Bridges with Railing not Meeting “Current Acceptable 
Standards” and Length Less Than 100 Feet 
Although no definite relationship was observed between bridge length and crash rate (Figure 
5.5), in keeping with the IM, benefit-cost was analyzed for bridges with a length less than 100 ft. 
Crash Type CRF Benefit Cost B/C
All 5 $2,874,790 $160,441,400 0.02
All 20 $11,499,159 $160,441,400 0.07
Fatal 92 $34,800,217 $160,441,400 0.22
Crash Type CRF Benefit Cost B/C
All 20 $8,709,694 $128,434,070 0.07
Fatal 92 $27,840,173 $99,012,436 0.28
Crash Type CRF Benefit Cost B/C
All 20 $9,154,143 $110,863,652 0.08
Fatal 92 $27,840,173 $110,863,652 0.25
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There were a total of 9,796 (437,784 ft) inventoried bridges satisfying these conditions without 
rail meeting “current acceptable standards”. Bridges with zero recorded length were assumed to 
have a length of less than 100 ft. These bridges had 4 fatalities, 20 major injuries, 52 minor 
injuries, 46 possible injuries, and 93 property damage only crashes. Table 7.6 provides summary 
results for this scenario. 
 
Table 7.6. Summary of B/C analysis for improving bridges with bridge rail not up to 
“standard” and bridge length < 100 ft. 
  
 
7.6 Improve Low Volume Bridges with Railing not Meeting “Current Acceptable 
Standards” and Negative Relative Bridge Width 
As seen in Figure 5.6. crash rate increased as the relative bridge width decreased from zero; 
therefore, the benefit-cost for bridges with a negative relative width less was investigated. There 
were 7,422 (483,641 ft) inventoried bridges with relative widths less than zero. These bridges 
had 3 fatalities, 13 major injuries, 29 minor injuries, 42 possible injuries, and 57 property 
damage only crashes. Table 7.7 provides summary results for this scenario. 
 
Table 7.7. Summary of B/C analysis for improving bridges with bridge rail not up to 
“standard” and bridge relative width < 0 ft. 
  
 
For comparison the benefit-cost for bridges with relative bridges width greater than or equal to 
zero were investigated. There were 4,421 (332,114 ft) inventoried bridges with 2 fatalities, 7 
major injuries, 24 minor injuries, 15 possible injuries, and 30 property damage only crashes. As 
seen in Table 7.8 the benefit-cost were the same as bridges with relative bridge widths less than 
zero.  
 
Table 7.8. Summary of B/C analysis for improving bridges with bridge rail not up to 
“standard” and bridge relative width >= 0 ft. 
  
 
7.7 Cost of Bridge Rail Yielding a B/C of 0.8 
As seen by Table 7.3 to 7.8, the benefit-cost ratio was very low for all scenarios; therefore, to 
obtain a higher benefit-cost ratio, a variable that could be modified was the cost of the bridge rail 
Crash Type CRF Benefit Cost B/C
All 20 $9,811,975 $78,753,976 0.12
Fatal 92 $27,840,173 $78,753,976 0.35
Crash Type CRF Benefit Cost B/C
All 20 $7,010,147 $93,706,507 0.07
Fatal 92 $20,880,130 $93,706,507 0.22
Crash Type CRF Benefit Cost B/C
All 20 $4,447,511 $64,347,818 0.07
Fatal 92 $13,920,087 $64,347,818 0.22
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system. If the bridge rail system cost decreased enough a higher B/C can be obtained. 
The first scenario, addressing all low volume bridges with rail not meeting “current acceptable 
standards”, was reinvestigated. The cost of bridge rail was decreased until the B/C = 0.80 (which 
is recommended by the IM). To increase the benefit-cost ratio from 0.07, with a $90/foot rail to 
0.80, the bridge rail would need to have an initial cost of $8.1/foot of bridge length and an annual 
maintenance cost of $0.54/foot of bridge. In other words, the bridge rail cost must be reduced by 
91% for the benefit-cost ratio to have the B/C specified in the current IM. 
 
7.8 Individual Bridge Analysis 
The previously summarized benefit-cost analyses were conducted on a system wide basis. 
Although the objective of this project was to perform system wide analysis, the impact of a fatal 
crash at a single, typical low volume bridge was also investigated. The typical bridge was based 
on the most common bridge sizes from the descriptive analysis (i.e., a length of 75 feet and 
AADT of 50) to have the most applicability. The bridge was assumed to have a 30 year life and a 
single fatal crash occurring within the 30 years. As stated previously, the fatal crash was be 
treated as a major injury as to not inflate the crash cost due to the random nature of fatalities. The 
benefit cost for the bridge was 8.76, as seen in Table 7.9.   
 
Table 7.9. B/C analysis individual generic bridge with a fatal crash. 
 
 
It should be noted, however, that this does not suggest that every bridge with a fatal crash should 
be updated. Moreover, only 4% of the crashes involved a fatality, and only 0.07% of the low 
volume bridges experienced a fatal crash. The aforementioned analysis and the percentage of 
bridges with multiple crashes, as presented in section 5.12, does suggest that treatments (e.g. 
improvement to bridge rail) may be cost effective if one could predict the locations where fatal 
crashes would occur. In general, each bridge, and its crash history, should be evaluated 
independently. 
 
  
Crash Type CRF Benefit Cost B/C
Fatal 92 $127,269 $14,531 8.76
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8. BRIDGE AND APPROACH RAIL ALTERNATIVES 
The dynamics of a crash are complex, and therefore full-scale testing is the most effective means 
of ensuring barrier performance. However, the results of these crash tests can only be 
compared/useful if the tests and the test procedures are standardized. National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program Report No. 350, Recommended Procedures for the Safety 
Performance Evaluation of Highway Features (NCHRP Report 350) established six test levels 
(TLs) for the evaluation of longitudinal barrier systems. Test level 1, 2, and 3 will be the focus 
herein since they are suited for LVR. Level 4, 5, and 6 pertain primarily to high volume roads 
and larger tractor-trailer type vehicle traffic. The following are evaluated to determine the TL: 1) 
occupant risk, 2) structural integrity of the barrier, and 3) post-impact behavior of the vehicle. 
The vehicle mass, speed and impact angle vary with each TL.  
 
In addition to the NCHRP testing, AASHTO has established subjective factors for determining a 
barrier’s Performance Level (PLs). The barrier performance level considers the percentage of 
heavy vehicles in the traffic stream, adverse geometrics, and consequences associated with 
penetration of a barrier. A barrier PL can range from 1 to 3. LVR bridges should be evaluated for 
AASHTO Performance Level individually, due to the subjectivity of the evaluation factors.  
 
8.1 Terminal Ends 
The FHWA (1998) states that approach guardrails should be ended appropriately to reduce the 
risk of the following: 1) abruptly stopping a vehicle, 2) causing instability and over-turning a 
vehicle, 3) directing the car into traffic, and 4) penetration of the guardrail into the vehicle 
compartment. An approach guardrail can be ended safely in two main ways. One option for 
ending a guardrail is to flare the guardrail away from the roadway at an appropriate flare rate. In 
this case the guardrail should end far enough away from the travel lane that it is unlikely to be hit 
by a vehicle in a crash. The second option is to install a crash worthy terminal. 
 
8.1.1. Widely Used Terminal Ends 
This section gives a variety of standard end treatments for roadside barriers as found in the 
AASHTO Roadside Design Guide. Table 8.1 lists the end treatments, their test level, and their 
size. A barrier terminating within the clear zone or located in an area where it is likely to be 
struck by an errant motorist requires a crashworthy end treatment. End treatments should have 
the same redirectional capabilities of a standard roadside barrier. End treatments should also be 
capable of preventing rollover and spearing of the impacting vehicle at head-on angles as well as 
angled impacts. The terrain in the area behind an end treatment should be relatively traversable. 
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Table 8.1. Crashworthy end treatments (AASHTO 2002). 
System 
NCHRP Report 
350 
Test Level System Width System Length 
Three-Strand Cable TL-3 1.2 m [4.0 ft] Flare N/A 
Wyoming Box Beam End 
Terminal (WYBET-350) 
TL-3 0.6 m [2 ft] 15.2 m [50 ft] 
Barrier Anchored in 
Backslope 
TL-3 N/A N/A 
Eccentric Loader Terminal 
(ELT) 
TL-3 0.5 m [1.6 ft] plus  
1.2 m [4 ft] Flare 
11.4 m [37.5 ft] 
Slotted Rail Terminal 
(SRT-350) 
TL-3 0.5 m [1.6 ft] plus  
1.2 m [4 ft] Flare  
or  
0.5 m [1.6 ft] plus  
0.9 m [3 ft] Flare 
11.4 m [37.5 ft] 
REGENT TL-3 0.5 m [1.6 ft] plus  
1.3 m [4.3 ft] Flare 
11.4 m [37.5 ft] 
Vermont Low-Speed, W-
Beam Guardrail End 
Terminal 
TL-2 1.5 m [4.9 ft] 3.4 m [11.15 ft] 
Flared Energy-Absorbing 
Terminal (FLEAT) 
TL-2 0.5 m [1.6 ft] plus  
0.51 - 0.81 m [1.7 - 2.7 
ft] Flare 
7.62 m [25 ft] 
 TL-3 0.5 m [1.6 ft] plus  
0.76 - 1.2 m [2.5 - 4 ft] 
Flare 
11.4 m [37.5 ft] 
Beam-Eating Steel 
Terminal (BEST) 
TL-3 0.5 m [1.6 ft] 11.4 m [37.5 ft] 
 or  
15.2 m [50 ft] 
Extruder Terminal (ET-
2000) 
TL-3 0.5 m [1.6 ft] 11.4 m [37.5 ft] 
 or  
15.2 m [50 ft] 
Sequential Kinking 
Terminal (SKT-350) 
TL-3 0.5 m [1.6 ft] 15.2 m [50 ft] 
QuadTrend-350 TL-3 0.46 m [1.5 ft] 6.1 m [20 ft] 
NEAT TL-2 0.57 m [1.9 ft] 2.957 m [9.7 ft] 
Slope Concrete End 
Treatment 
N/A 0.6 m [2 ft] 6 - 12 m [20 - 40 ft] 
 
8.1.1.1 Three-Strand Cable Terminal 
Three-strand cable terminals are specific to the three-strand cable barrier they accompany. Figure 
8.1 shows an example of a three-strand cable terminal which has been successfully tested, by the 
FHWA, to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. 
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Figure 8.1. Three-strand cable terminal (AASHTO 2002). 
8.1.1.2 Wyoming Box Beam End Terminal (WYBET-350) 
The Wyoming Box Beam End Terminal (WYBET-350) is shown in Figure 8.2. The dissipation 
of kinetic energy in a WYBET-350 system comes from crushing a tube system within a 
telescoping nosepiece. The WYBET-350 has been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 
TL-3.  
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Figure 8.2. Wyoming box beam end terminal (AASHTO 2002). 
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8.1.1.3 Barrier Anchored in Backslope  
In certain situations it is possible to terminate a guardrail in the backslope. This type of design 
can be applied to various types of guardrail systems including, but not limited to the following: 
1) W-beam systems, 2) thrie-beam systems, 3) Ironwood guardrails systems, and 4) steel-backed 
wood guardrail systems. Figure 8.3 is an example of a W-beam guardrail system terminated in 
the backslope which has been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. 
 
 
Figure 8.3. W-beam guardrail anchored in backslope (AASHTO 2002). 
8.1.1.4 Eccentric Loader Terminal (ELT) 
The Eccentric Loader Terminal (ELT), shown in Figure 8.4, consists of a fabricated steel lever 
nose enclosed inside a section of corrugate steel pipe and break away posts. The ELT system is 
also dependent on a curved flare for proper impact performance. The ELT has been successfully 
test to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. 
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Figure 8.4. Eccentric loader terminal (AASHTO 2002). 
8.1.1.5 Slotted Rail Terminal (SRT-350) 
The SRT-350 is a proprietary, flared, non-energy-absorbing terminal with two versions, both 
successfully test to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. One version of the SRT-350 can be seen in Figure 
8.5. The SRT-350 is made up of curved W-beam with reduced buckling strength. The buckling 
strength is reduced with longitudinal slots cut in specific locations. The SRT-350 system is 
designed to break away when impacted and therefore requires a sufficient traversable area 
behind the guardrail end. 
 
8.1.1.6 REGENT Terminal  
The REGENT is a proprietary, flared, energy-absorbing terminal which has be successfully 
tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. The REGENT design consists of a slider head assembly, a 
strut assembly, modified W-beam rail panels, and unique weakened wood posts. A sufficient 
traversable area behind this terminal is required. Figure 8.6 shows a REGENT Terminal. 
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Figure 8.5. Slotted rail terminal (SRT-350) with 1.2 m [4 ft] flare (AASHTO 2002). 
 
Figure 8.6. REGENT (AASHTO 2002). 
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8.1.1.7 Vermont Low-Speed, W-Beam Guardrail End Terminal 
The Vermont Low-Speed, W-Beam Guardrail End Terminal has been successfully tested to 
NCHRP Report 350 TL-2 and is appropriate for use on roadways where anticipated impact 
speeds do not exceed 45 mph. Figure 8.7 shows a Vermont Low-Speed, W-Beam Guardrail End 
Terminal. 
 
 
Figure 8.7. Vermont low-speed, W-beam guardrail end terminal (AASHTO 2002). 
8.1.1.8 Flared Energy-Absorbing Terminal (FLEAT) 
Figure 8.8 shows the FLEAT, a proprietary energy-absorbing terminal. The FLEAT is made up 
of an impact head mounted at the end of a modified W-beam rail element. Two designs of the 
FLEAT have been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 criteria, one meeting TL-2 and one 
meeting TL-3. A traversable area behind the terminal is critical. 
 
8.1.1.9 Beam-Eating Steel Terminal (BEST) 
Shown in Figure 8.9 is a proprietary energy-absorbing end treatment, the BEST. The BEST has 
been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. The BEST consists of an impact head 
installed on the end of a wood post W-beam guardrail system. 
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Figure 8.8. Flared Energy-Absorbing Terminal (FLEAT) (AASHTO 2002). 
 
Figure 8.9. Beam Eating Steel Terminal (BEST) (AASHTO 2002). 
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8.1.1.10 Extruder Terminal (ET-2000) 
A proprietary energy-absorbing end treatment consisting of an extruder head installed over the 
end of a W-beam guardrail element, called the ET-2000, is shown in Figure 8.10. The ET-2000 
has been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. The ET-2000 has acceptable designs 
with and without breakaway posts. 
 
 
Figure 8.10. Extruder Terminal (ET-2000) (AASHTO 2002). 
8.1.1.11 Sequential Kinking Terminal (SKT-350) 
The SKT-350, a proprietary energy-absorbing end treatment, is made up of an impact head 
installed over the end of a modified W-beam guardrail element. Figure 8.11 shows the SKT-350 
which has been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. The SKT-350 has acceptable 
designs with steel breakaway posts and with timber posts. 
 
8.1.1.12 QuadTrend-350 
Shown in Figure 8.12 is the QuadTrend-350, a proprietary, unidirectional end treatment. The 
QuadTrend-350 has been tested for direct attachment to vertical concrete barriers or vertical 
concrete bridge parapets without transition guardrail sections. A concrete pad is required with 
use of the QuadTrend-350 terminal which has been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 
TL-3.  
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Figure 8.11. Sequential Kinking Terminal (SKT-350) (AASHTO 2002). 
 
Figure 8.12. QuadTrend-350 (AASHTO 2002). 
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8.1.2. Innovation and Research on Terminal Ends 
Guardrail terminal ends (Reid et al. 1998) may be needed to prevent guardrails from causing 
harm to vehicle occupants. The SKT-350, designed using computer simulation and verified with 
the use of bogie and full-scale crash tests, is an energy absorbing guardrail terminal end. A 
schematic of the system is shown in Figure 8.15. The SKT-350 is approved by the FHWA as 
meeting all NCHRP Report 350 recommendations. 
 
 
Figure 8.15. Schematic of SKT-350 (Reid et al. 1998). 
8.2 Approach Rails 
The FHWA (1998) requires that an approach guardrail must be both structurally and functionally 
adequate. To be considered structurally adequate, the approach guardrail system must include: 1) 
an adequate connection to the bridge rail, 2) a crash-worthy transition section between the 
approach guardrail and the bridge rail, and 3) a crash worthy end terminal. To be considered 
functionally adequate an approach guardrail should smoothly redirect an errant vehicle without 
snagging, abruptly decelerating, overturning, or penetrating the vehicle compartment.  
 
Approach guardrail must be long enough and in the correct position to shield a vehicle from 
entering into any of the hazardous areas at a bridge approach. The length and placement of 
approach guardrail is unique to each bridge and depends upon the types of potential hazards 
present, bridge approach grading, and other roadside features. Rigid objects protruding more 
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than 4 in. cause a potential hazard capable of abruptly stopping a vehicle, snagging the underside 
of a vehicle, or initiating vaulting of a vehicle and therefore a guardrail is required for such an 
object. When the area directly behind the bridge rail presents more of a hazard than other 
sections of the roadway, a guardrail is essential. To be effective, an approach guardrail must be 
of sufficient length so as to prevent a vehicle from going around it and into a hazardous area.  
 
In order to prevent pocketing or deflection capable of abruptly stopping a vehicle, approach 
guardrail should run parallel to the road or be flared away at a rate of 1:15 or flatter and be 
sufficiently stiffened in the transition. The semi-flexible design of a guardrail must be 
transitioned (stiffened) to a rigid system before it is connected to the bridge rail to lower the risk 
of the following: 1) directing a vehicle into the end of the bridge rail (causing excessive 
deceleration), 2) causing the guardrail to form a pocket which can redirect a vehicle into 
opposing traffic or bridge rail on the other side, and 3) causing failure of the guardrail system 
which can direct a vehicle into or behind the bridge rail. 
 
The following is a discussion of existing guardrail systems, new materials being used in 
guardrail systems, and guardrail terminal ends that, if applicable, can be used for bridge 
approach rails. 
 
8.2.1. Widely Used Guardrails Rails 
A variety of standard sections of roadside barriers can be found in the AASHTO Roadside 
Design Guide. Table 8.2 lists the barriers and their approved test levels. 
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Table 8.2 Roadside barriers and their approved test levels (AASHTO 2002). 
Barrier System (with AASHTO-AGC-ARTBA designation) Test Level 
Flexible Systems   
• 3-Strand cable (Weak Post) (SGR01a & b) TL-3 
• W-Beam (Weak Post (SGR02) TL-2 
• Modified W-Beam (Weak Post) (SGR02) TL-3 
• Ironwood Aesthetic Barrier TL-3 
Semi-Rigid Systems 
• Box Beam (Weak Post) (SGR03) TL-3 
• Blocked-out W-Beam (Strong Post) 
- Steel or Wood Post with Wood or Plastic Block (SGR04a & b) TL-3 
- Steel Post with Steel Block (SGR04a) TL-2 
• Blocked-out Thrie Beam (Strong Post) 
- Wood or Steel Post with Wood or Plastic Block (SGR09a & c) TL-3 
• Modified Thrie Beam (Strong Post) (SGR09b) TL-4 
• Merritt Parkway Aesthetic Guardrail TL-3 
• Steel-Backed Timber Guardrail TL-3 
Rigid Systems (Concrete & Masonry) 
• New Jersey Concrete Safety Shape 
- 810 mm [32 in.] tall (SGM11a) TL-4 
- 1070 mm [42 in.] tall (SGM11b) TL-5 
• F-Shape Barrier 
- 810 mm [32 in.] (SGM10a) TL-4 
- 1070 mm [42 in.] (SGM10b) TL-5 
• Vertical Concrete Barrier 
- 810 mm [32 in.]  TL-4 
- 1070 mm [42 in.] TL-5 
• Single Slope Barrier 
- 810 mm [32 in.] TL-4 
- 1070 mm [42 in.] TL-5 
• Ontario Tall Wall Median Barrier (SGM12) TL-5 
• Stone Masonry Wall/Precast Masonry Wall TL-3 
 
8.2.1.1Three Strand Cable 
Many variations of three strand cable barrier have been successfully crash tested for use as a 
guardrail; however, the barrier has not been tested or standardized for use as approach rail or 
bridge rail. The required clear area behind the barrier, large barrier deflections caused by impact, 
and the length of barrier needed to safely redirect errant vehicles are the major disadvantage of 
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being able to use cable barriers for bridges. 
 
8.2.1.2 W-Beam (Weak Post) 
Unlike the cable system, the weak post W-beam guardrail system shown in Figure 8.16 is still 
functional after minor impacts. However, the weak post W-beam is prone to vehicle override 
when installed at incorrect heights and also because of approach terrain. The original design of 
the weak-post W-beam system was successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-2 but with a 
slightly modified design, TL-3 was achieved. 
 
 
Figure 8.16. Weak post W-beam barrier (AASHTO 2002). 
8.2.1.3 Ironwood Aesthetic Guardrail 
The ironwood aesthetic guardrail, shown in Figure 8.17, is also a weak post design. One major 
disadvantage of this system is the lack of crashworthy terminal designs. However, it is 
acceptable to anchor or flare the barrier. The ironwood aesthetic guardrail system is a proprietary 
design which has been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. 
 
8.2.1.4 Box Beam (Weak Post) 
Another weak post system is the box beam guardrail shown in Figure 8.18. Like the weak post 
W-beam system, the box beam system is sensitive to mounting height and terrain irregularities. 
The weak-post box beam design has been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. 
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Figure 8.17. Ironwood aesthetic guardrail (AASHTO 2002). 
 
Figure 8.18. Weak post box beam barrier (AASHTO 2002). 
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Figure 8.19. Steel post W-beam with wood block-outs (AASHTO 2002). 
 
Figure 8.20. Wood post W-beam with wood block-outs (AASHTO 2002). 
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8.2.1.5 Blocked-Out W-Beam (Strong Post) 
The most common guardrail system in use today is the strong post W-beam. Figure 8.19 displays 
the installation using steel posts and Figure 8.20 displays the installation with wood posts. The 
use of spacer blocks helps to minimize wheel snagging on the posts and reduce the likelihood of 
vehicles overriding the rail. The strong post W-beam system has several acceptable designs in 
use today. The strong post W-beam system has the ability to remain effective after moderate to 
low speed impacts. Table 8.3 lists the NCHRP Report 350 TL associated with three different 
designs of the strong-post blocked-out W-beam system. 
 
Table 8.3. NCHRP Report 350 TL of Blocked-Out W-beam (Strong Post) Designs. 
Design Elements Test Level 
Wood post with wood block TL-3 
Steel post with routed wood block TL-3 
Steel post with steel block TL-2 
 
8.2.1.6 Blocked-Out Thrie-Beams 
Three blocked-out thrie-beam guardrail systems have been tested under NCHRP Report 350: 1) 
the wood strong post blocked-out thrie-beam, shown in Figure 8.21, 2) the steel strong post 
blocked-out thrie-beam, and 3) the modified thrie-beam, shown in Figure 8.22. Thrie-beam 
systems are stiffer than W-beam systems due to an additional corrugation in the cross-section. 
This added stiffness makes the system less prone to damage during impacts of low- to moderate-
speed. The larger beam allows the rail to be mounted higher, increasing the system’s ability to 
contain larger vehicles. The modified thrie-beam guardrail system includes the following 
modifications: 1) a notched steel block-out, 2) omitting rectangular post bolt washers, and 3) 
increasing the top of rail height. 
 
Installation and maintenance is generally easier for thrie-beam systems as opposed to W-
beam/rubrail systems (which has a higher effective height than traditional W-beam system). 
Also, all three of these thrie-beam systems may remain partially functional after even moderate 
to severe impacts and do not usually require immediate repair. The NCHRP Report 350 TL 
associated with three different designs of the strong-post blocked-out thrie-beam system are 
listed in table 8.4. 
 
Table 8.4. NCHRP Report 350 TL of Blocked-Out Thrie-Beam Designs. 
Design  Test Level 
Wood post with wood block TL-3 
Steel post with wood block TL-3 
Modified for heavy vehicles TL-4 
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Figure 8.21. Wood post thrie-beam barrier (AASHTO 2002). 
 
Figure 8.22. Modified thrie-beam guardrail (AASHTO 2002). 
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8.2.1.7 Steel-Backed Timber Guardrail 
The steel-backed timber guardrail system, shown in Figure 8.23, is a semi-rigid barrier. The 
system was developed as an aesthetic alternative to conventional guardrail systems. The Merritt 
Parkway Aesthetic Guardrail, developed by the Connecticut Department of Transportation is a 
version of a steel-backed timber guardrail. The steel-backed timber guardrail system has been 
successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3. 
 
 
Figure 8.23. Steel-backed timber guardrail (AASHTO 2002). 
8.2.2. Innovation and Research on Guardrails Rails 
Hiranmayee et al. (2000) conducted a finite element and full scale crash test comparison of the 
G4(1W) and the G4(2W) guardrail systems. The guardrail systems differ in the size and stiffness 
of the wood post which support a w-beam. The G4(1W) model has a 50mm wider post than the 
G4(2W) model and provides 12.5 percent more stiffness.  
 
The results of the testing found that wheel snagging was a significant issue in both simulations. 
Moderate damage occurred to both types of barriers with the maximum total deflection of the 
G4(1W) system being approximately 4 percent less than the G4(2W) system. 
 
The G4(1W) guardrail system has not been crash test in accordance with NCHRP Report 350, 
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however, due to similar performances of the finite element simulations of both guardrail systems 
it is believed the G4(1W) system would satisfy the NCHRP Report 350 requirements. 
 
Another existing guardrail system, the strong-post W-beam is a widely used guardrail system 
designed in the 1960s. In an attempt to better accommodate vehicles of the time. Reid et al. 
(2002) has suggested design changes to the strong-post W-beam guardrail that would improve its 
performance for high center-of-gravity vehicles while maintaining performance for small 
vehicles and to allow more tolerance for low mounting heights. The design changes included the 
following:  
 
1) raising the standard rail height to 25 in.  
2) moving rail splices to midspan between posts, and  
3) increasing blockout size of post bolt slots.  
 
Reid et al. (2002) called the improved strong-post W-beam system the Midwest guardrail system 
(MwGS), and is shown in Figure 8.23. The MwGS performed adequately in full-scale crash 
testing with NCHRP Report 350 test criteria. The new guardrail system should have only 
modestly higher implementation costs than the strong-post W-beam guardrail system.  
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Figure 8.23. MwGS Design (Reid et al. 2002). 
Faller et al. (2009) found changing the orientation of the MwGS can reduce its cost. The full-
scale crash testing of MwGS installed at various flare rates passed all NCHRP Report 350 safety 
performance requirements. Increasing the flare rate resulted in advantages such as significantly 
reducing guardrail lengths and associated costs. An example of the reduction in guardrail length 
is illustrated in Figure 8.24. The recommendation of Faller et al. is to increase the flare rate of 
MwGS installations whenever roadside or median slopes are relatively flat (i.e.10:1 or flatter). 
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Figure 8.24. Comparison of flared guardrail lengths for MwGS (distances in meters) 
(Faller et al. 2009). 
Alternative materials (Bank et al. 2001) are another way to decrease the cost of a guardrail 
system. Ongoing research of composite material highway guardrail shows that E-
glass/thermosetting polymer composite material guardrails, shown in Figure 8.25, are a potential 
replacement for steel W-beam guardrails. Laboratory testing showed these composite prototype 
guardrails have the potential to remain intact under full-scale impacts similar to those tested in 
NCHRP Report 350. The structural capacity of these guardrails is similar to that of steel W-beam 
guardrails. According to Bank et al., these composite guardrail have not been crash tested and are 
under further evaluation.  
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Figure 8.25. Demonstration installation of the composite guardrail (Bank et al. 2001). 
The use of glulam (Botting et al. 2006) members compositely connected to fiber-reinforced 
polymer (FRP) materials can create a lightweight, cost-effective, easy-to-install timber guardrail. 
The structural performance of the composite system has been tested for flexure and tension by 
using a hydraulic actuator and three-point bending. Though, this guardrail system was not crash 
tested, there is high potential for passing the NCHRP TL-3 crash test based upon the completed 
laboratory test. A unique bonded tension splice was developed and tested for strength and 
delamination resistance. The splice performed well when tested. Figure 8.26 shows a cross-
section of the guardrail and details of the splice connection. Prior to highway use, this guardrail 
system must undergo proper crash testing and more rigorous testing to establish its long term 
durability. 
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a. FRP-glulam guardrail cross-section         b.  Splice connection 
 
Figure 8.26 Guardrail cross-section and splice connection details (Botting et al. 2006). 
8.3 Bridge Rail 
The FHWA (1998) requires that a bridge rail must be both structurally and functionally 
adequate. To be considered structurally adequate, the bridge rail system must be capable of 
withstanding the impact of a vehicle and redirecting the impacting vehicle. To be considered 
functionally adequate bridge rails must be crash worthy. 
 
According the FHWA, consideration should be given to replacement of substandard bridge rails 
as part of any future bridge rehabilitation, reconstruction or replacement project. Adding a 
continuous section of standard guardrail in front of and attached to the existing bridge rail is the 
most common manner of upgrading substandard bridge rail. This method of upgrade can be very 
cost effective. 
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8.3.1. Widely Used Bridge Rails 
8.3.1.1 Side-Mounted, Thrie-Beam Bridge Railing 
The side-mounted, thrie-beam bridge railing, a non-rigid bridge railing, is shown in Figure 8.27. 
The bridge rail system has not been crash tested to NCHRP Report 350 criteria, but is considered 
equivalent to a TL-2 design. The side-mounted, thrie-beam system is advantageous because of its 
relative simplicity and low cost. 
 
 
Figure 8.27 Side-mounted, thrie-beam bridge railing (AASHTO 2002). 
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Figure 8.28. Wyoming two-tube bridge railing (AASHTO 2002). 
8.3.1.2 Wyoming Two-Tube Bridge Railing 
The Wyoming Two-Tube Bridge Railing is shown in Figure 8.28. The design shown in Figure 
8.28 has been successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-3 and a similar design with larger 
elements was successfully tested to TL-4. 
 
The S3 Steel Bridge Railing is a system which can be mounting flush on the outside of a 
sidewalk, as shown in Figure 8.29, or directly on an 8 in. curb. This bridge rail system provides 
an aesthetic look and satisfies all AASTHO pedestrian rail geometrics. 
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Figure 8.29. Massachusetts S3 steel bridge railing (AASHTO 2002). 
8.3.2. Innovation and Research on Bridge Rails 
The Texas T-6 bridge rail system (Abu-Odeh et al. 2003), a breakaway rail system designed for 
use on culvert headwalls and thin bridge decks, is widely used in Texas. In a full-scale crash test 
the T-6 bridge rail system failed to meet NCHRP Report 350 criteria for TL-3 because the 
vehicle rolled on its side. Results of the crash test indicated the T-6 rail system was not tall 
enough to prevent rollover. Modification of the system by replacing the tubular W-beam with a 
tubular thrie beam was proposed and analyzed using finite element analysis (FEA) techniques. 
Results of the FEA efforts indicated that the T-6 rail system with the tubular thrie beam would 
pass NCHRP Report 350 criteria for TL-3. 
 
Nebraska’s open concrete bridge rail (Faller et al. 2004) was attached to an inverted tee bridge 
deck system and was full-scale crash tested according to NCHRP Report 350 TL-4 criteria. 
Figure 8.30 shows the open concrete bridge rail system. The bridge performance under full-scale 
crash testing was considered acceptable with only minor cracking to the bridge deck and railing.  
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Figure 8.30. Layout for open concrete bridge rail attached to inverted tee bridge deck 
system (Faller et al. 2004). 
 
 
 
Figure 8.31. Finite element model of the aluminum parapet bridge railing (Oldani et al. 
2004). 
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Oldani et al. (2004) compared the strength of the F-shape parapet, shown in Figure 8.31, and the 
F-shape aluminum median barrier bridge railing with the strength of previously crash tested F-
shape barriers. The likely performance of the aluminum F-shape barrier was assessed in 
nonlinear dynamic finite element simulations for the NCRHP Report 350 TL-3. The test barrier 
deformations, material stress and other structural performance parameters were found to be 
acceptable and even showed the barrier has considerable reserve capacity. Therefore, it is 
inferred that crash tests with aluminum bridge parapet railings are very likely to result in 
acceptable performance in test level three and four conditions. Rigid F-shape barriers are 
considered to satisfy TL-3, because the aluminum parapet railing can be considered a rigid F-
shape barrier.  
 
 
Figure 8.32. Steel thrie beam bridge railing successfully crash tested to AASHTO PL-2 
(Duwadi et al. 1995). 
 
Figure 8.33. Glulam timber bridge railing successfully crash tested to NCHRP Report 350 
TL 4 (Duwadi et al. 1995). 
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Duwadi et al. (1995) discusses five bridge railing systems which were successfully developed 
and tested for longitudinal wood decks. Three of these railings were tested at AASHTO PL-1, 
one was tested at PL-2, and one was tested at NCHRP Report 350 TL-4. Each railing was tested 
on a glulam timber deck and is adaptable to both spike-laminated and stress-laminated decks. 
Shown in Figures 8.32 and 8.33 are schematics of two of the bridge railing systems. No damage 
to the test bridge was evident from any of the vehicle impact tests. For the railing systems with 
glulam timber rails, the railing remained intact and serviceable after the tests, and replacement of 
the railing was not considered necessary. For the steel thrie beam rails, permanent deformation 
occurred in the rail and post in the vicinity of the impact location, necessitating replacement in 
sections. 
 
The performance (Faller et al. 1995) of the TBC-8000 bridge rail system, shown in Figure 8.34, 
and the GC-8000 bridge rail system, shown in Figure 8.35, were evaluated on AASTHO PL-2 
criteria and are both acceptable. Both bridge rail systems are recommended for use on 
longitudinal timber bridges. The TBC-8000 is an economical, low construction cost bridge 
railing for longitudinal timber bridges  
 
 
Figure 8.34. Thrie beam with channel bridge railing (TBD-8000) (Faller et al. 1995). 
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Figure 8.35. Thrie beam with channel bridge railing (TBD-8000) (Faller et al. 1995). 
 
The following two bridge rail systems were developed for U.S. Forest Service utility and service 
loads, for roads with very low traffic volumes, and for roads with operating speeds of 15 to 20 
mph. The two low-cost bridge railing systems: 1) a curb-type timber railing system and 2) a 
flexible railing system were developed for use on longitudinal timber bridge decks with low 
traffic volumes and speeds. Both railing systems include low material costs, low construction 
labor costs, and minimal repair costs. Both railing systems could easily be adapted to various 
timber bridge deck types. 
 
The curb-type railing was tested using NCHRP Report 350 TL-1 conditions. A ¾-ton pickup 
truck operating at a speed of 15 mph and an angle of attack of 15 degrees were used for the 
testing. In full-scale crash testing a 12 in. high square-shaped bridge rail showed successful 
performance. Findings from a developmental testing program gave reason to believe that a 14 in. 
high trapezoidal and a 12 in. high rectangular shaped bridge rail would behave similarly to the 
square-shaped rail, though full-scale testing was not performed on these shapes. All three curb-
type railing shapes are shown in Figure 8.36. 
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Figure 8.36. (a) Square-shaped curb, (b) trapezoidal-shaped curb, (c) rectangular-shaped 
curb. (Bunnell et al. 1995). 
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The flexible railing system, consisting of steel W-beam supported by breakaway timber posts, 
was successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 TL-1 conditions (Bunnell et al. 1995). The 
flexible railing system is illustrated in Figure 8.37. 
 
 
Figure 8.37. Modified breakaway bridge railing (Bunnell et al. 1995). 
 
Two bridge railing systems (Duwadi et al. 1999)., for use on transverse wood bridge decks of 
thickness no greater than 5.1 in., were developed and tested to according to NCHRP Report 350 
TL-4 criteria. One railing system was a glulam timber railing and the other was a steel thrie-
beam railing, shown in Figure 8.38. Significant damage was not evident to the test bridge 
superstructure after the crash tests. Replacement of the glulam railing was deemed unnecessary. 
The steel thrie-beam railing incurred permanent deformation in the rail and post which 
necessitated replacement of specific portions near the impact location  
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Figure 8.38. (a) Glulam timber bride railing successfully crash tested to NCHRP Report 
350 TL-4 (transverse deck); (b) steel thrie-beam bridge railing successfully crash tested to 
NCHRP Report 350 TL-4 (transverse deck) (Duwadi et al. 1999). 
The MDS Bridge Railing, shown in Figures 8.39a and b, is a proprietary design. The unique 
sliding base plate used in this design is intended to dissipate energy from an impact and also 
minimize the forces transferred to the bridge deck (FHWA. 2008). There are two designs of the 
system, the MDS-4 and MDS-5; both are all steel safety-shape barriers. The MDS-4 and MDS-5 
are suitable for NCHRP Report 350 TL-4 and TL-5 conditions, respectfully. Both versions have 
an optional noise barrier which does not contribute to the safety performance of the railing. 
Figure 8.40 shows a schematic of the design. 
 
 
a. MDS after impact   b.  MDS Bridge Railing installation 
Figure 8.39. MDS Bridge Railing (Trinity). 
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Figure 8.40. MDS Bridge Railing Design (Trinity). 
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9. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMENDATIONS 
Bridge rail and approach guardrails provide safety to drivers by shielding more hazardous 
objects and redirecting vehicles to the roadway. However, guardrail can increase both the initial 
cost and maintenance cost of a bridge, while adding another object that may be struck by 
vehicles. Most existing low volume road (LVR) bridges are currently indicated to not possess 
bridge rail meeting “current acceptable standards”. The primary objective of the research 
summarized in this report was to provide the nations state of practice and perform a state wide 
crash analysis on bridge rails and approach guardrails on LVR bridges in Iowa. In support of this 
objective, the criteria and guidelines used by other bridge owners were investigated, non-
standard and innovative bridge and approach guardrails for LVR’s were investigated, and 
descriptive, statistical and economical analyses were performed.  
 
Guidelines for Geometric Design of Very Low-Volume Local Roads (ADT<400vpd) recommends 
that safety improvements should only be initiated when a safety problem exists at a site. 
Additionally, the Geometric Design Guide states that a one lane bridge can be used for roads 
with a traffic volume less than 100 vehicles per day.  
 
According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), adding a continuous section of 
standard guardrail in front of, and attached to, the existing bridge is the most economical manner 
of upgrading a substandard bridge rail. The retrofitted bridge rails should be assessed to ensure 
structural and functional adequacy. To accomplish this, approach railing and terminals should be 
chosen in accordance with NCHRP report 350 Test Level (TL) 1, 2, or 3. The AASHTO 
Performance Level (PL) of the railing should also be evaluated.  
 
The overall number of crashes at/on the more than 17,000 inventoried LVR bridges and 
unknown number of non-inventoried LVR bridges in Iowa was fewer than 350 crashes over an 
eight year period, representing less than 0.1% of the statewide reportable crashes. In other words, 
LVR bridge crashes are fairly rare events. The majority of these crashes occurred on bridges with 
a traffic volume less than 100 vpd and width less than 24 ft. Similarly, the majority of the LVR 
bridges possess similar characteristics.  
 
Crash rates were highest for bridges with lower traffic volumes, narrower widths and negative 
relative bridge widths. Crash rate did not appear to be effected by bridge length. Statistical 
analysis confirmed that the frequency of vehicle crashes was higher on bridges with a lower 
width compared to the roadway width.  
 
The frequency of crashes appeared to not be impacted by weather conditions, but crashes may be 
over represented at night or in dark conditions. Statistical analysis revealed that crashes that 
occurred on dark roadways were more likely to result in major injury or fatality. These findings 
potentially highlight the importance of appropriate delineation and signing. 
 
System wide, benefit-cost analyses yielded very low B/C ratios for statewide bridge rail 
improvements. This finding is consistent with the aforementioned recommendation to address 
specific sites where safety concerns exist.  
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Given the findings of the descriptive and statistical analyses, possible areas of the existing 
IADOT IM that could be changed or added during any future revisions include traffic volume 
ranges, relative bridge width and crash frequency/severity.  
 
Future research entailing crash history regarding bridge delineation and signing are 
recommended in order to better understand their potential benefits on low volume road bridges in 
Iowa.  
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Foon 7 4000 I WD 
4-96 
To 
18,~ Iowa Department of Transportation 
"-
INSTRUCTIONAL MEMORANDUMS 
To County Engineers 
Count En ineers 
From 
Office of Local S stems 
Subject 
Traffi c Barriers (Guardrail and Bridge Rail) 
Date 
November 2001 
IM No. 
3.213 
The purpose of this I.M. is to provide guidelines for determining the need for traffi c barriers at 
roadway bridges and culverts. A traffic barrier is a device used to shield a roadside obstacle that 
is located on the right-of-way within an establi shed mini mum width clear zone (see I.M. 3.215 
for clear zone instruction). 
Roadside obstacles are classified as non-traversable objects (such as large culverts) and as fixed 
objects (such as unprotected ends of bridge rails). These roadside obstacles should fi rst be 
reviewed for possible removal or relocation outside the Clear Zone. If this is not practical, then a 
traffic barrier may be necessary. A traffi c barrier itself poses some risk to an errant motorist and 
should be installed only if it is clear that the barrier reduces the severity of potential crashes. 
GUARDRAIL (Approach Guardrail): 
In general, guardrail should be installed at: 
1. All four bridge corners on newly constructed bridges on the Farm-to-Market system, 
except bridges located within an established speed zone of35 mph or less. 
2. On the approach bridge comers (right side) on new federally funded bridges constructed 
on the area service system, except bridges within a 35 mph or less speed zone. 
Consideration should be given to shielding the opposite corner if it is located on the 
outside edge of a curve. The FHW A will participate in guardrail at all four corners if 
desired by the county. 
3. All four bridge comers on existing bridges within the termini of a 3R project on the 
Farm-to-Market System. Existing w-beam installations that are flared and anchored at 
both ends may be used as constructed without upgrading to current standards. 
4. Culverts with spans greater than six feet (circular pipe culverts greater than 72" in 
diameter), if it is impractical to extend beyond the clear zone and grates are not util ized. 
Design exceptions (see I.M. 3.218 for design exception instructions) to not util ize guardrail at 
bridges or culverts will be considered if the following conditions exist: 
1. Current ADT at structure is less than 200 vehicles per day. 
2. Structure width is 24' or greater. 
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3. Stmcture is on tangent alignment. 
4. Benefit/cost Ratio is less than 0.80. 
November 2001 
LM. 3.213 
Other obstructions, within the right-of-way and clear zone, should be reviewed for removal, 
relocation, instaiJ.ation of a traffic barrier or the "do nothing" option based on a cost-
effectiveness approach. 
URIJ)GE. RAILS (Ranier· Rail): 
Dridge rails on newly constructed bridges should be constructed to the latest available standards 
(includes SL-1 type rail on structures with less than 1000 vpd). On bridge rehabilitation projects 
involving fed~ral-aid, any substandard bridge rail should be reviewed for retrofitting. 
Bridge rails which are both stntcturally defi cient and fw1cti onally obsolete should be reviewed 
for upgrading as part of the 3R projects. Included with this l.M. is a "Bridge Rail Rating 
System'' developed to assist in detem1ining if a bridge rail should be upgraded with the 3R 
project and to what e:\:tent it should be upgraded. Any bridge which is programmed in the near 
future for replacement or rehabilitation may not require upgrading as part of the 3R project. 
l11e rating system. assigns points to five factors (Crashes, ADT. Width, Length and Type of 
bridge rail); the sum of these factors will indicate the degree or amount of upgrading. required, if 
any. 'I11e crash factor involves crashes (property damage only. personal injury and fatality) in 
the las t five years (Access ALAS). The types of bridge rail are from various c<>unty bridge 
standards. Iftl1e existing rail is not an old standard, then detennine which type it is similar to and 
assign the corresponding points. 
Consideration sho1LIId be given to extending the gltardrail through the bridge on shor1 bridges or 
bridges which have no end posts. l11is may be less costly than attaching the guardrail as per 
standard RE-27B or constmcting an end post 
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BRIDGE RAIL RA TL~G SYSTE:\1 
5 FACTOR SYSTEM 
POTl'<TS 0 5 
Crashes 
(in the last None l PDO 
5 years) 
ADT < 200 200-299 (current year) 
Bridge Width ?, 30 28 (feet) 
Bridge Length 
< 50 50 - 99 (feet) 
Bridge Rai l Aluminum Rail Steel Box Rail 
(type) (19157 Standard) ( 1964 Standard) 
Abbreviations: PDO - Propc!ny Damage Only crash 
; Personal Injwy crash PI 
F • Fatality crash 
PGRA DI NG NEEDED 
under 25 Points No Upgrading at tlus time 
tO 
I Pl 
300-399 
24 
100 -149 
Formed Steel 
Beam Rail 
( 1951 and 1957 
Standards) 
25 - 50 Points Delineation according to Standard RE-48A 
51 - 75 Points Block out with llll'ie Beam to curb edge 
15 
I F or 
2 PDO'sor 
I PT and 1 PDO 
400-750 
22 
150 - 200 
Steel Rail 
( 1941 Standard) 
Concrete Rail 
( 1928 Standard) 
November2001 
LM. 3.213 
20 
2 or more 
F' s/Pl's or 
3 or more 
'PDO's 
> 750 
_s: 20 
> 200 
Anglle Handrail 
( 1928 Standard) 
(If existing approach guardrail is W-Beam. W-Oeam may be used) 
Over 75 Points Retrofit 
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Foon 7 4000 I WD 
4-96 
To 
18,~ Iowa Department of Transportation 
"-
INSTRUCTIONAL MEMORANDUMS 
To County Engineers 
Count En ineers 
From 
Office of Local S stems 
Subject 
Clear Zone 
Date 
Februa 2002 
IMNo. 
3.215 
Clear Zone is the roadside border area within the highway right-of-way, starting at the edge of 
the traveled way, avai lable for the recovery of errant vehicles. The width of the clear zone is 
influenced by traffic volume, speed and embankment slopes. Clear Zone is desirable because 
recovery of high speed vehicles outside of the traveled way is more likely to occur when clear 
zones meet the minimum values shown in the following tables and defined by the AASHTO 
"Roadside Design Guide." 
On new and major reconstruction projects, clear zone distances vary. For rural collectors less 
than 40 mph and less than 750 ADT and all rural local roads, a minimum clear zone width of 10 
feet should be provided. On rural collector roads with design speeds of 55 mph, a clear zone 
distance according to the Clear Zone table (see ~ should be used. This table is derived 
from the AASHTO "Roadside Design Guide." Projects with design speeds different than 55 
mph should use Table 3. 1 in the AASHTO "Roadside Design Guide" (see~). 
Any obstructions within the clear zone of the project that might severely damage an out-of-
control vehicle and cause serious injuries should be reviewed (corrected) in the foll owing 
priority order: 
l. Removal. 
2. Relocation outside the clear zone or to the right of way line. 
3. Redesign the obstacle to make it traversable. 
4. Installation of a traffic barrier if the barrier is less hazardous than the obstruction. 
5. Do nothing (after considering the safety aspects, environmental effects and cost-
effectiveness) and delineate the obstacle. 
Bridges and large culverts within the clear zone should be reviewed according to I.M. 3.213. 
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Foreslope 
3:1 to 4: l * 
4:1 to 5:1 ** 
6: l or flatter ** 
CLEAR ZONE (feet) for 55 mph Design Spee-d 
For New or Completely Reconstructed Collector Roads 
On the Fann to Market and Federal Aid System 
Design Traffic (A.DT) 
Under750 750-1500 1500-6000 
12-14 16-18 20-22 
beyond the beyond the beyond the 
toe of slope toe of slope toe of slope 
14-18 20-24 24-30 
12-14 16-18 20-22 
il' ebruary 2002 
T.M. 3.215 
Over6000 
22-24 
beyond the 
toe: of slope 
26-32 
22-24 
* The distance beyond the toe of the foreslopc may be reduced by the width of the shoulder. The distance between 
the edge of the traveled way and the beginning of the foreslope is considered to be part of the clear zone. Foreslopes 
that are 3:1 to 4:1 are considered to be non-recoverable parallel slopes and do not count toward lthe clear zone 
measurement. Examp le: if a road has 1000 design year ADT and a 6' shoulder, then the clear zone would be 10 feet 
10 12 feet beyond the toe or the foreslope 
Fixed objects should not be present in the vicinity of the toe of 3:1 foreslopes unless they are at the right-of-way 
line. Recovery of emmt vehicles may be expected to occur beyond the toe of the slope. Determination of the width 
of the recovery area at the toe of a 3: I slope should take into consideration righl-ol~way availability, environmental 
concerns, economic factors, safety needs and crash histories. 
*"'Clear Zone distance measured from edge of driving lane. 
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Design 
Speed 
(mph) 
~ 40 
45-50 
55 
60 
65-70 
:February 2002 
LM. 3.215 
TABLE 3.1 Oear Zone Distances (In feet from edge of dri"ing lane) 
Source: AASHTO Roadside Design Guide, 1988 
Desig,, F1LLSLOPES CUT SLOPES 
Traffi.c 6:1 or 5: 1 to 4:1 3:1 3:1 4: I to 5:1 6:1 or (ADT) !latter !latter 
Under750 7-10 7-10 ** 7-10 7-10 7-10 
750-1500 10-12 12-14 ** 10-12 10-12 10-12 
1500-6000 12-14 14-16 ** 12-14 12-14 12-14 
Over 6000 14-16 16-18 ** 14- 16 .14-16 14-16 
Under750 10-12 12-14 ** 8-10 8-10 10-12 
750-1500 12-14 16-20 ** 10-12 12-14 14-16 
1500-6000 16-18 20-26 ** 12-14 14-16 16-18 
Over 6000 18-20 24-28 ** 14-16 18-20 20-22 
Under750 12- 14 14-18 ** 8-10 10-12 10-12 
750-1500 16-1 8 20-24 ** 10-12 14-16 16-18 
1500-6000 20-22 24-30 ** 14-16 16-18 20-22 
Over 6000 22-24 26-32* ** 16-18 20-22 22-24 
Under 750 16-18 20-24 ** 10-12 12-14 14-16 
750-1500 20-24 26-32* ** 12-14 16-18 20-22 
1500-6000 26-30 32-40* ** 14-18 18-22 24-26 
Over6000 30-32* 36-44* ** 20-22 24-26 26-28 
Under 750 18-20 20-26 ** 10-12 14-16 14-16 
750-1500 24-26 28-36* ** 12- 16 18-20 20-22 
1500-6000 28-32* 34-42* ** 16-20 22-24 26-28 
Over 6000 30-34* 38-46* ** 22-24 26-30 28-30 
• Where a site specific investigation indicates a high probability of continuing accidents, or such O•ccurrences arc 
indicated by accident history, the designer may prov ide clear zone distances greater than 30 feet as indicated. Clear 
zones may be limited to 30 feel for practicality and to prov id~ a consistent roadway template if previous experience 
with similar projects or designs indicates satisfactory performance. 
•~ Since r<!Covery is less likely on the unshielded, traversable 3:1 slope..~. fixed objects should not be present in the 
vicinity of the toe of these slopes. Recovery of high speed vehicles that encroach beyond the edge of shoulder may 
be expected to occur beyond the toe of slope. Detem1 ination of the width of the recovery area at the toe of slope 
should tak.: into con.~ideration right of way availability, environmental concerns, economic factors, saf'ety need.<;, and 
accident histories. Also, the distance between the edge of the trnve I lane and the beginning of the 3: 1 slope should 
influence the recovery area provided at the toe of the slope. While the application may be limited by s.cvernl factors. 
the till slope parnmcters which may enter into d.:termining a ma.>timum desirable recovery area ar•J illustrated in 
figure 3.2 of the "Roadside Design Guide ... 
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Foon 7 4000 I WD 
4-96 
To 
18,~ Iowa Department of Transportation 
"-
INSTRUCTIONAL MEMORANDUMS 
To County Engineers 
Count En ineers 
From 
Office of Local S stems 
Subject 
Economic Analysis (Benefit-to-Cost-Ratio) 
Date 
October 2001 
IM No. 
3.216 
The purpose of this I.M. is to provide a mechanism to help determine the feasibility of an 
improvement or analyze various alternatives or countermeasures. Various methods (Cost-
Effectiveness, Benefit/Cost Ratio, Rate-of-Return, Time of Return and Net Annual Benefit) are 
available to determine the economi c feasibility of an improvement. This I.M. will present only 
one method, Benefit-to-Cost Ratio, for your consideration. 
The Benefit/Cost Ratio is the ratio of the expected benefits, (accrued from a crash/severity 
reduction based on an improvement), to the costs of the improvement (construction, right of way, 
engineering, etc.). Included are two forms, which may be utilized to determine the Benefit/Cost 
Ratio for a particular improvement that is being considered. One form will obtain the Benefit-to-
Cost Ratio as it relates to the project length (Rural Roadway Section). The other form is for spot 
locations, such as intersections, bridges, or curves wi thin the proj ect limits. The only difference 
in the forms is that the roadway section is based on 100 million vehicle miles (HMVM) of travel 
whereas the spot location is based on million entering vehicles (MEV). 
The information required to fill out the forms is as follows: 
1. CRASH DATA: This information can be obtained through Access ALAS Computer 
Software that is available through Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) Office 
of Traffic and Safety. For most county roads, with no major improvements within the 
time frame, the data should go back five years. ALAS data should be requested for whole 
years (no partial years) only. The crash data on the Access ALAS printout should be 
transferred to the appropriate blanks on the form, keeping in mind that the number of 
fatalities or injuries may not be the same number of these types of crashes (two injury 
crashes could involve five injuries). The actual property damage of all crashes should be 
totaled and entered in the appropriate blank. Use the value of $2,500 per crash, if no 
damage is recorded. All crashes within the project termini or at the spot location should 
be included, regardless of type. The crash severity reduction percentage is based on all 
crashes. 
2. IMPROVEMENT BEING CONSIDERED: The improvement described and the cost 
estimate should only be for the work for which the Benefit/Cost Ratio is being 
determined. 
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October 200 I 
LM. 3.216 
Example: If, as part of a resurfacing project. the county is considering widening the 
shoulders and flattening the foreslopes, the description should be similar to: Widen 
shoulders tfrom 2' to 6' and Oallen slopc:s from 2: I to 3: I. 'I11e cost estimate might 
include: 
Class 10 Excavation, including borrow 
Culvert Ell:tensions 
Surfacing or Finishing the Shoulders 
Seeding and Fertilizing 
Right of Way (if necessary), inc luding any damages to fences, buildings, etc. 
Additional Engineering or Surveying 
Driveway Culverts (remove and re lay or replace) 
3. SERVICE LIFE AND CRASH/SEVER ITY REDUCTION FACTORS : Tables are 
included listing estimated values for these items for both roadway sectioms and spot 
locations. Crash/Severity reduction factors arc usually provided for a single 
countcnm:asure. However, where multiple countcm1casurcs arc being proposed, the 
cra~h/severity reduction factor will be a combination of the individual crash/severity 
reduction factors. Since it is not feasible to reduce crashes by more than I 00 percent, the 
followi ng fonnula is used to develop an overall cra~h/severily reduction factor for 
multiple improvements at a location or along a route. 
ARM = overall crash/severity reduction factor for multiple improvements. 
AR; crash/severity reduction factor for specific improvement or countermeasure. 
number of improvements. 
Example 
i\n examp•lc of the use of the multiple improvement fonnula is show·n for three 
i.mprovenwnts at a single location with individual crash/severity reduction fac1tors of: 
AR.= 0.45 
AR2-0.30 
AR3= 0. 15 
'!11c overalll crash/severity reduction factor is: 
ARM = AR1 + ( I-AR1) AR2 + (1-ARI) (I-AR2) AR3 
= 0.450+ ( t-0.45)(0.30) + (I-0.45Xt-0.30XO. 15) 
= 0.450+ 0.165 + 0.058 
= 0.673 = 0.67 
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October 200 I 
LM. 3.216 
Most studies indicate that an improvement with a Benefit/Cost Ratio over LO is considered 
beneficial and under LO is not However, when considering that estimated values are being 
utilized, a more in-depth review is in order for ratios from 0.80 to 1.20. inclusive. 1l1is review 
might include items listed on the Review Sheet (Page #4). in this l.M., as: 
1. Tite crash rate detem1ined in the fonns should be reviewed against the statew ide average 
for all secondary roads. The five year average rate per 100 million vehicle miles in 1995 
- 1999 was 237. 
2. Type of crashes should be reviewed against the type of improvement. If the majority of 
the cra~>hcs w ithin the project temtini occu1Ted at intersections, then Oattenin_g foreslopes 
may not have much of an etfect. 
3. ' l11e severilly o f the crashes should be reviewed with respect to location. If most of the 
crashes along the route were Property Damage Only (PDO's) and one locat ion had a 
number o f injury or fatal ity crashes then a review of that particular "spot" location may 
be in order .. 
4. 11te cost olf the improvement b.!ing considered should be compared with the project cost 
without the improvement. If a proposed resurfacing project is estimated to cost $200,000 
and the est imated cost to widen shoulders or flatten forcslopcs is $500,000, it may be 
desirable to program the improvement at some future time. If the project is estimated at 
$750,000 and the improvement at $50,000, it may be wise to include the improvement. 
5. 1lte environmental or social effects of the in1provernent should always be considered. 
1ltese might include: farmland being taken out of production; relocation of f amilies; 
adverse effect on wetlands or parks; and disturbance of historical or archaeological areas. 
1lte Context-Sensitive Design process may be appropriate. 
6. In some cases, other alternatives are available that may result in a. similar benefit, or 
lower cost partial improvements may be used to mitigate the existing conditio n, if a total 
improvemc:nt is not cost effective or feasible. If the reconstruct ion of a hori;~ontal curve 
requires taking a fannstead or relocating a bridge, and is not economically feasible, 
installing c hevrons and advisory speed plates may be used to mitigate the situation. 
1ltcsc forms can be utilized as a tool in deciding w hether an improvement is cc;onomically 
feas ible. ·n,c completed Benefit/Cost Ratio sheet(s) should bo attached, with copies of the 
ALAS printout, teo the justification Jetter outlining the rea~ons for the county's reqlllest for any 
design exceptions. ll1c Benefit/Cost Ratio should not be your only basis; other rea~o·ns that were 
considcr.:d in the decis ion-making process should be detai led in the county's justification lct1er. 
See I.M. 3.218. 
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BENEFIT/COST RA 110 REVIEW SHEET 
I. 8/C Ratio under 0.80: Improvement probably not cost-efTective at this time. 
October 200 I 
LM. 3.216 
2. 8/C Ratio= 0.80 to 1.20: Lmprovcment may be cost clfective, should also consider: 
1. Crash rate compared to statewide average. 
2. Type of crashes vs. type of improvement 
3. Severity of Crashes. 
4. Cost of improvement vs. project cost without improvement. 
5. Envirc.tunent and social effects of improvement. 
6. Other .altematives to the improvement (i.e. signing, pavement markings, e:tc. ). 
3. B/C Ratio ovcr· 1.20: Improvement is probably cost effective and should be aecomplished 
as part of pr<>ject or the work progranuncd in the ncar future. 
Note: '111e following 8 /C delenninalion sheets are available in Microsoft E~:cel 2000® 
spreadsheet format. Titese spreadsheets are available from the Iowa DOT Office of 
Traffic and Safety (515-239-1 557) and are also located on tl1e Office of Local Systems 
web si te at: http://www.dot.statc.ia.us!local systemslpublications/publications.htm. 
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Project No. 
BENEFIT/COST DETERMINATION 
(Rural Roadway Section) 
COUNTY 
Date 
Location ______________ _ Prepared by 
Length (miles) ___________ Current ADT 
CRASH DATA: From----to ____ , Total # ____ Years 
# Fatal Crashes 
# h1jury Crashes 
#PDO Crashes 
(date) (date) 
____ # Fatalities ____ x $1,000,000 = $ 
____ # Major h1juries ____ x $150,000 = $ 
# Minor lnjuries x $10,000 = $ 
# Possible h1juries x $2,500 = $ 
Actual Prop. Dam. (Total) = $ 
October 2001 
T.M. 3.216 
(Use $2,500/Crash if no actual $ property loss is shown) 
(1) Total # Crash (2) Total Loss = $ 
(3) Cost/Crash = (2)/(1) =Total Loss/Total # Crash = $ ____ ./crash 
Total # Crash x I 00.000.000 
(4) Crash Rate = ADT x Length x years x 365 _______ Crash/HM VM 
DESIGN EXCEPTION BEING CONSIDERED: 
Description of Improvement: 
(not project description) 
(5) Estimated Cost Imp. $ (1l1ousand) 
(SA) Estimated Service Life (E.S.L.) years 
(5ll) Estimated Overall Crash/Severity Reduction Factor percent 
(See #3. Page 2) 
B/C ANALYSIS: 
(6) Estimated Trame Volume = 
ADT x 1 +(L0ll5A} x SA x Length x 0.00000365 = _____ HMVM 
2 
(7) Total Crash Loss = (3) x (4) x (6) 
Cost/ Crash x Crash Rate x Est. Traf. VoL = _____ _ (1l10usand) 
(8) Total Crash Benefit = (7) x (5B) = 
Tot Crash Loss x Est. % Crash Reduction = --------- (Thousand) 
Benefit/Cost Ratio = ill = Tot. Crash Benefit = __________ _ 
(5) Est. Cost Imp. 
Page 5 of 9 
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IMPROVEME1 TS FOR 
RURAL ROADWAY SECTIO 'S 
Estimated Estimated Crash/ 
Service Life Severity Reduct ion 
(Years) Factor(%) 
Add Lane(s ) 20 05 
Widen Pavement 20 22 
Widen Shoulder 20 08 
Widen Pavement/Shoulder 20 28 
Flatten Foreslopes 20 08 
Widen Shoulder/Flatten Foreslopes 20 15 
Friction lm provement: 
Ov.!rlay 10 27 
P. C. Grooving 10 14 
Signing 6 05 
Edgeline Markings 2 04 
Horizontal Realigmnent 20 25 
Vertical R<lalignment 20 30 
Horizontal/ Vertical RealignmenU 
Con·cct SuJperclevation 20 45 
Roadway Lighting 15 06 
Relocate Driveways 20 05 
Flatten Entrance Slopes 20 05 
Right ofWay 100 
Page 6 of9 
October 200 I 
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Project No. 
BE:'-fEFIT/COST DETERMD\A TION 
(Spot Location) 
COU TY 
Date 
Location ---·---------- Prepared by 
Length (miles) __________ Current ADT 
CRASH DATA: From ____ to----' Total # 
(date) (date) 
Years 
____ # Fatalities x $ 1,000,000 = $ 
October 200 I 
LM. 3.216 
II Fatal Crashes 
# Injury Crashes 
____ # Majorh1jurics ____ x$150.000 -$ ·----
# Minor Injuries x $ 10,000 = $ ·----
# Possible Injuries x $2,500 = $ ·----
#PDO Crashes Actual Prop. Dam. (Total) = $ . 
(Use $2, "()()/Crash if no actual S property loss is·~sho;--w-:n)--
(1) Total # Crash 
{3) CosUCrash = (2)/(1) =Total Lossrrotal # Crash =$ 
(-I) Crash Rate = 
Total # Crash x 1.000.000 
ADT x years x 365 
DESIO EXCEPTION BEING CONSII)ERED: 
Description of Improvement: 
(not project description) 
(5) Estimated Cost Imp. $ (1l1ousand) 
(2) Total Loss = S ·----
/crash 
Crash/MEV 
(SA) Estimated Service Life (E.S.L.) years 
(SB) Estimated Overall Cmsh/Severity Reduction Factor percent 
(See #3. page 2) 
BIC ANALYSIS: 
(6) Estimated Traffic = ADT x 1+ (1.02)<5A) x (5A) x 0.000365 MEV 
Volume 2 
(7) Total Crash Loss = (3) x (4) x (6) 
Cost/ Crash x Crash Rate x Est. Traf. Vol. - (Titousand) 
(8) Total Crash Benefit = (7) x (58) = 
Tot. Crash Loss x Est. % Crash Reduction = ("ThotL~and) 
Benefit/Cost Ratio = 00 = Tot. Crash Benefit = 
----------(5) Est. Cost Imp. 
Page 7 of9 
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l1\4PROVEMENTS FOR 
SPOT LOCATIO S 
Intersections: 
Channe lize/ Add Tuming Lanes 
Improve Sight Distance 
Upgrade Siigns!Markings 
Illuminate 
(not destination lighting) 
Add Accei/Decel lane 
Rumble Strips (Applies only to 
crashes involving stop condition) 
Reconstntc-t Approach Angle 
Add Beacons 
Curves: 
Vert ical Realigmnent 
Horizontal Rcaligmnent 
IIorizontal/V ertical Realignment/ 
Correct Su1pcrelevation 
Pavement Markings/Delineate 
Dridges: 
Widen 
Guardrail 
lmpact Attoenuator 
Replace 
Eliminate 
Estimated 
Service Life 
(Years) 
15 
15 
6/2 
15 
20 
5 A.C. 
to P.C. 
20 
10 
20 
20 
20 
2/6 
20 
15 
10 
50 
50 
Page 8 of 9 
Estimated Crash/ 
Severity Reduction 
Factor (%) 
25 
35 
36 
20 
25 
44 
44 
35 
25 
57 
38 
73 
15 
48 
24 
35 
50 
75 
October 200 I 
LM. 3.216 
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Culvet1s: 
I .cn&rthcn 
Guardrail o r Grate 
IMPROVEMENTS FOR 
SPOT LOCATIO S 
(continu~d) 
Estimated 
Service Life 
(Years) 
20 
15 
Remove II·~adwall & Delineate 20 
Railroad Crossing: 
Signalize 10 
Upgrade Waming Devices 10 
Dluminate 15 
Replace with Grade Separation 50 
Eliminate 50 
High Ftlls: 
Guardrail 10 
Delineate 6 
Flallen Poreslopes 20 
Page9of9 
Estimated Crash/ 
Severity Reduction 
factor(%) 
48 
24 
35 
50 
27 
62 
39 
75 
16 
10 
25 
October 200 I 
LM. 3.216 
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY RESPONSES 
  
Table B.1. Survey Responses. 
         
Name Agency 1. Does your agency 
use average daily 
traffic (ADT) to 
determine if traffic 
barriers (i.e., 
guardrail) are 
required for bridges 
located on low-
volume roads?
2. If yes, what are the specific ADT 
criteria for requiring traffic barrier 
placement and why was this specific 
ADT value chosen as the threshold?
3. If no, what is the basis for 
placement of traffic barriers on low-
volume road bridges?
4. Does your agency recommend or 
use protective treatments other than 
"W" beam type guardrail systems for 
low-volume road bridges?
5. If yes, what are they, why were 
these alternate traffic barrier systems 
chosen for use and have they been 
effective?
6. Have the criteria for determining 
traffic barrier use on low-volume 
roads  been modified in the past 10 
years?
7. If yes, have any safety, cost, or 
other effects been seen due to the 
change in criteria?
8. May we receive a copy of the 
currently policy/ guardrail for traffic 
barriers on low-volume bridges and 
current design standards for the 
bridge approach guardrail?
Federal Bridge Owners
John Kattell US Forest 
Service
No No Response The Forest Service has a variety of roads 
from single lane native surface to two-lane 
paved with the vast majority under 400 
ADT. We use criteria with respect to the 
character and nature of the road, design 
speeds, and sight distances to help us 
qualify the hazards and protections 
needed.
Yes We use tube rail systems, Thrie-beam, 
concrete barrier and for many of our low 
level roads we use a "curb only" system. 
They have been effective.
No No Response Yes, Send me an e-mail address and I 
will get our policy to you. We are very 
interested in this work and applications to 
the roads on National Forest Lands. My 
e-mail is jkattell@fs.fed.us.
State Bridge Owners
Jean Nehme Arizona DOT; 
Bridge Group
No No Response AASHTO Guidelines No No Response No No Response ADOT does not have a specific policy 
addressing traffic barriers on low-volume 
bridges.
Randy Hiatt Caltrans No No Response AASHTO LRFD Bridge Specifications No No Response No AASHTO LRFD Bridge Specifications in 
effect in 1998. More aesthetic bridge rails 
are available at higher costs
Yes, The current design standard for 
bridge approach guardrail on CA state 
highways is contained in 2006 State 
Standard Plan A77J4 - link is attached: 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/esc/oe/project_
plans/highway_plans/stdplans_US-
customary-
units_06/viewable_pdf/rspa77j4.pdf
Mark 
Leonard
Colorado DOT; 
Staff Bridge
No No Response If rail does not meet AASHTO Standard 
Specs, replace/upgrade rail when any 
project in the area takes place, funds 
permitting. If the rail is removed for any 
reason (bridge widening or replacement) 
replace it with one of CDOT's current 
FHWA approved crash tested bridge 
rails.
Yes CDOT's W-beam is a TL-3 system and 
is not necessarily less expensive than 
CDOT's TL-4 systems. Where the TL-4 
systems are not significantly different in 
costs, and are otherwise compatible with 
the bridge, they are used.
No No Response Yes, Bridge Design Manual Subsection 
2.1 (not up to date): 
http://www.dot.state.co.us/Bridge/Design
Manual/dm_s02.pdf Bridge rail standard 
drawings, B-606 series: 
http://www.dot.state.co.us/Bridge/Works
heets/Worksheets.htm
Barry 
Benton
Delaware DOT; 
Bridge Design
No No Response Design Speed and clear zone Yes We use timber rails for aesthetic reasons 
if requested by the community
No No Response No
Jiten Soneji Delaware DOT; 
Bridge
No No Response Posted Speed/Design Speed, Functional 
Class, Accident History, Crash tested 
barriers
Yes Timber Rails No No Response No Response
Charles 
Boyd
Florida DOT; 
Structures 
Design Office
No No Response NCHRP Report 350 Test Level 4 
compliant traffic railings are required for 
all FDOT owned bridges regardless of 
design speed or traffic counts
Yes A flared and tapered F shape transition is 
used for approaches on roadways with 
curb and gutter cross sections and with 
design speeds of 45 mph and less
No No Response Yes, FDOT Design Standards are 
available at the following website: 
http://www.dot.state.fl.us/rddesign/rd/rtds
/08/2008Standards.shtm Look for the 
400 series standards, all bridge and 
roadway traffic railings and approaches 
are there. Also, bridge traffic railing policy 
can be found in Section 6.7 of the FDOT 
Structures Design Guidelines Volume 1 at 
this website: 
http://www.dot.state.fl.us/structures/Struc
turesManual/CurrentRelease/StructuresM
anual.htm
Paul Liles Georgia DOT, 
Bridge Engineer
No No Response We use jersey shape traffic barrier on all 
our rural bridges
We use guardrail on the approaches and 
a jersey shaped barrier on the bridge
The system we use has been effective No No Response Yes
Paul Santo Hawaii DOT, 
Highways
No No Response We have no basis. In the first place, we 
don't have any roads in our jurisdiction 
with ADT less than 400. We generally 
use the same criteria regardless of ADT.
Yes We have no special barriers for low-
volume roads/bridges. We use all the 
options that we have for all bridges 
regardless of ADT
No No Response No, We have no policy/guideline for 
traffic barriers on low-volume bridges.
Kevin Burke Illinois DOT; 
Highways 
Bureau of local 
roads and 
streets
Yes 400 AASHTO Definition of low volume road No No Response No No Response Yes, 
http://www.dot.il.gov/blr/manuals/Chapter
%2035.pdf 
http://www.dot.il.gov/blr/manuals/Chapter
%2036.pdf
  
Table B.1. Survey Responses (cont.). 
       
Name Agency 1. Does your agency 
use average daily 
traffic (ADT) to 
determine if traffic 
barriers (i.e., 
guardrail) are 
required for bridges 
located on low-
volume roads?
2. If yes, what are the specific ADT 
criteria for requiring traffic barrier 
placement and why was this specific 
ADT value chosen as the threshold?
3. If no, what is the basis for 
placement of traffic barriers on low-
volume road bridges?
4. Does your agency recommend or 
use protective treatments other than 
"W" beam type guardrail systems for 
low-volume road bridges?
5. If yes, what are they, why were 
these alternate traffic barrier systems 
chosen for use and have they been 
effective?
6. Have the criteria for determining 
traffic barrier use on low-volume 
roads  been modified in the past 10 
years?
7. If yes, have any safety, cost, or 
other effects been seen due to the 
change in criteria?
8. May we receive a copy of the 
currently policy/ guardrail for traffic 
barriers on low-volume bridges and 
current design standards for the 
bridge approach guardrail?
Kurt 
Brauner
Louisiana DOT; 
Bridge Design
No No Response We try and use guard rail or some other 
type of barrier system on all bridges, 
regardless of the ADT.
Yes Typically we recommend guard rail but in 
certain urban situations, we allow the use 
of a turned down concrete barrier so as 
to tie into the roadway curb.
No No Response Yes, Contact me via e-mail and I can 
send you a copy of our standards for off-
system (low volume) roads. Again, we 
use guard rail on all bridges regardless of 
ADT, therefore we have no written policy 
for low-volume roads.
Dave 
Conkel
MnDOT; 
Bridge Office, 
State Aid 
Bridge Unit
Yes Guardrail is required to be installed at all 
local bridges where the design speed 
exceeds 40 mph, and either the existing 
ADT exceeds 400, or the bridge clear 
width is less than the sum of the lane and 
shoulder widths. The costs associated 
with the more severe crashes (guardrail 
reduces severity (and subsequent costs) 
appears to be pushing up the benefit cost 
ratio in favor of using guardrail at lower 
traffic volumes.
No response Yes Steel tubular box beam guardrail and 
posts. We believe the box beam guardrail 
will provide less maintenance and a 
smaller distance to shielded object. 
We’re still in the implementation phase on 
the local system, however we know they 
have been successfully used on the New 
York local bridge system. They’re more 
expensive than the “W” beam type.
Yes Criteria, From: Guardrail is required to be 
installed at all local bridges where the 
design speed exceeds 40 mph, and either 
the existing ADT exceeds 749, or the 
bridge clear width is less than the sum of 
the lane and shoulder widths. To: 
Guardrail is required to be installed at all 
local bridges where the design speed 
exceeds 40 mph, and either the existing 
ADT exceeds 400, or the bridge clear 
width is less than the sum of the lane and 
shoulder widths. Change in criteria was 
based on research of the “safety and cost-
effectiveness of bridge approach guardrail 
for county state aid bridges in Minnesota. 
The research was conducted through the 
Minnesota Local Road Research Board 
(LRRB). The new criterion was just 
recently adopted in the State-Aid 
Operation Rules Chapter 8820 in 
February 2008. It’s anticipated that the 
data on safety, cost, effectiveness and 
etc…will be comparable to other states 
with similar criteria. We would 
recommend the LRRB research report 
2005-39 on the safety and cost-
Yes
Suresh Patel MoDOT Yes If operating speed is < 60 MPH, AADT 
is 400 or less per day and bridge does 
not end in area of poor geometry then 
barrier not provided.
No Response No No Response Yes I don't know Yes, 
http://epg.modot.org/index.php?title=Cate
gory:606_Guardrail_and_Guard_Cable
David Scott New Hampshire 
DOT; Bureau of 
Bridge Design
No N/A Location of hazards Yes We do recommend the use of "W" beam 
type guardrail systems for low-volume 
road bridges, especially the T101 Texas 
rail, but we also recommend aluminum rail 
on low speed roads, which are typically 
low volume roads. Aluminum rail is 
sometimes preferred due to its low 
maintenance requirements.
No N/A Yes, Please contact to obtain a copy of 
our current Bridge Design Manual. Rail 
details may be found at 
http://www.nh.gov/dot/bureaus/bridgedesi
gn/BridgeDesignStandards.htm; 
http://www.nh.gov/dot/org/projectdevelo
pment/bridgedesign/documents.htm
Ray Trujillo New Mexico 
DOT Bridge 
Bureau
Yes If the 20-year projected ADT is less than 
400 vehicles per day, the railing shall meet 
as a minimum the requirement for 
Performance Level One (PL-1) or other 
bridge railing as defined in AASHTO 
Guide Specs for Bridge Railing. The 
policy is 15 years old, so I am not sure 
why 400 vpd was chosen, maybe 
because our state is mostly rural and most 
of our bridges fall into this category?
No response Yes Have used moveable concrete barrier 
railing (K-rail)which has been effective. 
This has been used when our District 
offices have excess concrete K-rail.
No No Response Yes, I can either mail you a hard copy or 
scan our policy into a pdf file and e-mail 
it. My e-mail is listed above.
Arthur 
Yannotti
New York 
State DOT, 
Office of 
Structures
Yes Traffic barrier is always used, but for low 
volume local roads two simpler barrier 
system are allowed. The criteria are less 
than 500 ADT for one system and less 
than 1500 ADT for the other
No response Yes We use Thrie beam and box beam 
systems as well. They are less expensive 
than the standard railings used on state 
highways. They have been effective
Yes Low volume railing standards were issued 
for the first time in 2001
yes, They are available on the NYSDOT 
website. The direct link is below: 
https://www.nysdot.gov/portal/page/porta
l/main/business-center/engineering/cadd-
info/drawings/bridge-detail-sheets-usc/rl-
rail-for-low-volume-bridges-usc
  
Table B.1. Survey Responses (cont.). 
        
Name Agency 1. Does your agency 
use average daily 
traffic (ADT) to 
determine if traffic 
barriers (i.e., 
guardrail) are 
required for bridges 
located on low-
volume roads?
2. If yes, what are the specific ADT 
criteria for requiring traffic barrier 
placement and why was this specific 
ADT value chosen as the threshold?
3. If no, what is the basis for 
placement of traffic barriers on low-
volume road bridges?
4. Does your agency recommend or 
use protective treatments other than 
"W" beam type guardrail systems for 
low-volume road bridges?
5. If yes, what are they, why were 
these alternate traffic barrier systems 
chosen for use and have they been 
effective?
6. Have the criteria for determining 
traffic barrier use on low-volume 
roads  been modified in the past 10 
years?
7. If yes, have any safety, cost, or 
other effects been seen due to the 
change in criteria?
8. May we receive a copy of the 
currently policy/ guardrail for traffic 
barriers on low-volume bridges and 
current design standards for the 
bridge approach guardrail?
Guichuru 
Muchane
North Carolina 
DOT
No Note: Traffic Barriers are used on all 
Bridges
Type of traffic barrier used is based on 
posted speed limit of the facility
No No Response No No Response Yes, 
http://www.ncdot.org/doh/preconstruct/hi
ghway/roadway/policymemos/Design/Sub
regionalTierDesign.pdf
Bryon Fuchs NDDOT; Local No No Response All new bridges receive "W" beam type 
guardrail for low volume roads.
No No Response No No Response Yes, 
http://www.dot.nd.gov/manuals/design/de
signmanual/designmanual.htm
Barry 
Bowers
South Carolina 
DOT; 
Preconstruction
No No Response SCDOT typically uses a 32-inch concrete 
barrier parapet on all bridges that do not 
include sidewalks.
Yes A thrie beam guardrail bridge connector 
is used at the ends of the concrete barrier 
parapet.
No No Response Yes, See Section 17.6.1 of the SCDOT 
Bridge Design Manual 
(http://www.scdot.org/doing/bridge/pdfs/
BD_manual/Files/Chapter_17.pdf) and 
Section 805 of the SCDOT Standard 
Drawings 
(http://www.scdot.org/doing/pdfs/stddra
wings/new_2008/sd08-
09_800_incidental_construction.pdf)
Edward 
Wasserman
Tennessee 
DOT; 
Structures
No No Response We use traffic barriers on all bridges 
regardless of traffic count
Yes We use open concrete rails, equivalent to 
the Kansas corral or solid parapet, 
depending on overtopping conditions. On 
bos or slab bridges we use a guardrail 
conforming to the Texas T101
Yes Not Quantified Yes, 
http://www.tdot.state.tn.us/Chief_Enginee
r/engr_library/design/StdDrwgEng_PDFs/
SGR22_031308.pdf
John Holt Texas DOT; 
Bridge Division
No No Response If the bridge is built by the state, 
regardless of traffic volume, a traffic 
barrier that is compliant with NCHRP 
Report 350 is used
Yes Single Sided Crash Cushions have been 
employed where not enough length was 
available to place the usual guardrail 
terminal, such as a bridge end in close 
proximity to a driveway. Details can be 
found online at: 
ftp://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-
info/cmd/cserve/standard/roadway/sscc0
3a.pdf
No No Response Yes, TxDOT policy on bridge rails can 
be found in the TxDOT Bridge Railing 
Manual, available online at: http://gsd-
ultraseek/txdotmanuals/rlg/index.htm 
TxDOT standard drawings for approach 
guardrail can be found online at: 
http://www.dot.state.tx.us/insdtdot/orgcha
rt/cmd/cserve/standard/rdwylse.htm
Bryant 
Lowery
Virginia DOT; 
Location and 
Design
Yes ADT is only one of several items we 
review. We typically handle low volume 
(ADT approx. 400 per AASHTO) 
bridges on a case by case basis.
No response No No Response No No Response No Response
Ryan Collins Washington; 
Bridge and 
Structures 
Office
No No Response We use a test level 4 (TL-4) minimum 
design standard for all bridges regardless 
of volume. We do occasionally use less 
for retrofits where the bridge does not 
have the strength to support a TL-4 
system such as a timber deck or thin slab. 
Low speeds and accident history have 
also been used to justify a change in 
retrofit requirements, but not volume.
Yes Our first choice is to place concrete 
barrier on new construction and thrie 
beam on retrofits. We do use W-beam 
on highway applications which include 
culverts and spans less than 20 feet.
No No Response Yes, Our policies do not address low 
volumes relative to bridge barrier. Design 
guidance can be found in our WSDOT 
Design Manual, chapter 710 and 
WSDOT Standard Plans in section C. 
The WSDOT Bridge Design Manual 
chapter 10 gives recommendations on 
guardrail and barrier placement. 
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Design/Standar
ds 
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Design/Policy/
Chapters.htm 
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Publications/M
anuals/M23-50.htm
Gregg 
Fredrick
Wyoming DOT; 
Bridge program
No No Response Bridges on low volume roadways utilize 
Wyoming's TL3 steel tube open bridge 
railing
Yes W beam and box beam approach railing 
are both considered on a case by case 
basis
No No Response Yes, Our typical bridge railing details can 
be found at 
http://www.dot.state.wy.us/Default.jsp?s
Code=hombh
Canadian Providence Bridge Owners
Raymond 
Yu
Alberta 
Transportation; 
Technical 
Standards 
Branch
Yes Use CSA-S6-06 code Performance 
Level requirements based on multi factors 
including highway type, speed, ADT, % 
truck, grade, curve, height
No response Yes Deck mounted thrie beam (no curb or 75 
mm curb where drainage control 
required). This is a Performance Level 1 
(TL2) barrier modified from a crash 
tested system.
Yes Change driven by CSA S6 Canadian 
Bridge Design Code published in 2000. 
Previous experience in W-beam bridge 
rail with curb in collisions not good.
Yes, 
http://www.transportation.alberta.ca/Cont
ent/doctype30/production/S1652-00-
rev3.pdf
Non-Iowa Counties Bridge Owners
Michael 
Clark
St Clair County 
Road 
Commission
Yes We use the AASHTO roadside design 
guidelines for calculations of clear zones 
and barrier need
No response No No Response No No Response Yes, AASHTO roadside design guide 
from the Feds
  
Table B.1. Survey Responses (cont.). 
        
 
 
Name Agency 1. Does your agency 
use average daily 
traffic (ADT) to 
determine if traffic 
barriers (i.e., 
guardrail) are 
required for bridges 
located on low-
volume roads?
2. If yes, what are the specific ADT 
criteria for requiring traffic barrier 
placement and why was this specific 
ADT value chosen as the threshold?
3. If no, what is the basis for 
placement of traffic barriers on low-
volume road bridges?
4. Does your agency recommend or 
use protective treatments other than 
"W" beam type guardrail systems for 
low-volume road bridges?
5. If yes, what are they, why were 
these alternate traffic barrier systems 
chosen for use and have they been 
effective?
6. Have the criteria for determining 
traffic barrier use on low-volume 
roads  been modified in the past 10 
years?
7. If yes, have any safety, cost, or 
other effects been seen due to the 
change in criteria?
8. May we receive a copy of the 
currently policy/ guardrail for traffic 
barriers on low-volume bridges and 
current design standards for the 
bridge approach guardrail?
Wayne 
Schoonover
Ionia County 
Road 
Commission; 
Michigan
No No Response Safety transition to rigid bridge railing 
system.
No No Response No No Response Yes, Michigan Department of 
Transportation's Road Design Manual 
found on-line at MDOT's website
Eugene 
Calvert
Collier County; 
Florida
No No Response Deign Standards & Crash history No No Response No No Response No, We do not have a written policy 
/guideline for low-volume bridges. 
Current design standard is Florida 
Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
standard
Iowa Counties Bridge Owners
Brian 
Keierleber
Buchanan 
County Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response Funding, we use 4 corner rails when 
federal funds are available, and place rails 
on the bridge only when local funds are 
used after documenting no crash history.
No No Response no No Response Yes, Send fax number.
Ron Haden Calhoun County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
Yes 50vpd or less and bridge width 24' or 
more -no barrier 51-99vpd and bridge 
width 24' or more -barriers on approach 
corners only over 100 vpd and bridge 
width of 24'or more - barriers on all 4 
corners
No No Response No No Response Yes, request and I can email or fax
David 
Paulson
Carroll County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response Guardrail is only placed on federally 
funded bridge replacement projects
No No Response No No Response No Response
Robert 
Fangmann
Cedar County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response We place guardrail in accordance to clear 
zone requirements as outlined in County 
Engineers Instructional Memorandum 
3.215
No No Response No No Response no 
Mary Kelly Cerro Gordo 
County Iowa
No No Response We generally use guardrail on hard 
surface roads
Yes Cable rail but that would be for protecting 
obstructions, i.e. drainage ways within the 
clear zone.
No No Response No written policy
David 
Shanahan
Cherokee 
County Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads 
No No Response Width of bridges, & sight distances, 
although we place railing on nearly all of 
our bridges
No No Response no No Response Being new here I do not know if in fact 
they do have a policy other than trying to 
put railing on all new bridges
Tom 
Anderson
Clark County 
Iowa
No No Response Has t be BRS/BROS, etc. project No No Response No No Response No written policy
Paul 
Assman
Crawford 
County 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response County Engineer IM 3.213 No No Response No No Response Yes, IM 3.213 requires the use of 
guardrail at all four corners of new 
bridges constructed on the Farm-to-
Market system. We generally do not use 
guardrail on Non FM roads as the ADT 
is less than 100 vpd and in many cases 
request a design exception on FM roads 
with granular surfaces to eliminate the 
guardrail. The guardrail create some 
challenges with surface water erosion on 
granular surfaced roads. We have some 
very good examples of guardrail usage on 
low volume roads and the associated 
issues. It is also important to note that we 
have not had any bridge impact accidents 
in the county that anyone can remember 
(38 year employees). I would be in favor 
of revising the criteria thru application of 
an updated "risk based" approach
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Name Agency 1. Does your agency 
use average daily 
traffic (ADT) to 
determine if traffic 
barriers (i.e., 
guardrail) are 
required for bridges 
located on low-
volume roads?
2. If yes, what are the specific ADT 
criteria for requiring traffic barrier 
placement and why was this specific 
ADT value chosen as the threshold?
3. If no, what is the basis for 
placement of traffic barriers on low-
volume road bridges?
4. Does your agency recommend or 
use protective treatments other than 
"W" beam type guardrail systems for 
low-volume road bridges?
5. If yes, what are they, why were 
these alternate traffic barrier systems 
chosen for use and have they been 
effective?
6. Have the criteria for determining 
traffic barrier use on low-volume 
roads  been modified in the past 10 
years?
7. If yes, have any safety, cost, or 
other effects been seen due to the 
change in criteria?
8. May we receive a copy of the 
currently policy/ guardrail for traffic 
barriers on low-volume bridges and 
current design standards for the 
bridge approach guardrail?
Jim George Dallas County 
Iowa, Road 
Department
No No Response Generally, I.M. 3.213 although practically 
speaking, we put barrier on all four 
corners
No No Response No No Response I.M. 3.213
Keith Hinds Decatur County 
Iowa
No No Response Accident History No No Response No No Response We do not have a written policy at this 
time
Dan Ecker Dickinson 
County Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
Yes As per IADOT design guides and aides No response Yes Thire beam, cable rail Yes As per IADOT Yes, refer to IADOT memorandum to 
county engineers
Roger 
Patocka
Emmet County 
Iowa, County 
Engineer
Yes No Specific ADT No response Yes Signage, delineators No No Response No local specific current policy/guidelines 
for traffic barriers other than those 
required/recommended by standards 
exist.
JD King Fayette County 
Iowa, Road 
Department
No No Response Pave roadway vs. granular surfaced 
roadway
No We use corner guardrail only on the 
approach side, not the opposing lane 
side. 2 of 4 corners for granular. Paved = 
4 corners
No No Response No written policy at FCRD, just standard 
practice
Daniel Davis Fremont County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response We probably look more at run off the 
road crash criteria
No No Response No No Response No
Tom Stoner Harrison County 
Iowa, County 
Roads
No No Response Accident data/ available funds No No Response No No Response N/A
Mike 
McClain
Jones County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response For new bridges, we always place 
approach guardrail at all four corners
No No Response No No Response We utilize the current road standards for 
the IADOT of these installations
Christy Van 
Buskirk
Keokuk County 
Iowa, Highway 
Department
No No Response Traffic barriers upgraded when bridge is 
rehabilitated or replaced
No Alternate traffic barriers are considered 
based on ADT, functional classification, 
and design criteria based on funding 
source
No No Response Do not have a written policy
Doug Miller Kossuth County 
Iowa, Engineers 
Office
No No Response On paved routes, we install guardrail on 
all corners of the bridge. On gravel roads 
we install guardrail on approach sides 
only
No No Response No No Response No, it is not written, see question #4
Ernest 
Steffensmeie
r
Lee County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response Lee County uses I.M. 3.213 (guardrail 
and bridge rail) for all bridges in the 
county (local or farm-to-market) when 
reconstruction or resurfacing of roadways 
are done. All new bridges no matter what 
the traffic volume has approach guardrail 
on all four corners.
No No Response No No Response Lee County has no written policy on this 
since we use the I.M. 3.213
Steve 
Gannon
Linn County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No N/A We place traffic barriers on all bridges Yes Thrie beam is used as well. We use 
concrete barriers of several types
No N/A Yes, We place traffic barriers as we build 
new bridges. we place guardrail at each 
corner. We use the current DOT 
standard for new bridges built with F-M 
or Federal funding. We extend w-beam 
with local projects
Jeff Williams Lyon County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response Federal aid route or FM route--
constructed with federal aid dollars
No No Response No No Response No written policy
Jay Davis Marion County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response Some type of barrier is placed on all 
bridges, barrier may not meet standards 
on some projects
Yes Sometimes we use thrie beam, in past 
channel iron sections have been used
Yes we have always had a rail installed on all 
bridges, recently we have tried to make 
them stronger and safer
we have no official policy. typically we 
will install thrie beam across the bridge on 
6 inch wide flange beams for posts. At 
the bridge ends we transition to W beam 
and place a curved section of W beam. 
beyond the wing wall. An end section is 
used for the end. The W beam is installed 
on 6" wood posts
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Name Agency 1. Does your agency 
use average daily 
traffic (ADT) to 
determine if traffic 
barriers (i.e., 
guardrail) are 
required for bridges 
located on low-
volume roads?
2. If yes, what are the specific ADT 
criteria for requiring traffic barrier 
placement and why was this specific 
ADT value chosen as the threshold?
3. If no, what is the basis for 
placement of traffic barriers on low-
volume road bridges?
4. Does your agency recommend or 
use protective treatments other than 
"W" beam type guardrail systems for 
low-volume road bridges?
5. If yes, what are they, why were 
these alternate traffic barrier systems 
chosen for use and have they been 
effective?
6. Have the criteria for determining 
traffic barrier use on low-volume 
roads  been modified in the past 10 
years?
7. If yes, have any safety, cost, or 
other effects been seen due to the 
change in criteria?
8. May we receive a copy of the 
currently policy/ guardrail for traffic 
barriers on low-volume bridges and 
current design standards for the 
bridge approach guardrail?
Royce 
Fichtner
Marshall County 
Iowa
No No Response Guardrail is installed on all new 
construction bridges
No No Response No No Response Policy is stated in the answer question 
number 4
Thomas 
Snyder
Osceola County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response Paved road vs. non-paved road No No Response No No Response No, We do not have a written policy 
/guideline for low-volume bridges. 
Current design standard is Florida 
Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
standard
Kurt Bailey Polk County 
Public Works, 
Iowa
No No Response Accident History Yes DOT Standards are used for liability 
purposes
No No Response No, have not developed a policy
Doug 
Coulson
Ringgold 
County Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response Do not place expect new bridges on farm 
to market
No No Response No No Response No written policy
Steve Akes Union County 
Iowa, County 
Engineers office
No No Response Only when performing road 
improvements such as grading or paving
No No Response No No Response Do not have a written policy
Brain 
Moore
Wapello County 
Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response All new contracted bridges have IDOT 
standard guardrail and approach rail. 
Accident history is considered for 
replacement or upgrade of guardrail of 
existing bridges
No No Response No No Response We currently do not have a written 
policy. For design we use IDOT 
standards and recommendations in the 
County IM's
David 
Patterson
Washington 
County Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response clear zone recommendations no No Response no No Response No, don't have a policy
Lee Bjerke Winneshiek 
County Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
Yes <100 ADT No response No No Response Yes Costs have risen when we changed to 
solely w-beam railings
No. There is no written policy
Mark Nahra Woodbury 
County Iowa, 
Secondary 
Roads
No No Response No response no No Response no No Response Yes, We utilize IDOT local agency 
guidelines and design standards for 
determining need for guardrail. 
Personally, I put it up on all new bridges 
built, unless I build the bridge roadway 
wider than the lane width plus clear zone 
(box culvert replacements).
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Table C.1. AADT frequency data for LVR inventoried bridge population. 
 
 
Criteria Known Info
Bridges # of inventoried bridges 11 (100%) 9792 (100%) 4337 (100%) 1190 (100%) 520 (100%) 1380 (100%) 17230 (100%) 15423
Unknown 11 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 11 (0%)
1 to 199 (0%) 9792 (100%) 4337 (100%) 1190 (100%) 520 (100%) (0%) 15839 (92%)
200 to 299 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1380 (100%) 1380 (8%)
300 to 400 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 37 (3%) 37 (0%)
Unknown 1 (9%) 795 (8%) 483 (11%) 169 (14%) 79 (15%) 280 (20%) 1807 (10%) (‐)
1 to 20 9 (82%) 4748 (48%) 1482 (34%) 333 (28%) 126 (24%) 148 (11%) 6846 (40%) (44%)
20.1 to 23.9 (0%) 1993 (20%) 892 (21%) 220 (18%) 85 (16%) 142 (10%) 3332 (19%) (22%)
24 to 27.9 (0%) 1462 (15%) 857 (20%) 206 (17%) 82 (16%) 233 (17%) 2840 (16%) (18%)
28 to 29.9 (0%) 412 (4%) 315 (7%) 117 (10%) 67 (13%) 293 (21%) 1204 (7%) (8%)
30 or greater 1 (9%) 382 (4%) 308 (7%) 145 (12%) 81 (16%) 284 (21%) 1201 (7%) (8%)
1 to 49 6 (55%) 5525 (56%) 2178 (50%) 545 (46%) 214 (41%) 536 (39%) 9004 (52%)
50 to 99 3 (27%) 2567 (26%) 943 (22%) 261 (22%) 93 (18%) 235 (17%) 4102 (24%)
100 to 149 1 (9%) 1144 (12%) 654 (15%) 177 (15%) 93 (18%) 274 (20%) 2343 (14%)
150 to 199 1 (9%) 349 (4%) 271 (6%) 90 (8%) 54 (10%) 153 (11%) 918 (5%)
200 or greater (0%) 207 (2%) 291 (7%) 117 (10%) 66 (13%) 182 (13%) 863 (5%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%)
Bridgerail not to standard 10 (91%) 7615 (78%) 2927 (67%) 769 (65%) 302 (58%) 689 (50%) 12312 (71%)
Bridgerail meets standards 1 (9%) 1627 (17%) 1087 (25%) 316 (27%) 166 (32%) 508 (37%) 3705 (22%)
Bridgerail not required (0%) 550 (6%) 323 (7%) 105 (9%) 52 (10%) 183 (13%) 1213 (7%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
Transitions not to standard 10 (91%) 8243 (84%) 3259 (75%) 835 (70%) 317 (61%) 678 (49%) 13342 (77%)
Transitions meet standards 1 (9%) 888 (9%) 715 (16%) 248 (21%) 147 (28%) 519 (38%) 2518 (15%)
Transitions not required (0%) 661 (7%) 363 (8%) 106 (9%) 56 (11%) 183 (13%) 1369 (8%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
Approach rail not to standard 10 (91%) 8186 (84%) 3270 (75%) 820 (69%) 305 (59%) 596 (43%) 13187 (77%)
Approach rail meets standards 1 (9%) 950 (10%) 706 (16%) 263 (22%) 161 (31%) 604 (44%) 2685 (16%)
Approach rail not required (0%) 656 (7%) 361 (8%) 106 (9%) 54 (10%) 180 (13%) 1357 (8%)
Unknown (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 2 (0%)
Approach ends not to standard 10 (91%) 8239 (84%) 3351 (77%) 856 (72%) 326 (63%) 699 (51%) 13481 (78%)
Approach ends meet standard 1 (9%) 898 (9%) 632 (15%) 228 (19%) 141 (27%) 500 (36%) 2400 (14%)
Approach ends not required (0%) 654 (7%) 354 (8%) 105 (9%) 53 (10%) 181 (13%) 1347 (8%)
Soil surface 7 (64%) 972 (10%) 31 (1%) 1 (0%) 3 (1%) 1 (0%) 1015 (6%)
Gravel surface 3 (27%) 8788 (90%) 4200 (97%) 1001 (84%) 297 (57%) 218 (16%) 14507 (84%)
Bituminous (0%) 14 (0%) 34 (1%) 55 (5%) 42 (8%) 109 (8%) 254 (1%)
Asphalt 1 (9%) 9 (0%) 50 (1%) 93 (8%) 106 (20%) 671 (49%) 930 (5%)
Concrete (0%) 9 (0%) 22 (1%) 40 (3%) 72 (14%) 381 (28%) 524 (3%)
AADT
AADT (IM 
Report)
Road Surface 
Type
Bridge 
Length, ft (IM 
Report)
Unknown (%)
Bridge Width, 
ft (IM Report)
Traffic Safety
Total (%)1 to 49 (%) 50 to 99(%) 100 to 149 (%) 150 to 199 (%) 200 to 400 (%)
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Table C.2. AADT frequency for LVR bridge related crashes. 
 
Criteria Unknown* 150 to 199 (%) 200 to 400 (%)
Crashes # of bridge related crashes 1 99 (100%) 101 (100%) 40 (100%) 23 (100%) 77 (100%) 341 (100%) 282 270
Unknown 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
1 to 199 99 (100%) 101 (100%) 40 (100%) 23 (100%) (0%) 263 (77%)
200 to 299 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 40 (52%) 40 (12%)
300 to 400 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 37 (48%) 37 (11%)
Unkown 28 (28%) 19 (19%) 7 (18%) 6 (26%) 11 (14%) 71 (21%)
1 to 20 1 42 (42%) 46 (46%) 16 (40%) 7 (30%) 12 (16%) 124 (36%) (46%)
20.1 to 23.9 11 (11%) 15 (15%) 8 (20%) 3 (13%) 12 (16%) 49 (14%) (18%)
24 to 27.9 8 (8%) 15 (15%) 5 (13%) 3 (13%) 13 (17%) 44 (13%) (16%)
28 to 29.9 5 (5%) 2 (2%) (0%) 2 (9%) 18 (23%) 27 (8%) (10%)
30 or greater 5 (5%) 4 (4%) 4 (10%) 2 (9%) 11 (14%) 26 (8%) (10%)
Unknown 26 (26%) 15 (15%) 5 (13%) 6 (26%) 7 (9%) 59 (17%)
1 to 49 32 (32%) 34 (34%) 11 (28%) 5 (22%) 14 (18%) 96 (28%) (34%)
50 to 99 1 25 (25%) 24 (24%) 12 (30%) 4 (17%) 14 (18%) 80 (23%) (28%)
100 to 149 7 (7%) 13 (13%) 4 (10%) 4 (17%) 23 (30%) 51 (15%) (18%)
150 to 199 7 (7%) 4 (4%) 5 (13%) 1 (4%) 6 (8%) 23 (7%) (8%)
200 or greater 2 (2%) 11 (11%) 3 (8%) 3 (13%) 13 (17%) 32 (9%) (11%)
Unknown 26 (26%) 15 (15%) 5 (13%) 6 (26%) 7 (9%) 59 (17%)
Bridgerail not up to standard 1 53 (54%) 64 (63%) 24 (60%) 10 (43%) 35 (45%) 187 (55%) (66%)
Bridgerail meets standards 18 (18%) 20 (20%) 11 (28%) 7 (30%) 31 (40%) 87 (26%) (31%)
Bridgerail not required 2 (2%) 2 (2%) (0%) (0%) 4 (5%) 8 (2%) (3%)
Unknown 26 (26%) 15 (15%) 5 (13%) 6 (26%) 7 (9%) 59 (17%)
Transitions not up to standard 1 61 (62%) 74 (73%) 32 (80%) 10 (43%) 38 (49%) 216 (63%) (77%)
Transitions meet standards 8 (8%) 9 (9%) 3 (8%) 7 (30%) 28 (36%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Transitions not required 4 (4%) 3 (3%) (0%) (0%) 4 (5%) 11 (3%) (4%)
Unknown 26 (26%) 15 (15%) 5 (13%) 6 (26%) 7 (9%) 59 (17%)
Approach rail not up to standard 1 61 (62%) 74 (73%) 32 (80%) 8 (35%) 33 (43%) 209 (61%) (74%)
Approach rail meets standards 8 (8%) 9 (9%) 3 (8%) 9 (39%) 35 (45%) 64 (19%) (23%)
Approach rail not required 4 (4%) 3 (3%) (0%) (0%) 2 (3%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Unknown 26 (26%) 15 (15%) 5 (13%) 6 (26%) 7 (9%) 59 (17%)
Approach ends not up to standard 1 61 (62%) 76 (75%) 32 (80%) 8 (35%) 40 (52%) 218 (64%) (77%)
Approach ends meet standard 8 (8%) 7 (7%) 3 (8%) 9 (39%) 28 (36%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Approach ends not required 4 (4%) 3 (3%) (0%) (0%) 2 (3%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Soil Surface 5 (5%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 5 (1%)
Gravel Surface 1 93 (94%) 97 (96%) 36 (90%) 16 (70%) 15 (19%) 258 (76%)
Bituminous 1 (1%) 2 (2%) 3 (8%) 2 (9%) 9 (12%) 17 (5%)
Asphalt (0%) 1 (1%) 1 (3%) 4 (17%) 38 (49%) 44 (13%)
Concrete (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) 1 (4%) 15 (19%) 17 (5%)
*Percentage of crashes are very close to zero or zero
Bridge Width, 
ft (IM Report)
Bridge Length, 
ft (IM Report) 
Road Surface 
Type
Traffic Safety
AADT
Known Info Total (%)1 to 49 (%) 50 to 99(%) 100 to 149 (%)
AADT (IM 
Report)
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Table C.2. AADT frequency for LVR bridge crashes (cont.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criteria Unknown* 150 to 199 (%) 200 to 400 (%)
Fatal Crash 5 (5%) 2 (2%) (0%) (0%) 5 (6%) 12 (4%)
Major Injury 3 (3%) 9 (9%) 4 (10%) (0%) 3 (4%) 19 (6%)
Minor Injury 23 (23%) 24 (24%) 12 (30%) 4 (17%) 18 (23%) 81 (24%)
Possible or unknown 16 (16%) 13 (13%) 6 (15%) 8 (35%) 14 (18%) 57 (17%)
Property Damage only 1 52 (53%) 53 (52%) 18 (45%) 11 (48%) 37 (48%) 172 (50%)
Guardrail (b/n terminal & bridge) 7 (7%) 6 (6%) 2 (5%) 4 (17%) 15 (19%) 34 (10%)
Guardrail (terminal) 4 (4%) 1 (1%) 1 (3%) 1 (4%) 5 (6%) 12 (4%)
Guardrail (unclear) 10 (10%) 10 (10%) 1 (3%) 2 (9%) 10 (13%) 33 (10%)
Bridge rail 1 41 (41%) 43 (43%) 15 (38%) 7 (30%) 33 (43%) 140 (41%)
Bridge end 13 (13%) 16 (16%) 11 (28%) 5 (22%) 9 (12%) 54 (16%)
Bridge Unclear 24 (24%) 25 (25%) 10 (25%) 4 (17%) 5 (6%) 68 (20%)
Primary Strike 1 94 (95%) 99 (98%) 38 (95%) 23 (100%) 74 (96%) 329 (96%)
Secondary Strike 5 (5%) 2 (2%) 2 (5%) (0%) 3 (4%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes in Day Light 42 (42%) 45 (45%) 21 (53%) 10 (43%) 35 (45%) 153 (45%)
# of crashes Dusk 5 (5%) 5 (5%) 1 (3%) (0%) 1 (1%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes Dawn 2 (2%) (0%) 1 (3%) (0%) 3 (4%) 6 (2%)
# of crashes Dark Roadway Lit 2 (2%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 3 (1%)
# of crashes Dark Roadway not Lit 1 46 (46%) 47 (47%) 17 (43%) 13 (57%) 37 (48%) 161 (47%)
# of crashes Dark unkown lighting 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
Unknown 1 (1%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 2 (1%)
Not Reported (0%) 2 (2%) (0%) (0%) 1 (1%) 3 (1%)
*Percentage of crashes are very close to zero or zero
Object Struck
Crash Severity
AADT
1 to 49 (%) 50 to 99(%) 100 to 149 (%) Total (%)
Order of 
Strike
Light 
Conditions
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Table C.2. AADT frequency for LVR bridge crashes (cont.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criteria Unknown* 150 to 199 (%) 200 to 400 (%)
# of crashes on Clear day 41 (41%) 56 (55%) 27 (68%) 11 (48%) 40 (52%) 175 (51%)
# of crashes on partly cloudy day 22 (22%) 14 (14%) 7 (18%) 2 (9%) 12 (16%) 57 (17%)
# of crashes on a cloudy day 1 10 (10%) 10 (10%) 3 (8%) 3 (13%) 6 (8%) 33 (10%)
# of crashes on a Foggy day 4 (4%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Misty day 3 (3%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 2 (3%) 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Rainy day 2 (2%) 3 (3%) (0%) (0%) 4 (5%) 9 (3%)
# of crashes with Sleet/hail 2 (2%) 2 (2%) (0%) 1 (4%) 2 (3%) 7 (2%)
# of crashes on snowy day 2 (2%) 5 (5%) 1 (3%) 4 (17%) 5 (6%) 17 (5%)
# of crashes on Severe Winds 2 (2%) 2 (2%) (0%) (0%) 2 (3%) 6 (2%)
# of crashes  w/ Blowing Soil/Snow (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes condition not reported 3 (3%) 3 (3%) (0%) 1 (4%) 1 (1%) 8 (2%)
Other (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes unknown 8 (8%) 5 (5%) (0%) 1 (4%) 3 (4%) 17 (5%)
# of crashes on dry surface 1 43 (43%) 41 (41%) 18 (45%) 8 (35%) 47 (61%) 158 (46%)
# of crashes on wet surface 5 (5%) 2 (2%) (0%) 1 (4%) 4 (5%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes on icy surface 4 (4%) 11 (11%) 6 (15%) 2 (9%) 7 (9%) 30 (9%)
# of crashes on snowy surface 6 (6%) 8 (8%) 2 (5%) 4 (17%) 4 (5%) 24 (7%)
# of crashes on slushy surface 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 1 (3%) 1 (4%) 4 (5%) 8 (2%)
# of crashes on dirt/oil/gravel 38 (38%) 33 (33%) 12 (30%) 6 (26%) 6 (8%) 95 (28%)
other (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) (0%) 2 (3%) 3 (1%)
Unknown 1 (1%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) 1 (1%) 3 (1%)
Not Reported 1 (1%) 4 (4%) (0%) 1 (4%) 2 (3%) 8 (2%)
*Percentage of crashes are very close to zero or zero
Weather 
Condition #1 
Driving 
Surface 
Conditions
50 to 99(%) 100 to 149 (%) Total (%)
AADT
1 to 49 (%)
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Table C.4. Bridge width frequency for LVR bridge crashes. 
 
 
 
Criteria
Crashes # of bridge related crashes 71 (100%) 124 (100%) 49 (100%) 44 (100%) 27 (100%) 26 (100%) 341 (100%) 282 270
Unknown (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
1 to 49 28 (39%) 42 (34%) 11 (22%) 8 (18%) 5 (19%) 5 (19%) 99 (29%)
50 to 99 19 (27%) 46 (37%) 15 (31%) 15 (34%) 2 (7%) 4 (15%) 101 (30%)
100 to 149 7 (10%) 16 (13%) 8 (16%) 5 (11%) (0%) 4 (15%) 40 (12%)
150 to 199 6 (8%) 7 (6%) 3 (6%) 3 (7%) 2 (7%) 2 (8%) 23 (7%)
200 to 400 11 (15%) 12 (10%) 12 (24%) 13 (30%) 18 (67%) 11 (42%) 77 (23%)
Inknown 71 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 71 (21%)
1 to 9.9 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 0 (0%) (0%)
10 to 14.9 (0%) 6 (5%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 6 (2%) (2%)
15 to 19.9 (0%) 83 (67%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 83 (24%) (31%)
20 to 24.9 (0%) 35 (28%) 49 (100%) 32 (73%) (0%) (0%) 116 (34%) (43%)
25 to 30  (0%) (0%) (0%) 12 (27%) 27 (100%) (0%) 39 (11%) (14%)
30 to 34.9 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 23 (88%) 23 (7%) (9%)
35 or greater (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 3 (12%) 3 (1%) (1%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
1 to 49 12 (17%) 45 (36%) 20 (41%) 14 (32%) 3 (11%) 2 (8%) 96 (28%) (34%)
50 to 99 (0%) 45 (36%) 9 (18%) 11 (25%) 10 (37%) 5 (19%) 80 (23%) (28%)
100 to 149 (0%) 13 (10%) 12 (24%) 9 (20%) 12 (44%) 5 (19%) 51 (15%) (18%)
150 to 199 (0%) 9 (7%) 6 (12%) 4 (9%) (0%) 4 (15%) 23 (7%) (8%)
200 or greater (0%) 12 (10%) 2 (4%) 6 (14%) 2 (7%) 10 (38%) 32 (9%) (11%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Bridgerail not up to standard 2 (3%) 99 (80%) 34 (69%) 29 (66%) 15 (56%) 8 (31%) 187 (55%) (66%)
Bridgerail meets standards 3 (4%) 25 (20%) 15 (31%) 15 (34%) 12 (44%) 17 (65%) 87 (26%) (31%)
Bridgerail not required 7 (10%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 8 (2%) (3%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Transitions not up to standard 4 (6%) 112 (90%) 36 (73%) 33 (75%) 18 (67%) 13 (50%) 216 (63%) (77%)
Transitions meet standards 1 (1%) 9 (7%) 13 (27%) 11 (25%) 9 (33%) 12 (46%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Transitions not required 7 (10%) 3 (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 11 (3%) (4%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Approach rail not up to standard 4 (6%) 116 (94%) 38 (78%) 28 (64%) 14 (52%) 9 (35%) 209 (61%) (74%)
Approach rail meets standards 3 (4%) 5 (4%) 11 (22%) 16 (36%) 13 (48%) 16 (62%) 64 (19%) (23%)
Approach rail not required 5 (7%) 3 (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Approach ends not up to standard 4 (6%) 116 (94%) 38 (78%) 31 (70%) 16 (59%) 13 (50%) 218 (64%) (77%)
Approach ends meet standard 3 (4%) 5 (4%) 11 (22%) 13 (30%) 11 (41%) 12 (46%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Approach ends not required 5 (7%) 3 (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Soil Surface 3 (4%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 5 (1%)
Gravel Surface 57 (80%) 112 (90%) 39 (80%) 30 (68%) 7 (26%) 13 (50%) 258 (76%)
Bituminous 3 (4%) 8 (6%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 3 (12%) 17 (5%)
Asphalt 7 (10%) 2 (2%) 8 (16%) 9 (20%) 15 (56%) 3 (12%) 44 (13%)
Concrete 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 4 (9%) 4 (15%) 6 (23%) 17 (5%)
Known Info 
Bridge Width, ft (IM Report)
AADT
Bridge Width, 
ft 
Bridge Length, 
ft (IM Report)
Traffic Safety
Road Surface 
Type
Unknown 1 to 20 (%) 20.1 to 23.9 (%) 24 to 27.9 (%) 28 to 29.9 (%) 30 or greater (%) Total (%)
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Table C.4. Bridge width frequency for LVR bridge crashes (cont.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criteria Unknown
# of crashes on Clear day 37 (52%) 58 (47%) 29 (59%) 22 (50%) 14 (52%) 15 (58%) 175 (51%)
# of crashes on partly cloudy day 11 (15%) 24 (19%) 4 (8%) 7 (16%) 6 (22%) 5 57 (17%)
# of crashes on a cloudy day 6 (8%) 15 (12%) 4 (8%) 4 (9%) 4 (15%) 33 (10%)
# of crashes on a Foggy day (0%) 3 (2%) 1 (2%) (0%) (0%) 1 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Misty day 1 (1%) 1 (1%) (0%) 2 (5%) (0%) 1 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Rainy day 1 (1%) 5 (4%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) (0%) 9 (3%)
# of crashes with Sleet/hail 2 (3%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 1 7 (2%)
# of crashes on snowy day 5 (7%) 4 (3%) 2 (4%) 2 (5%) 2 (7%) 2 17 (5%)
# of crashes on Severe Winds 1 (1%) 2 (2%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) (0%) 1 6 (2%)
# of crashes  w/ Blowing Soil/Snow (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes condition not reported 2 (3%) 2 (2%) 2 (4%) 2 (5%) (0%) 8 (2%)
Other (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes unknown 5 (7%) 7 (6%) 3 (6%) 2 (5%) (0%) 17 (5%)
# of crashes on dry surface 33 (46%) 54 (44%) 27 (55%) 20 (45%) 14 (52%) 10 158 (46%)
# of crashes on wet surface 1 (1%) 4 (3%) 3 (6%) 2 (5%) (0%) 2 12 (4%)
# of crashes on icy surface 3 (4%) 13 (10%) 1 (2%) 5 (11%) 4 (15%) 4 30 (9%)
# of crashes on snowy surface 7 (10%) 5 (4%) 4 (8%) 3 (7%) 2 (7%) 3 24 (7%)
# of crashes on slushy surface 2 (3%) 2 (2%) (0%) 2 (5%) 1 (4%) 1 8 (2%)
# of crashes on dirt/oil/gravel 22 (31%) 45 (36%) 12 (24%) 6 (14%) 4 (15%) 6 95 (28%)
other (0%) (0%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 3 (1%)
Unknown 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 3 (1%)
Not Reported 2 (3%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 4 (9%) (0%) 8 (2%)
Driving Surface 
Conditions
Bridge Width, ft (IM Report)
1 to 20 (%) 20.1 to 23.9 (%) 24 to 27.9 (%) 28 to 29.9 (%) 30 or greater (%) Total (%)
Weather 
Condition #1 
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Table C.6. Bridge Length frequency for LVR bridge crashes. 
 
Criteria
Crashes  # fo bridge related crashes 59 (100%) 96 (100%) 80 (100%) 51 (100%) 23 (100%) 32 (100%) 341 (100%) 282 270
Unknown (0%) (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
1 to 49 26 (44%) 32 (33%) 25 (31%) 7 (14%) 7 (30%) 2 (6%) 99 (29%)
50 to 99 15 (25%) 34 (35%) 24 (30%) 13 (25%) 4 (17%) 11 (34%) 101 (30%)
100 to 149 5 (8%) 11 (11%) 12 (15%) 4 (8%) 5 (22%) 3 (9%) 40 (12%)
150 to 199 6 (10%) 5 (5%) 4 (5%) 4 (8%) 1 (4%) 3 (9%) 23 (7%)
200 to 400 7 (12%) 14 (15%) 14 (18%) 23 (45%) 6 (26%) 13 (41%) 77 (23%)
Unknown 59 (100%) 12 (13%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 71 (21%)
1 to 20 (0%) 45 (47%) 45 (56%) 13 (25%) 9 (39%) 12 (38%) 124 (36%) (46%)
20.1 to 23.9 (0%) 20 (21%) 9 (11%) 12 (24%) 6 (26%) 2 (6%) 49 (14%) (18%)
24 to 27.9 (0%) 14 (15%) 11 (14%) 9 (18%) 4 (17%) 6 (19%) 44 (13%) (16%)
28 to 29.9 (0%) 3 (3%) 10 (13%) 12 (24%) (0%) 2 (6%) 27 (8%) (10%)
30 or greater (0%) 2 (2%) 5 (6%) 5 (10%) 4 (17%) 10 (31%) 26 (8%) (10%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
1 to 49 (0%) 96 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 96 (28%) (34%)
50 to 99 (0%) (0%) 80 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 80 (23%) (28%)
100 to 149 (0%) (0%) (0%) 51 (100%) (0%) (0%) 51 (15%) (18%)
150 to 199 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 23 (100%) (0%) 223 (65%) (79%)
200 or greater (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 32 (100%) 32 (9%) (11%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Bridgerail not up to standard (0%) 71 (74%) 56 (70%) 26 (51%) 17 (74%) 17 (53%) 187 (55%) (66%)
Bridgerail meets standards (0%) 18 (19%) 23 (29%) 25 (49%) 6 (26%) 15 (47%) 87 (26%) (31%)
Bridgerail not required (0%) 7 (7%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 8 (2%) (3%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Transitions not up to standard (0%) 77 (80%) 69 (86%) 29 (57%) 17 (74%) 24 (75%) 216 (63%) (77%)
Transitions meet standards (0%) 11 (11%) 9 (11%) 22 (43%) 5 (22%) 8 (25%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Transitions not required (0%) 8 (8%) 2 (3%) (0%) 1 (4%) (0%) 11 (3%) (4%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Approach rail not up to standard (0%) 76 (79%) 67 (84%) 28 (55%) 18 (78%) 20 (63%) 209 (61%) (74%)
Approach rail meets standards (0%) 14 (15%) 11 (14%) 23 (45%) 4 (17%) 12 (38%) 64 (19%) (23%)
Approach rail not required (0%) 6 (6%) 2 (3%) (0%) 1 (4%) (0%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Approach ends not up to standard (0%) 78 (81%) 68 (85%) 31 (61%) 18 (78%) 23 (72%) 218 (64%) (77%)
Approach ends meet standard (0%) 12 (13%) 10 (13%) 20 (39%) 4 (17%) 9 (28%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Approach ends not required (0%) 6 (6%) 2 (3%) (0%) 1 (4%) (0%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Soil Surface 3 (5%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 5 (1%)
Gravel Surface 49 (83%) 79 (82%) 60 (75%) 28 (55%) 20 (87%) 22 (69%) 258 (76%)
Bituminous 3 (5%) (0%) 8 (10%) 5 (10%) (0%) 1 (3%) 17 (5%)
Asphalt 3 (5%) 14 (15%) 9 (11%) 14 (27%) 1 (4%) 3 (9%) 44 (13%)
Concrete 1 (2%) 2 (2%) 2 (3%) 4 (8%) 2 (9%) 6 (19%) 17 (5%)
50 to 99 (%)
AADT
Road Surface 
Type
Traffic Safety
Bridge Length, 
ft (IM Report)
Known Info150 to 199 (%) 200 or more (%) Total (%)
Bridge Length, ft (IM Report)
Unknown (%) 1 to 49 (%)
Bridge Width, 
ft (IM Report)
100 to 149 (%)
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Table C.2. AADT frequency for LVR bridge crashes (cont.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criteria Unknown* 150 to 199 (%) 200 to 400 (%)
# of crashes on Clear day 41 (41%) 56 (55%) 27 (68%) 11 (48%) 40 (52%) 175 (51%)
# of crashes on partly cloudy day 22 (22%) 14 (14%) 7 (18%) 2 (9%) 12 (16%) 57 (17%)
# of crashes on a cloudy day 1 10 (10%) 10 (10%) 3 (8%) 3 (13%) 6 (8%) 33 (10%)
# of crashes on a Foggy day 4 (4%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Misty day 3 (3%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 2 (3%) 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Rainy day 2 (2%) 3 (3%) (0%) (0%) 4 (5%) 9 (3%)
# of crashes with Sleet/hail 2 (2%) 2 (2%) (0%) 1 (4%) 2 (3%) 7 (2%)
# of crashes on snowy day 2 (2%) 5 (5%) 1 (3%) 4 (17%) 5 (6%) 17 (5%)
# of crashes on Severe Winds 2 (2%) 2 (2%) (0%) (0%) 2 (3%) 6 (2%)
# of crashes  w/ Blowing Soil/Snow (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes condition not reported 3 (3%) 3 (3%) (0%) 1 (4%) 1 (1%) 8 (2%)
Other (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes unknown 8 (8%) 5 (5%) (0%) 1 (4%) 3 (4%) 17 (5%)
# of crashes on dry surface 1 43 (43%) 41 (41%) 18 (45%) 8 (35%) 47 (61%) 158 (46%)
# of crashes on wet surface 5 (5%) 2 (2%) (0%) 1 (4%) 4 (5%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes on icy surface 4 (4%) 11 (11%) 6 (15%) 2 (9%) 7 (9%) 30 (9%)
# of crashes on snowy surface 6 (6%) 8 (8%) 2 (5%) 4 (17%) 4 (5%) 24 (7%)
# of crashes on slushy surface 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 1 (3%) 1 (4%) 4 (5%) 8 (2%)
# of crashes on dirt/oil/gravel 38 (38%) 33 (33%) 12 (30%) 6 (26%) 6 (8%) 95 (28%)
other (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) (0%) 2 (3%) 3 (1%)
Unknown 1 (1%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) 1 (1%) 3 (1%)
Not Reported 1 (1%) 4 (4%) (0%) 1 (4%) 2 (3%) 8 (2%)
*Percentage of crashes are very close to zero or zero
Weather 
Condition #1 
Driving 
Surface 
Conditions
50 to 99(%) 100 to 149 (%) Total (%)
AADT
1 to 49 (%)
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Table C.3. Bridge width frequency data for LVR inventoried bridge population. 
 
Criteria Known Info
Bridges # of inventoried bridges 1,807        (100%) 6,846        (100%) 3,332        (100%) 2,840        (100%) 1,204        (100%) 1,201         (100%) 17230 (100%) 15423
Unknown 1 (0%) 9 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) 11 (0%)
1 to 49 795 (44%) 4748 (69%) 1993 (60%) 1462 (51%) 412 (34%) 382 (32%) 9792 (57%)
50 to 99 483 (27%) 1482 (22%) 892 (27%) 857 (30%) 315 (26%) 308 (26%) 4337 (25%)
100 to 149 169 (9%) 333 (5%) 220 (7%) 206 (7%) 117 (10%) 145 (12%) 1190 (7%)
150 to 199 79 (4%) 126 (2%) 85 (3%) 82 (3%) 67 (6%) 81 (7%) 520 (3%)
200 to 400 280 (15%) 148 (2%) 142 (4%) 233 (8%) 293 (24%) 284 (24%) 1380 (8%)
Unknown 1807 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1807 (10%) (‐)
1 to 9.9 (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%)
10 to 14.9 (0%) 183 (3%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 183 (1%) (1%)
15 to 19.9 (0%) 4749 (69%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 4749 (28%) (31%)
20 to 24.9 (0%) 1913 (28%) 3332 (100%) 2034 (72%) (0%) (0%) 7279 (42%) (47%)
25 to 30  (0%) (0%) (0%) 806 (28%) 1204 (100%) (0%) 2010 (12%) (13%)
30 to 34.9 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1145 (95%) 1145 (7%) (7%)
35 or greater (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 56 (5%) 56 (0%) (0%)
1 to 49 1748 (97%) 3652 (53%) 1841 (55%) 1209 (43%) 308 (26%) 246 (20%) 9004 (52%)
50 to 99 55 (3%) 1984 (29%) 806 (24%) 628 (22%) 333 (28%) 296 (25%) 4102 (24%)
100 to 149 2 (0%) 692 (10%) 397 (12%) 612 (22%) 320 (27%) 320 (27%) 2343 (14%)
150 to 199 2 (0%) 325 (5%) 147 (4%) 211 (7%) 105 (9%) 128 (11%) 918 (5%)
200 or greater (0%) 193 (3%) 141 (4%) 180 (6%) 138 (11%) 211 (18%) 863 (5%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%)
Bridgerail not to standard 469 (26%) 6137 (90%) 2624 (79%) 1799 (63%) 755 (63%) 528 (44%) 12312 (71%)
Bridgerail meets standards 151 (8%) 705 (10%) 707 (21%) 1034 (36%) 447 (37%) 661 (55%) 3705 (22%)
Bridgerail not required 1187 (66%) 4 (0%) 1 (0%) 7 (0%) 2 (0%) 12 (1%) 1213 (7%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
Transitions not up to standard 459 (25%) 6423 (94%) 2917 (88%) 2047 (72%) 825 (69%) 671 (56%) 13342 (77%)
Transitions meet standards 163 (9%) 303 (4%) 398 (12%) 778 (27%) 365 (30%) 511 (43%) 2518 (15%)
Transitions not required 1185 (66%) 120 (2%) 17 (1%) 14 (0%) 14 (1%) 19 (2%) 1369 (8%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
Approach rail not to standard 456 (25%) 6445 (94%) 2924 (88%) 1984 (70%) 788 (65%) 590 (49%) 13187 (77%)
Approach rail meets standards 174 (10%) 285 (4%) 391 (12%) 841 (30%) 402 (33%) 592 (49%) 2685 (16%)
Approach rail not required 1177 (65%) 116 (2%) 17 (1%) 14 (0%) 14 (1%) 19 (2%) 1357 (8%)
Unknown (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 2 (0%)
Approach ends not to standard 460 (25%) 6458 (94%) 2942 (88%) 2086 (73%) 848 (70%) 687 (57%) 13481 (78%)
Approach ends meet standard 168 (9%) 269 (4%) 381 (11%) 738 (26%) 343 (28%) 501 (42%) 2400 (14%)
Approach ends not required 1179 (65%) 118 (2%) 9 (0%) 15 (1%) 13 (1%) 13 (1%) 1347 (8%)
Soil surface 22 (1%) 792 (12%) 122 (4%) 58 (2%) 4 (0%) 17 (1%) 1015 (6%)
Gravel surface 1423 (79%) 5885 (86%) 3035 (91%) 2491 (88%) 850 (71%) 823 (69%) 14507 (84%)
Bituminous 46 (3%) 74 (1%) 38 (1%) 48 (2%) 21 (2%) 27 (2%) 254 (1%)
Asphalt 208 (12%) 61 (1%) 93 (3%) 171 (6%) 215 (18%) 182 (15%) 930 (5%)
Concrete 108 (6%) 34 (0%) 44 (1%) 72 (3%) 114 (9%) 152 (13%) 524 (3%)
Bridge Width, ft (IM Report)
Unknown (%) 1 to 20 (%) 20.1 to 23.9 (%) 24 to 27.9 (%) 28 to 29.9 (%) 30 or greater (%) Total (%)
AADT 
Bridge Width, 
ft
Bridge 
Length, ft  (IM 
Report)
Road Surface 
Type
Traffic Safety
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Table C.4. Bridge width frequency for LVR bridge crashes. 
 
 
 
Criteria
Crashes # of bridge related crashes 71 (100%) 124 (100%) 49 (100%) 44 (100%) 27 (100%) 26 (100%) 341 (100%) 282 270
Unknown (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
1 to 49 28 (39%) 42 (34%) 11 (22%) 8 (18%) 5 (19%) 5 (19%) 99 (29%)
50 to 99 19 (27%) 46 (37%) 15 (31%) 15 (34%) 2 (7%) 4 (15%) 101 (30%)
100 to 149 7 (10%) 16 (13%) 8 (16%) 5 (11%) (0%) 4 (15%) 40 (12%)
150 to 199 6 (8%) 7 (6%) 3 (6%) 3 (7%) 2 (7%) 2 (8%) 23 (7%)
200 to 400 11 (15%) 12 (10%) 12 (24%) 13 (30%) 18 (67%) 11 (42%) 77 (23%)
Inknown 71 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 71 (21%)
1 to 9.9 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 0 (0%) (0%)
10 to 14.9 (0%) 6 (5%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 6 (2%) (2%)
15 to 19.9 (0%) 83 (67%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 83 (24%) (31%)
20 to 24.9 (0%) 35 (28%) 49 (100%) 32 (73%) (0%) (0%) 116 (34%) (43%)
25 to 30  (0%) (0%) (0%) 12 (27%) 27 (100%) (0%) 39 (11%) (14%)
30 to 34.9 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 23 (88%) 23 (7%) (9%)
35 or greater (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 3 (12%) 3 (1%) (1%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
1 to 49 12 (17%) 45 (36%) 20 (41%) 14 (32%) 3 (11%) 2 (8%) 96 (28%) (34%)
50 to 99 (0%) 45 (36%) 9 (18%) 11 (25%) 10 (37%) 5 (19%) 80 (23%) (28%)
100 to 149 (0%) 13 (10%) 12 (24%) 9 (20%) 12 (44%) 5 (19%) 51 (15%) (18%)
150 to 199 (0%) 9 (7%) 6 (12%) 4 (9%) (0%) 4 (15%) 23 (7%) (8%)
200 or greater (0%) 12 (10%) 2 (4%) 6 (14%) 2 (7%) 10 (38%) 32 (9%) (11%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Bridgerail not up to standard 2 (3%) 99 (80%) 34 (69%) 29 (66%) 15 (56%) 8 (31%) 187 (55%) (66%)
Bridgerail meets standards 3 (4%) 25 (20%) 15 (31%) 15 (34%) 12 (44%) 17 (65%) 87 (26%) (31%)
Bridgerail not required 7 (10%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 8 (2%) (3%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Transitions not up to standard 4 (6%) 112 (90%) 36 (73%) 33 (75%) 18 (67%) 13 (50%) 216 (63%) (77%)
Transitions meet standards 1 (1%) 9 (7%) 13 (27%) 11 (25%) 9 (33%) 12 (46%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Transitions not required 7 (10%) 3 (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 11 (3%) (4%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Approach rail not up to standard 4 (6%) 116 (94%) 38 (78%) 28 (64%) 14 (52%) 9 (35%) 209 (61%) (74%)
Approach rail meets standards 3 (4%) 5 (4%) 11 (22%) 16 (36%) 13 (48%) 16 (62%) 64 (19%) (23%)
Approach rail not required 5 (7%) 3 (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Unknown 59 (83%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Approach ends not up to standard 4 (6%) 116 (94%) 38 (78%) 31 (70%) 16 (59%) 13 (50%) 218 (64%) (77%)
Approach ends meet standard 3 (4%) 5 (4%) 11 (22%) 13 (30%) 11 (41%) 12 (46%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Approach ends not required 5 (7%) 3 (2%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Soil Surface 3 (4%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 5 (1%)
Gravel Surface 57 (80%) 112 (90%) 39 (80%) 30 (68%) 7 (26%) 13 (50%) 258 (76%)
Bituminous 3 (4%) 8 (6%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 3 (12%) 17 (5%)
Asphalt 7 (10%) 2 (2%) 8 (16%) 9 (20%) 15 (56%) 3 (12%) 44 (13%)
Concrete 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 4 (9%) 4 (15%) 6 (23%) 17 (5%)
Known Info 
Bridge Width, ft (IM Report)
AADT
Bridge Width, 
ft 
Bridge Length, 
ft (IM Report)
Traffic Safety
Road Surface 
Type
Unknown 1 to 20 (%) 20.1 to 23.9 (%) 24 to 27.9 (%) 28 to 29.9 (%) 30 or greater (%) Total (%)
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Table C.4. Bridge width frequency for LVR bridge crashes (cont.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criteria Unknown
Fatal Crash 3 (4%) 3 (2%) 3 (6%) (0%) 2 (7%) 1 (4%) 12 (4%)
Major Injury 3 (4%) 11 (9%) 2 (4%) 2 (5%) 1 (4%) (0%) 19 (6%)
Minor Injury 16 (23%) 27 (22%) 12 (24%) 11 (25%) 9 (33%) 6 (23%) 81 (24%)
Possible or unknown 10 (14%) 24 (19%) 12 (24%) 5 (11%) 2 (7%) 4 (15%) 57 (17%)
Property Damage only 39 (55%) 59 (48%) 20 (41%) 26 (59%) 13 (48%) 15 (58%) 172 (50%)
Guardrail (b/n terminal & bridge) 9 (13%) 8 (6%) 2 (4%) 6 (14%) 2 (7%) 7 (27%) 34 (10%)
Guardrail (terminal) 4 (6%) 3 (2%) 2 (4%) (0%) 1 (4%) 2 (8%) 12 (4%)
Guardrail (unclear) 5 (7%) 10 (8%) 4 (8%) 6 (14%) 6 (22%) 2 (8%) 33 (10%)
Bridge rail 28 (39%) 54 (44%) 18 (37%) 19 (43%) 12 (44%) 9 (35%) 140 (41%)
Bridge end 14 (20%) 21 (17%) 10 (20%) 4 (9%) 2 (7%) 3 (12%) 54 (16%)
Bridge Unclear 11 (15%) 28 (23%) 13 (27%) 9 (20%) 4 (15%) 3 (12%) 68 (20%)
Primary Strike 69 (97%) 121 (98%) 49 (100%) 43 (98%) 23 (85%) 24 (92%) 329 (96%)
Secondary Strike 2 (3%) 3 (2%) (0%) 1 (2%) 4 (15%) 2 (8%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes in Day Light 25 (35%) 57 (46%) 26 (53%) 18 (41%) 14 (52%) 13 (50%) 153 (45%)
# of crashes Dusk 2 (3%) 6 (5%) 1 (2%) 2 (5%) (0%) 1 (4%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes Dawn 2 (3%) 2 (2%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 1 (4%) 6 (2%)
# of crashes Dark Roadway Lit (0%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) (0%) (0%) 3 (1%)
# of crashes Dark Roadway not Lit 40 (56%) 58 (47%) 20 (41%) 21 (48%) 12 (44%) 10 (38%) 161 (47%)
# of crashes Dark unkown lighting (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 1 (0%)
Unknown 2 (3%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 2 (1%)
Not Reported (0%) (0%) 1 (2%) 2 (5%) (0%) (0%) 3 (1%)
Total (%)
Crash Severity
Object Struck
Bridge Width, ft (IM Report)
1 to 20 (%) 20.1 to 23.9 (%) 24 to 27.9 (%) 28 to 29.9 (%) 30 or greater (%)
Order of Strike
Light 
Conditions
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Table C.4. Bridge width frequency for LVR bridge crashes (cont.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criteria Unknown
# of crashes on Clear day 37 (52%) 58 (47%) 29 (59%) 22 (50%) 14 (52%) 15 (58%) 175 (51%)
# of crashes on partly cloudy day 11 (15%) 24 (19%) 4 (8%) 7 (16%) 6 (22%) 5 57 (17%)
# of crashes on a cloudy day 6 (8%) 15 (12%) 4 (8%) 4 (9%) 4 (15%) 33 (10%)
# of crashes on a Foggy day (0%) 3 (2%) 1 (2%) (0%) (0%) 1 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Misty day 1 (1%) 1 (1%) (0%) 2 (5%) (0%) 1 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Rainy day 1 (1%) 5 (4%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) (0%) 9 (3%)
# of crashes with Sleet/hail 2 (3%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 1 7 (2%)
# of crashes on snowy day 5 (7%) 4 (3%) 2 (4%) 2 (5%) 2 (7%) 2 17 (5%)
# of crashes on Severe Winds 1 (1%) 2 (2%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) (0%) 1 6 (2%)
# of crashes  w/ Blowing Soil/Snow (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes condition not reported 2 (3%) 2 (2%) 2 (4%) 2 (5%) (0%) 8 (2%)
Other (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes unknown 5 (7%) 7 (6%) 3 (6%) 2 (5%) (0%) 17 (5%)
# of crashes on dry surface 33 (46%) 54 (44%) 27 (55%) 20 (45%) 14 (52%) 10 158 (46%)
# of crashes on wet surface 1 (1%) 4 (3%) 3 (6%) 2 (5%) (0%) 2 12 (4%)
# of crashes on icy surface 3 (4%) 13 (10%) 1 (2%) 5 (11%) 4 (15%) 4 30 (9%)
# of crashes on snowy surface 7 (10%) 5 (4%) 4 (8%) 3 (7%) 2 (7%) 3 24 (7%)
# of crashes on slushy surface 2 (3%) 2 (2%) (0%) 2 (5%) 1 (4%) 1 8 (2%)
# of crashes on dirt/oil/gravel 22 (31%) 45 (36%) 12 (24%) 6 (14%) 4 (15%) 6 95 (28%)
other (0%) (0%) 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 3 (1%)
Unknown 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 3 (1%)
Not Reported 2 (3%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 4 (9%) (0%) 8 (2%)
Driving Surface 
Conditions
Bridge Width, ft (IM Report)
1 to 20 (%) 20.1 to 23.9 (%) 24 to 27.9 (%) 28 to 29.9 (%) 30 or greater (%) Total (%)
Weather 
Condition #1 
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Table C.5. Bridge length frequency data for LVR inventoried bridge population. 
 
Criteria Known Info
Bridges # of inventoried bridges 9004 (100%) 4102 (100%) 2343 (100%) 918 (100%) 863 (100%) 17230 (100%) 15423
Unknown 6 (0%) 3 (0%) 1 (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) 11 (0%)
1 to 49 5525 (61%) 2567 (63%) 1144 (49%) 349 (38%) 207 (24%) 9792 (57%)
50 to 99 2178 (24%) 943 (23%) 654 (28%) 271 (30%) 291 (34%) 4337 (25%)
100 to 149 545 (6%) 261 (6%) 177 (8%) 90 (10%) 117 (14%) 1190 (7%)
150 to 199 214 (2%) 93 (2%) 93 (4%) 54 (6%) 66 (8%) 520 (3%)
200 to 400 536 (6%) 235 (6%) 274 (12%) 153 (17%) 182 (21%) 1380 (8%)
Unknown 1748 (19%) 55 (1%) 2 (0%) 2 (0%) (0%) 1807 (10%) (‐)
1 to 20 3652 (41%) 1984 (48%) 692 (30%) 325 (35%) 193 (22%) 6846 (40%) (44%)
20.1 to 23.9 1841 (20%) 806 (20%) 397 (17%) 147 (16%) 141 (16%) 3332 (19%) (22%)
24 to 27.9 1209 (13%) 628 (15%) 612 (26%) 211 (23%) 180 (21%) 2840 (16%) (18%)
28 to 29.9 308 (3%) 333 (8%) 320 (14%) 105 (11%) 138 (16%) 1204 (7%) (8%)
30 or greater 246 (3%) 296 (7%) 320 (14%) 128 (14%) 211 (24%) 1201 (7%) (8%)
1 to 49 9004 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 9004 (52%)
50 to 99 (0%) 4102 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 4102 (24%)
100 to 149 (0%) (0%) 2343 (100%) (0%) (0%) 2343 (14%)
150 to 199 (0%) (0%) (0%) 918 (100%) (0%) 918 (5%)
200 or greater (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 863 (100%) 863 (5%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%)
Bridgerail not to standard 6582 (73%) 3214 (78%) 1483 (63%) 567 (62%) 466 (54%) 12312 (71%)
Bridgerail meets standards 1251 (14%) 852 (21%) 857 (37%) 348 (38%) 397 (46%) 3705 (22%)
Bridgerail not required 1171 (13%) 36 (1%) 3 (0%) 3 (0%) (0%) 1213 (7%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
Transitions not to standard 7042 (78%) 3452 (84%) 1690 (72%) 649 (71%) 509 (59%) 13342 (77%)
Transitions meet standards 750 (8%) 552 (13%) 614 (26%) 252 (27%) 350 (41%) 2518 (15%)
Transitions not required 1212 (13%) 98 (2%) 38 (2%) 17 (2%) 4 (0%) 1369 (8%)
Unknown (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
Approach rail not to standard 7051 (78%) 3425 (83%) 1626 (69%) 642 (70%) 443 (51%) 13187 (77%)
Approach rail meets standards 751 (8%) 579 (14%) 680 (29%) 259 (28%) 416 (48%) 2685 (16%)
Approach rail not required 1202 (13%) 98 (2%) 36 (2%) 17 (2%) 4 (0%) 1357 (8%)
Unknown 1 (0%) (0%) 1 (0%) (0%) (0%) 2 (0%)
Approach ends not to standard 7081 (79%) 3486 (85%) 1715 (73%) 676 (74%) 523 (61%) 13481 (78%)
Approach ends meet standard 730 (8%) 519 (13%) 590 (25%) 225 (25%) 336 (39%) 2400 (14%)
Approach ends not required 1192 (13%) 97 (2%) 37 (2%) 17 (2%) 4 (0%) 1347 (8%)
Soil surface 617 (7%) 297 (7%) 74 (3%) 21 (2%) 6 (1%) 1015 (6%)
Gravel surface 7706 (86%) 3477 (85%) 1949 (83%) 728 (79%) 647 (75%) 14507 (84%)
Bituminous 102 (1%) 55 (1%) 44 (2%) 21 (2%) 32 (4%) 254 (1%)
Asphalt 399 (4%) 190 (5%) 172 (7%) 92 (10%) 77 (9%) 930 (5%)
Concrete 180 (2%) 83 (2%) 104 (4%) 56 (6%) 101 (12%) 524 (3%)
Total (%)
Bridge Length, ft (IM Report)
1 to 49 (%) 50 to 99(%) 100 to 149 (%) 150 to 199 (%) 200 or greater (%)
AADT
Bridge Width, 
ft (IM Report)
Bridge Length, 
ft  (IM Report)
Road Surface 
Type
Traffic Safety
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Table C.6. Bridge Length frequency for LVR bridge crashes. 
 
Criteria
Crashes  # fo bridge related crashes 59 (100%) 96 (100%) 80 (100%) 51 (100%) 23 (100%) 32 (100%) 341 (100%) 282 270
Unknown (0%) (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
1 to 49 26 (44%) 32 (33%) 25 (31%) 7 (14%) 7 (30%) 2 (6%) 99 (29%)
50 to 99 15 (25%) 34 (35%) 24 (30%) 13 (25%) 4 (17%) 11 (34%) 101 (30%)
100 to 149 5 (8%) 11 (11%) 12 (15%) 4 (8%) 5 (22%) 3 (9%) 40 (12%)
150 to 199 6 (10%) 5 (5%) 4 (5%) 4 (8%) 1 (4%) 3 (9%) 23 (7%)
200 to 400 7 (12%) 14 (15%) 14 (18%) 23 (45%) 6 (26%) 13 (41%) 77 (23%)
Unknown 59 (100%) 12 (13%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 71 (21%)
1 to 20 (0%) 45 (47%) 45 (56%) 13 (25%) 9 (39%) 12 (38%) 124 (36%) (46%)
20.1 to 23.9 (0%) 20 (21%) 9 (11%) 12 (24%) 6 (26%) 2 (6%) 49 (14%) (18%)
24 to 27.9 (0%) 14 (15%) 11 (14%) 9 (18%) 4 (17%) 6 (19%) 44 (13%) (16%)
28 to 29.9 (0%) 3 (3%) 10 (13%) 12 (24%) (0%) 2 (6%) 27 (8%) (10%)
30 or greater (0%) 2 (2%) 5 (6%) 5 (10%) 4 (17%) 10 (31%) 26 (8%) (10%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
1 to 49 (0%) 96 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 96 (28%) (34%)
50 to 99 (0%) (0%) 80 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 80 (23%) (28%)
100 to 149 (0%) (0%) (0%) 51 (100%) (0%) (0%) 51 (15%) (18%)
150 to 199 (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 23 (100%) (0%) 223 (65%) (79%)
200 or greater (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 32 (100%) 32 (9%) (11%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Bridgerail not up to standard (0%) 71 (74%) 56 (70%) 26 (51%) 17 (74%) 17 (53%) 187 (55%) (66%)
Bridgerail meets standards (0%) 18 (19%) 23 (29%) 25 (49%) 6 (26%) 15 (47%) 87 (26%) (31%)
Bridgerail not required (0%) 7 (7%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 8 (2%) (3%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Transitions not up to standard (0%) 77 (80%) 69 (86%) 29 (57%) 17 (74%) 24 (75%) 216 (63%) (77%)
Transitions meet standards (0%) 11 (11%) 9 (11%) 22 (43%) 5 (22%) 8 (25%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Transitions not required (0%) 8 (8%) 2 (3%) (0%) 1 (4%) (0%) 11 (3%) (4%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Approach rail not up to standard (0%) 76 (79%) 67 (84%) 28 (55%) 18 (78%) 20 (63%) 209 (61%) (74%)
Approach rail meets standards (0%) 14 (15%) 11 (14%) 23 (45%) 4 (17%) 12 (38%) 64 (19%) (23%)
Approach rail not required (0%) 6 (6%) 2 (3%) (0%) 1 (4%) (0%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Unknown 59 (100%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 59 (17%)
Approach ends not up to standard (0%) 78 (81%) 68 (85%) 31 (61%) 18 (78%) 23 (72%) 218 (64%) (77%)
Approach ends meet standard (0%) 12 (13%) 10 (13%) 20 (39%) 4 (17%) 9 (28%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Approach ends not required (0%) 6 (6%) 2 (3%) (0%) 1 (4%) (0%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Soil Surface 3 (5%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 5 (1%)
Gravel Surface 49 (83%) 79 (82%) 60 (75%) 28 (55%) 20 (87%) 22 (69%) 258 (76%)
Bituminous 3 (5%) (0%) 8 (10%) 5 (10%) (0%) 1 (3%) 17 (5%)
Asphalt 3 (5%) 14 (15%) 9 (11%) 14 (27%) 1 (4%) 3 (9%) 44 (13%)
Concrete 1 (2%) 2 (2%) 2 (3%) 4 (8%) 2 (9%) 6 (19%) 17 (5%)
50 to 99 (%)
AADT
Road Surface 
Type
Traffic Safety
Bridge Length, 
ft (IM Report)
Known Info150 to 199 (%) 200 or more (%) Total (%)
Bridge Length, ft (IM Report)
Unknown (%) 1 to 49 (%)
Bridge Width, 
ft (IM Report)
100 to 149 (%)
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Table C.6. Bridge Length frequency for LVR bridge crashes (cont.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criteria
Fatal Crash 1 (2%) 4 (4%) 3 (4%) 3 (6%) (0%) 1 (3%) 12 (4%)
Major Injury 3 (5%) 6 (6%) 7 (9%) 3 (6%) (0%) (0%) 19 (6%)
Minor Injury 12 (20%) 25 (26%) 21 (26%) 14 (27%) 3 (13%) 6 (19%) 81 (24%)
Possible or unknown 10 (17%) 14 (15%) 14 (18%) 2 (4%) 8 (35%) 9 (28%) 57 (17%)
Property Damage only 33 (56%) 47 (49%) 35 (44%) 29 (57%) 12 (52%) 16 (50%) 172 (50%)
Guardrail (b/n terminal & bridge) 7 (12%) 10 (10%) 5 (6%) 2 (4%) 3 (13%) 7 (22%) 34 (10%)
Guardrail (terminal) 2 (3%) 4 (4%) 1 (1%) 3 (6%) 1 (4%) 1 (3%) 12 (4%)
Guardrail (unclear) 3 (5%) 7 (7%) 10 (13%) 8 (16%) 2 (9%) 3 (9%) 33 (10%)
Bridge rail 23 (39%) 41 (43%) 30 (38%) 26 (51%) 11 (48%) 9 (28%) 140 (41%)
Bridge end 13 (22%) 12 (13%) 13 (16%) 8 (16%) 1 (4%) 7 (22%) 54 (16%)
Bridge Unclear 11 (19%) 22 (23%) 21 (26%) 4 (8%) 5 (22%) 5 (16%) 68 (20%)
Primary Strike 57 (97%) 93 (97%) 77 (96%) 49 (96%) 23 (100%) 30 (94%) 329 (96%)
Secondary Strike 2 (3%) 3 (3%) 3 (4%) 2 (4%) (0%) 2 (6%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes in Day Light 19 (32%) 44 (46%) 35 (44%) 27 (53%) 13 (57%) 15 (47%) 153 (45%)
# of crashes Dusk 2 (3%) 4 (4%) 3 (4%) 1 (2%) 2 (9%) (0%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes Dawn 2 (3%) 1 (1%) (0%) 3 (6%) (0%) (0%) 6 (2%)
# of crashes Dark Roadway Lit (0%) 3 (3%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 3 (1%)
# of crashes Dark Roadway not Lit 34 (58%) 44 (46%) 41 (51%) 19 (37%) 8 (35%) 15 (47%) 161 (47%)
# of crashes Dark unkown lighting (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) 1 (0%)
Unknown 2 (3%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 2 (1%)
Not Reported (0%) (0%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) (0%) 1 (3%) 3 (1%)
200 or more (%) Total (%)
Object Struck
Unknown (%) 1 to 49 (%) 50 to 99 (%) 100 to 149 (%) 150 to 199 (%)
Order of Strike
Light 
Conditions
Crash Severity
Bridge Length
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Table C.6. Bridge Length frequency for LVR bridge crashes (cont.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Criteria
# of crashes on Clear day 29 (49%) 50 (52%) 39 (49%) 27 (53%) 16 (70%) 14 (44%) 175 (51%)
# of crashes on partly cloudy day 11 (19%) 15 (16%) 17 (21%) 11 (22%) 2 (9%) 1 (3%) 57 (17%)
# of crashes on a cloudy day 4 (7%) 8 (8%) 12 (15%) 3 (6%) 2 (9%) 4 (13%) 33 (10%)
# of crashes on a Foggy day (0%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 1 (2%) 1 (4%) 1 (3%) 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Misty day 1 (2%) 2 (2%) (0%) (0%) 1 (4%) 1 (3%) 5 (1%)
# of crashes on Rainy day 1 (2%) 2 (2%) 3 (4%) 1 (2%) (0%) 2 (6%) 9 (3%)
# of crashes with Sleet/hail 1 (2%) 4 (4%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) 7 (2%)
# of crashes on snowy day 4 (7%) 4 (4%) 2 (3%) 3 (6%) 1 (4%) 3 (9%) 17 (5%)
# of crashes on Severe Winds 1 (2%) 3 (3%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) 6 (2%)
# of crashes  w/ Blowing Dirt/Snow (0%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes condition not reported 2 (3%) 1 (1%) 2 (3%) 2 (4%) (0%) 1 (3%) 8 (2%)
Other (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) 1 (0%)
# of crashes unknown 5 (8%) 5 (5%) 2 (3%) 3 (6%) (0%) 2 (6%) 17 (5%)
# of crashes on dry surface 27 (46%) 47 (49%) 34 (43%) 29 (57%) 12 (52%) 9 (28%) 158 (46%)
# of crashes on wet surface 1 (2%) 2 (2%) 3 (4%) 2 (4%) (0%) 4 (13%) 12 (4%)
# of crashes on icy surface 3 (5%) 5 (5%) 9 (11%) 6 (12%) 3 (13%) 4 (13%) 30 (9%)
# of crashes on snowy surface 6 (10%) 6 (6%) 5 (6%) 2 (4%) 2 (9%) 3 (9%) 24 (7%)
# of crashes on slushy surface 1 (2%) 5 (5%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) 1 (3%) 8 (2%)
# of crashes on dirt/oil/gravel 19 (32%) 29 (30%) 24 (30%) 8 (16%) 6 (26%) 9 (28%) 95 (28%)
other (0%) (0%) 1 (1%) 2 (4%) (0%) (0%) 3 (1%)
Unknown 1 (2%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 3 (1%)
Not Reported 1 (2%) 1 (1%) 2 (3%) 2 (4%) (0%) 2 (6%) 8 (2%)
Weather 
Condition #1 
Driving Surface 
Conditions
Bridge Length
Unknown (%) 1 to 49 (%) 50 to 99 (%) 100 to 149 (%) 150 to 199 (%) 200 or more (%) Total (%)
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Table C.7. Object struck crash frequency with respect to bridge safety features. 
 
 
 
 
 
Crashes # of bridge related crashes 34 (100%) 12 (100%) 33 (100%) 140 (100%) 54 (100%) 68 (100%) 341 (100%) 282
Unknown 7 (21%) 2 (17%) 3 (9%) 23 (16%) 13 (24%) 11 (16%) 59 (17%)
Not up to standard 15 (44%) 6 (50%) 16 (48%) 75 (54%) 30 (56%) 45 (66%) 187 (55%) (66%)
Meets standards 10 (29%) 2 (17%) 13 (39%) 39 (28%) 11 (20%) 12 (18%) 87 (26%) (31%)
Not required 2 (6%) 2 (17%) 1 (3%) 3 (2%) (0%) (0%) 8 (2%) (3%)
Unknown 7 (21%) 2 (17%) 3 (9%) 23 (16%) 13 (24%) 11 (16%) 59 (17%)
Not up to standard 18 (53%) 5 (42%) 16 (48%) 90 (64%) 36 (67%) 51 (75%) 216 (63%) (77%)
Meet standards 6 (18%) 3 (25%) 12 (36%) 23 (16%) 5 (9%) 6 (9%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Not required 3 (9%) 2 (17%) 2 (6%) 4 (3%) (0%) (0%) 11 (3%) (4%)
Unknown 7 (21%) 2 (17%) 3 (9%) 23 (16%) 13 (24%) 11 (16%) 59 (17%)
Not up to standard 12 (35%) 4 (33%) 16 (48%) 88 (63%) 36 (67%) 53 (78%) 209 (61%) (74%)
Meets standards 14 (41%) 4 (33%) 12 (36%) 25 (18%) 5 (9%) 4 (6%) 64 (19%) (23%)
Not required 1 (3%) 2 (17%) 2 (6%) 4 (3%) (0%) (0%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Unknown 7 (21%) 2 (17%) 3 (9%) 23 (16%) 13 (24%) 11 (16%) 59 (17%)
Not up to standard 15 (44%) 5 (42%) 17 (52%) 91 (65%) 36 (67%) 54 (79%) 218 (64%) (77%)
Meet standard 11 (32%) 3 (25%) 11 (33%) 22 (16%) 5 (9%) 3 (4%) 55 (16%) (20%)
Not required 1 (3%) 2 (17%) 2 (6%) 4 (3%) (0%) (0%) 9 (3%) (3%)
Known 
Info
Object Struck
Bridge Rail
Transition
Approach 
Guardrail
Appraoch 
Guardrail End
Total               
(%)
Criteria
Guardrail between 
terminal & bridge 
Guardrail 
terminal (%)
Guardrail unclear 
(%)
Bridge rail         
(%)
Bridge end         
(%)
Bridge Unclear 
(%)
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lntersE!ction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Off ice of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Statewid:,:e:..._ _ _ Prepared by: __ __..:.ln~t::.:ra:.:.n:.::s~-- Date Prepared: Dec. 11. 2009 
Intersection: Total of 12312 1nventoried Bridges with Bridge Rail Not Up to Standard 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s) : Improving All Bridge Railing Not Up to Standards (low CRF) 
Scenario 1 
$74,500,000 Estimat<~d Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 4,970,000 Other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
$85,941,404 Present Va lue Other Annual Costs, OC 
~Est. Improvement Life, years, Y 
__ S_ Crash Reduction Facto1r (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time value of $), INT 
lr-$::--:'16~0:-,4-:-4:-1:-,4:-04~1Present Value Cost, CC>ST = EC + OC 
OC = ~{1 (1 +I~f J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or MDT 12) 
71 6,036 
_.J.;: 
=----·--' __ _; 
:._ __ _:O:.:.;. O::..;%~o ProjecteKI Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
716,036 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
=-----'Vc.:a::..ric:.e.::.s __ Date of traffic count 
261 ,353, 140 Current Annua l EnteringVeh., AiEV= DEV• 365 
716,036 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDE'V 
7,840.59 MEV, Total Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~(t - (1 +1Gr )/l06 
2001 First full year-> 2008 l ast full year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
Addition,al months va lues as of Dec. 2007 
4 
' "''c'""" ~ 5 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 17,500,000 '"i"~ c"'"" ~ 20 Major Inj uries@ $240,000 $ 4,800,000 96 55 Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 2,640,000 
57 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 ~s 1,425,000 
87 Property Damage Only (assumed cost per crash) $2,700 ~s 234,900 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: 
187 Total Crashes, TA Total $ l oss, LOSS ~s 26,599,900 
23.38 Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA IT 0.09 Crashes I MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
$ 142,245 Cost per Crash, AVC = LOSS ITA CR = TAx 10'6/ (DEV x 365 x T) 
701.3 Total E>:pected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $ 2,874,790 I Present Value of .Avoided 
1.17 Crashe~; Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF /1 00 Crashes, BENEIFIT 
166,249 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC A ViC MR ( r 1 -· )r J 
BEN .= X J - 1~35.1 Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRFI100 (!NT - G) • ..1+ JNT 
$ 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefit : Cost $2,874,790 $160,441,404 0.02 : 1 
-----
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lnterse!ction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County 
Intersection: 
Statewid:;;:e~--===-- Prepared by: __ ~ln~t:.;:ra::;n.::,s ___ Date Prepared: Dec. 11, 2009 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement:(s): Improving All Bridge Railing Not Up to Standards (high CRF) 
Scenario 1 
$ 7 4,500,000 EstimatE!d Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 4,970.000 Other A1nual Cost (after initial year), AC 
S 85,941 ,404 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC = ~{1 (I +I~'f J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
___2Q_ Est. Improvement Life, ~·ears, Y 
~Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time value of $), INT 
lr$~16~0::-,4":-4::-1::-,4':"::04~1Present Value Cost, COST= EC + OC 
'----'-V.=.a;;:.:rie:..::s __ Date of traffic count 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or MDT I 2) 
716,036 
____..i.,..-
=--------' __ ...,;. 
261 ,353,140 Current Annua l Entering Veh., AEV = DEV * 365 
716,036 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDE\f 
7,840.59 MEV, Total Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~(~ - e+lGr)/10" =------=0.:.:0:....:0/c.;..o Projected Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 716,036 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
2001 First fu II year - > 2008 last full year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
Additional months values as of Dec. 2007 
4 F"'' c,.,,~  5 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 ~p 17,500,000 
"i"~c,..,~  20 Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 4,800,000 96 55 Minor Injuries @ $48,000 ~p 2,640,000 
57 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 1,425,000 
87 Propef1\' Damage Only (assumed cost per crash) $2,700 ,. 234,900 -~ 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: 
187 Total Crashes, TA Total $ Loss, LOSS !& 26,599,900 
23.38 Current Crashes/ Year, AA = TA IT 0.09 Crashes I MEV, C rash Rate, CR 
$ 142,245 Cost per Crash, AVC =LOSS I TA CR =TAx 10'6/ (DEV x 365 x T) 
701.3 Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $11 ,499,159 I Present Va lue of Avoided 
4.68 Crashe~• Avoided First Year AAR = Mx CRF /100 Crashes, BENEIFIT 
664,998 Crash Costs Avoided in Fi rst Year, AAR x AVC BEN _ AVC x AAR [l _ ('~)Y J 
140.3 Total Avoided Crashes, TECR xCRF/100 · - (lNT - G) .l+lNT 
$ 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Bene:fit : Cost = $1 1,499,159 $160,441 ,404 0.07 : 1 
-----
 D-4 
lntersE!ction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5108 
County 
Intersection: 
Statewid::.:e;;._-::=::::::....__ Prepared by: __ .....:;ln.:..:tr:.::a::.:n;;:.s ___ Date Prepared: _ Dec. 11, 2009 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement (s); 
Scenario 1 
Improving All Bridge Railing Not Up to Standards for Fatal Cra~;hes 
$ 7 4,500,000 Estimat>ed Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 4,970.000 Other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
___2Q_ Est. Improvement Life, years, Y 
~Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4 0% Discount Rate (time va lue of$), INT $85,941,404 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC = ~{1- (l + I~'f J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or MDT /2) 
716,03·6 
___ ,.;: 
.:__ __ ,--pot _ ____; 
=------=0~.0:....:0/c:..• ProjectEld Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
716,036 Current Daily Entering Veh icles, DEV 
Crash Data 
rl $'::""":1-:-60::-,-:-4471~,4-:-0~4~1Present Value Cost, CCIST = EC + OC 
.:__ V:...:a:.:.n:.::·e.::.s __ Date of traffic count 
261 ,353, 140 Current Annua l Entering Veh., /l•EV = DEV • 365 
716,036 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDE'V 
7,840.59 MEV, Total Mill ion Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~ (1-e+lGJJ/106 
_ __:2:.:::0.:::.0 .:..1 __ First full year-> 
_____ Addttional months 
_ __:2:.:::0.:::.0.:::.8 __ Last full year 8 .0 years, Time Period, T 
values as of Dec. 2007 
Fatal Crashes ~ 
.:._ ____ , ,.~em., .. ~II 
:__ ____ Propel'tlf Damage Only 
4 5 Fatalities@ 
Major Injuries@ 
Minor Injuries@ 
$3,500,000 $ 17,500,000 
$240,000 $ 
$48,000 $ 
Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 
(assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: 
4 Total Crashes, TA 
======== 
Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 17,500,000 
0.50 Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA I T 0.00 Crashes I MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
$ 4,375,000 Cost per Crash, AVC = LOSS ITA CR =TAx 10'61 (DEV x 365 x T) 
15.0 Total E}(pected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $34,800,217 I Present Value of Avoided 
0.46 Crashe~; Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF 1 100 Crashes, BENEFIT 
$ 2,012 ,500 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC B'"'J" . _ AVC x MR ( ] _
1
r ~)r) 
13.8 Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRFI 1 00 .c.rv (INF - G) , 1+1NT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefit : Cost $34,800,217 $160,441 ,404 0.22 : 1 
-----
 D-5 
lnters•ection or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Of fice of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Statewi.::;de::._--::==-- Prepared by: __ ....:l~nT~ra=ns:..._ _ _ Date Prepared:_ Dec. 1 t 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Railings on Bridges with MDT Less Than or Equal to 99 
Scenario 2 
$ 59,659,020 Estimated Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 3,977,268 Other Annual Cost (after initial year). AC 
~Est. Improvement Life, years, Y 
____1Q_ Crash Reduction Facto·r (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time va lue of$), INT $ 68,775,050 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC= ~{l- (l + l~)Y J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or M DT /2) 
379,302 
____..'·-=-=-----·--. _ ____; 
;__ __ ....:0:..:.0:..0/c:.:..• Project•ed Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
379,302 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
rl $':""""':1~28::-,-:-434~.0~7:-::0~IPresent Value Cost , CI::IST = EC + OC 
138,445,230 Current Annual Entering Veh , J:t.EV = DEV • 365 
379,302 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDE:V 
4,153.36 MEV, Total Mill ion Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~(~ -e+lGJJ/10• 
2001 First full year-> 2008 Last fu II year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
Add~io11a1 months values as of Dec. 2007 
3 ''"' c'"'~  _4_ Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 14,000,000 
loi"O Cm"'" ~ 15 Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 3,600,000 35 31 Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 1,488,000 
36 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 s 900,000 
59 Property Damage Only (assumed cost per crash) $2,700 s 159,300 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage:_ 
97 Total Crashes, TA Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 20,1 47,300 
12.13 Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA IT 0.09 Crashes I MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
s 207,704 Cost per Crash, AVC =LOSS ITA CR =TAx 10'6/ (DEV x 365 x T) 
363.8 Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $ 8,709,694 I Present Va lue of Avoided 
2.43 Crashes Avoided First Year AAR = M x CRF 1 100 Crashes, B ENEFIT 
503,683 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, MR x AVC BEN _ AVC x AAR (I_ (__!_:!:_Q_)r) 
72.8 Totai AvoidedCrashes, TECRxCRFI100 · - (INT - G) l+ iNT 
s 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benoefrt : Cost = $8,709,694 $128,434,070 0.07 : 1 
-----
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lnterse!ction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: statewid::.:e:..._--:=::::.- Prepared by: __ ~l:.:.nT;..:J.:::a:.:.ns~--Date Prepared: Dec. 11, 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Railings on Bridges with M DT Less Than or Equal to 99 Fatal Cras 
Scenario 2 
$59,659,020 Estimat•ed Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 2,275,812 Other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
~Est. Improvement Life, }fears, Y 
~Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time vallJe of$), INT $39,353,416 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC = ~{1 - (l + I~)Y ) 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or MDT 12) 
379,30•2 
__ ).;:. 
.;___ _ .__ ' _ _____; 
.:_ __ ....:0:.:.. 0::..;0/c~o ProjectEld Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
379,302 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
rl $:::--':'"99:-,':'"01~2:-,4~3:-::6,1 Present Value Cost, CO•ST = EC + OC 
'---V:...:a:.::ri:.::e.=.s __ Date of traffic count 
138,445,230 Current Annua l Entering Veh., AEV = DEV • 365 
379,302 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FOEll 
4, 153.36 MEV, Tota l Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TAIEV = ~~ (l-e+lGrJ/10" 
_ __:2:.:0~0..:.1 __ First full year - > 
_____ Addttional months 
_ _:2;:;0.:.08::...._ Last full year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
values as of Dec. 2007 
Fatal Crashes ~ 
.:_ ____ , ,.~em., .. ~II 
.:_ ____ Propel'tlf Damage Only 
3 4 Fatalities@ 
Major Injuries@ 
Minor Injuries@ 
$3,500,000 ~p 14,000,000 
$240,000 $ 
$48,000 ~p 
Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 
(assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: 
3 Total Crashes, TA 
======== 
Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 14,000,000 
0.38 Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA I T 0.00 Crashes I MEV, C rash Rate, CR 
$ 4,666,667 Cost per Crash, AVC =LOSS ITA CR =TAx 10'61 (DEV x 365 x T) 
11.3 Total E>,pected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $27,840,173 !Present Va lue of Avoided 
0.35 Crashe~; Avoided First Year AAR = M x CRF 1100 Crashes, BENEIFIT 
$ 1,610,000 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, MR x AVC BEN _ AVC x AAR (I _(' ~)Y) 
10.4 Totai AvoidedCrashes, TECRxCRFI 100 · - (INT - O) , l +INT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefit : Cost $27,840,173 $99,012,436 0.28 : 1 
-----
 D-7 
lnters1ection or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5108 
County 
Intersection: 
statew:;;:ld:;;:e_--::==- Prepared by: --~ln~T..:;ra~nc:;:s:.._ _ Date Prepared: _ Dec. 11, 2009 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement (s) : 
Scenario 3 
$ 51 ,497,370 Estimated Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 3,433,158 Other J\nnual Cost (after initial year), AC 
S 59,366,282 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
~Est. Improvement Life, years, Y 
_1Q_ Crash Reduction Factc•r (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time va lue of $), INT 
lr-$::-:-1~10::-,8-:::-6:-.:3:-,6:-.:5~2-,I Present Value Cost, CtOST = EC + OC 
OC = ~{1 (I +I~'f J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS -------------------' .:..____;Vc...:a::..ric.:.e.::.s __ Date of traffic count 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or MDT I 2) 
448,631 
-··'' 1~ =-----· - t __ ....:, 
=-------=0:.::.0:..0/c~o Projected Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
448,631 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
163,750,315 Current Annua l Entering Veh., i~EV = DEV • 365 
448,631 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDE:V 
4,912.51 MEV, Tota l Million Entering Vetl. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~ (J -e+lGr)/10• 
__ .::,20:.;0:.,1:.,__First fu II year - > _ __:2.::.0.::.08=-_Last fu ll year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
va lues as of Dec. 20•07 ;_ _____ Addttional months 
3 Fatal Crashes ~ 
;_ __ 7:...:0:..._ __ 1 ojo~ Cm"~ II 
___ 6:.;2:..._ __ Property Damage Only 
135 Total Crashes, TA 
======= 
4 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 14,000,000 
17 Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 4,080,000 
36 Minor Injuries @ $48,000 $ 1,728,000 
48 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 1,200,000 
(assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 167,400 
.OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: _ 
Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 21,175,400 
16.88 Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA IT 0.10 Crashes I MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
$ 156,855 Cost p1ar Crash, AVC = LOSS I TA CR = TAx 10'6· I (DEV x 365 x T) 
506.3 Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $ 9,154,143 I Present Value of Avoided 
3.38 Crashes Avoided First Year AAR = M x CRF 1100 Crashes, BENE:FIT 
529,385 Crash Costs Avoided in Fi rst Year, AAR x AVC BEN _ AVC x AAR ( ) _ (....!..::.Q_)r J 
101 .3 Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRFI1 00 · - (INT _ G) l + JNT 
$ 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefit : Cost $9,154,1 43 $110,863,652 0.08 : 1 
-----
 D-8 
lntersE!ction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: statewid:.;:e:.._-== =-- Prepared by: __ _:.:1 n;.:T.;,;ra::_:n:;;:s ___ Date Prepared: _ Dec. 11, 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Railings with Bridge Width Less Than or Equal to 23.9; Fatal Crash 
Seoario 3 
$ 51 ,497,370 Estimat1~d Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 3,433,158 Other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
$ 59,366,282 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC=AC ( I - I J 
INT l (1 + INT'( 
Traffic Volume Data 
Sou roe: GIMS 
~Est. Improvement Life, ~fears, Y 
~Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time va lue of$), INT 
rl $-:-:1-:-10::-,-:::'86~3:-,6~5:-:2~1Present Value Cost, CCIST = EC + OC 
-'----'-V=arc.:iec:::s __ Date of traffic count 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach {or AAOT /2) 
448,631 
__ .J.;: =-------. _ ____; 163,750,315 Current Annua l Entering Veh., ll•EV = DEV • 365 448,631 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDE'V 
.:__ __ _:0:;.:. 0:..:0/c.::..o Projecte>d Traffic Growth (0% -1 0% ), G 
448,631 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
4,912.51 MEV, Total Mill ion Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~ (~ -e+1GJJ/106 
2001 First full year - > 2008 Last fu II year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
Additional months va lues as of Dec. 2007 
3 
''"'c . .,,~  4 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 14,000,000 
<•ioo CmM" ~ Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 
Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 
Propef'l\r Damage Only (assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: _ 
3 Total Crashes, TA Total $Loss, LOSS $ 14,000,000 
0.38 Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA IT 0.00 Crashes I MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
S 4,666,667 Cost per Crash. AVC =LOSS I TA CR =TAx 10'€1 f {OEV x 365 x T) 
11.3 Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $27,840,173 I Present Value of Avoided 
0.35 Crashe!; Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF 1 100 Crashes, BENE:FIT 
$ 1,610,000 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC B'""J" __ AVC x MR ( ] _
1
r ~)r) 
10.4 Total Avoided Crashes, TECRxCRFf100 .c,rv (JJVF -G) 1,l+INT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefrt: Cost = $27,840,173 $1 10,863,652 0.25 : 1 
-----
 D-9 
lnterSE!Ction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office o f Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Statewid::.:e::.._--::==- Prepared by: __ ....:.:,1 n:.:T.:.:ra:;.n:.:;:s ___ Date Prepared: Dec. 11. 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Railings on Bridges with length Less Than or Equal to 99 
Scenario 4 
$39,400,560 Estimated Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 2.275.812 Other Annual Cost (after initial year). AC 
$39,353,416 Present: Va lue Other Annua l Costs, OC 
O C= AC·[I- 1 J 
!NT (1 + INT'f 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
__ 3_0_ Est Improvement Life, \fears, Y 
_____1Q_ Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time value of $), INT 
rl $-::---~78~.~75-:-:3::-,9-:-:7:-:6~1 Present Value Cost, COIST = EC + OC 
=-----=V-=a"'ri-=-es=---Date of traffic count 
Daily Entering Vehicles; by Approach (or AADT /2) 
504,48 1 
___ ,.;:. 
;___ _____ ~ _ ____; 
184,135,565 Current Annual Entering Veh. , AEV = DEV • 365 
504,481 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FOEll 
5,524.07 MEV, Total Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
;__ __ ...:0=--".0=-%:.:.• Projectud Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
504,481 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV rMEV = ~~ (~ - e+lGJ)/lQ6 
Crash Data 
2001 First fu lll year-> 2008 Last full year 8.0 years, Time Peric•d. T 
Additional months va lues as of Dec. 2007 
3 
''"' c'""~  4 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 14,000,000 loj,~Cm'"~  20 Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 4,800,000 90 52 Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 2,496,000 
46 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 1,150,000 
93 Property Damage Only (assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 251,100 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: 
186 Total Ct-ashes, TA Total $Loss, LOSS $ 22.697,100 
23.25 Current Crashes I Year, AA= TA/T 0.13 Crashes/ MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
$ 122,027 Cost per Crash, AVC =LOSS ITA CR =TAx 10'6/ (DEV x 365 x T) 
697.5 Total El<pected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $ 9,811,975 I Present Value of Avoided 
4.65 Crashe!; Avoided First Year AAR = AAx CRF / 100 Crashes, BENE·FIT 
567,428 Crash Costs Avoided in Fi rst Year, AAR x AVC BEN _ AVC x AAR (l _ ['~)r J 
139.5 Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRF/ 100 · - (lNT _ G) , l + JNT 
$ 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefit : Cost $9,811 ,975 $78,753,976 0.12 :: 1 
-----
 D-10 
lnterse!Ction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Statewid:.::e~--===-- Prepared by: __ ~l :..:.nT;.:J.::a:..:.ns~ __ Date Prepared: Dec. 11. 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Bridge Railings with length Less Than or Equal to 951; Fatal Grash 
Scenario 4 
$39,400,560 Estimat•~d Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 2.275.812 Other Annual Cost (after initial year). AC 
$39,353,416 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
O C= AC_[I- 1 J 
!NT (1 + INT'f 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
~Est Improvement Life, ;•ears, Y 
~Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time value of$), INT 
r-1 $::--=-7s::-.=-75=-:3~,9=-:7:-::6~1Presen t Value Cost. CO•ST = EC + OC 
=-----=V-=a::.:ri-=-es=---Date of traffic count 
Daily Entering Vehicles; by Approach (or AADT 12) 
504,481 
__..i.;: 
=----·--' __ _..; 184,135,565 Current Annual Entering Veh., A EV = DEV • 365 504,481 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDEV 
;__ __ _:O:.:.;O:..:%~o Projecte~d Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
504,481 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
5,524.07 MEV, Total Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
rMEV = ~~ (t-(1+1GJ)/l()6 
2001 First full year-> 2008 Last full year 8.0 years, Time Peric•d, T 
Additiontal months va lues as of Dec. 2007 
3 
'"''c'""" ~ 4 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 14,000,000 '"i"~c"'"" ~ 0 Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 0 0 Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 
0 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 
0 Property Damage Only (assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 
.OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: 
3 Total Crashes, TA Total $Loss, LOSS $ 14,000,000 
0 .38 Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA IT 0.00 Crashes I MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
$ 4,666,667 Cost per Crash, AVC =LOSS ITA CR =TAx 10'61 (DEV x 365 x T) 
11.3 Total E>:pected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $27,840,173 !Present Value of Avoided 
0 .35 Crashe~; Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF /100 Crashes, BENE·FIT 
$ 1,610,000 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC BEN _ AVC x AAR (I_(' ~Jr) 
10.4 Totai AvoidedCrashes, TECRxCRF/100 -- (iNT-O ) , l+iNT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefit: Cost $27,840,1 73 $78,753,976 0.35 :: 1 
-----
 D-11 
lnters1ection or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Off ice of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5108 
County 
Intersection: 
statewid:::.;e::._--:==:_- Prepared by: --~ln~T..:.ra:::.;nc:;:s:.._ _ Date Prepared: _ Dec. 11, 2009 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): 
ScenarioS 
$ 43,527,690 Estimated Improvement Cost, EC 
S 2.901 ,846 Other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
S 50,178,817 Present: Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
~Est. Improvement Life, years, Y 
____1Q_ Crash Reduction Factc•r ( integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time va lue of$), INT 
lr$:--9~3=-,=-70:-::6-,5:-::0~7,1Present Value Cost, CtOST = EC + OC 
OC = ~{I (I +I~f J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or MDT I 2) 
348,0SI9 
___ i.;:. 
=-----·--~ _ ____; 
;._ __ ....:O:.:c.0=-0/c:.:..• Projecttld Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
348,099 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
.:..____;Vc...:a::..ric.:.e.::.s __ Date of traffic count 
127,056,135 Current Annua l Entering Veh., i~EV = DEV • 365 
348,099 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDE:V 
3,811.68 MEV, Tota l Million Entering Vetl. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~ (J -e+lGr),/10• 
_ __:2:.:0;.::::0..:.1 __ First full year-> _ __:2:.:0..:.08::;__Last full year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
va lues as of Dec. 20•07 ,:._ ____ Addrtional months 
2 
62 
57 
121 
15.13 
$ 134,016 
453.8 
3.03 
$ 405,398 
90.8 
Fatal Cirashes ~ 
''"~"'""~ I 
Property Damage Only 
3 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 10,500,000 
13 Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 3,120,000 
29 Minor Injuries @ $48,000 $ 1,392,000 
42 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 1,050,000 
(assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 153,900 
.OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage:_ 
Total Ctrashes, TA Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 16,215,900 
Current Crashes I Year. AA = TA I T 0.12 Crashes I MEV. Crash Rate, CR 
Cost pe•r Crash, AVC = LOSS ITA CR =TAx 10'6· I (DEV x 365 x T) 
Tota l E:<pected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $ 7 ,010,141 I Present Value of Avoided 
Crashes Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF 1 100 Crashes, BENE:FIT 
Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, MR x AVC 
Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRFI 100 BEN _ AVC x AAR (J _ (....!..::.Q_)r J 
. - (INT - G) 1 + JNT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefrt: Cost $7,010,147 $93,706,507 0.07 : 1 
-----
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lntersHction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Statewicl:.::e~--:==-- Prepared by: __ _.:.:1 n:..:T.:.:ra::.:.n:.::s ___ Date Prepared:_ Dec. 1 t 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Rail ings on Relative Bridge Width Less Than Zero; F'atal Crashes 
Scenario 5 
$43,527,690 EstimatHd Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 2.901.846 other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
$50,178,817 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC= ~{l- (l + l~)Y J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
30 Est. Improvement Life, years, Y 
~Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time va lue of$), JNT 
rl $:---:-93:-,-::-70:-:6:-,5:-:0:-:7~1Present Value Cost, CC)ST = EC + OC 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or AADT 12) 
348,09:9 
_....i .. = 
=----·--; _ ___; 
127,056,135 Current Annua l Entering Veh., tiEV = DEV • 365 
348,099 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDEV 
:...._ _ ..:0.:.:.0:..:0/c~o Projected Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
348,099 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
3,811.68 MEV, Tota l Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~ [~ - c ~Gr)/106 
_ __:2;.:0.;:;0..:..1 __ First full year-> 
_____ Addttional months 
_ __:2:..:0.;:;0;:;.8 __ Last full year 8.0 years. Time Period, T 
values as of Dec. 2007 
2 Fatal C~ashes ~ 
=--- ---''"~c"'"~ ~ 
=-------Propert).• Damage Only 
2 Total c~ashes, TA 
======= 
3 
-OR-
Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 10,500,000 
Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 
Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 
Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 
(assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 
enter Actual Cost of all property damage: _ 
Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 10.500,000 
0.25 Current Crashes I Year. AA = TA IT 0.00 Crashes I MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
$ 5,250,000 Cost per Crash, AVC =LOSS ITA CR =TAx 10'61 (DEV x 365x T) 
7.5 Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $20,880,130 !Present Va lue of Avoided 
0.23 Crashes: Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF I 100 Crashes, BENEFIT 
$ 1,207,500 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC 
6.9 Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRF/ 100 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
BEN _ AVC x MR (l-(...!..:!:.Q__)r) 
. . - (INT - G) l + INT 
Benefrt : Cost $20,880,130 $93,706,507 0.22 : 1 
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lntersHction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Statewicl:.::e_ -===-- Prepared by: __ _.:.:1 n:...:T.:.:ra::.:.n:.::s ___ Date Prepared:_ Dec. 1 t 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Rail ings on Relative Bridge Width Greater or Equal tQ Zero; All Crast 
Scenario 5 
$29,890,260 EstimatHd Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 1.992,684 other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
~Est. Improvement Life, years, Y 
_____1Q_ Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time value ofS), INT $34,457,558 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC= ~{l- (l + l~)Y J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or AADT 12) 
325,002 
__..i ... = 
=----·---; _ ____; 
:...._ _ ___;0:..:·=-o•:.:..v• Projected Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
325,002 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
rl $:--~64':"',~34":"::7:-,8::-1:-:8,1Present Value Cost, CC)ST = EC + OC 
118,625,730 Current Annua l Entering Veh., tiEV = DEV • 365 
325,002 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDEV 
3,558.77 MEV, Tota l Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV =~~ [• - c ~ar )/106 
_.....::.20:..;0:...;1 __ First full year-> 
_____ Addttional months 
_ __:2:..:0..:;0;:;.8 __ Last full year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
values as of Dec. 2007 
2 
32 
30 
64 
8.00 
$ 160,750 
240.0 
1.60 
$ 257,200 
48.0 
Fatal Crashes ~ 
''"~c"''~ ~ 
Propert).• Damage Only 
2 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 7,000,000 
7 Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 1,680,000 
24 Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 1,1 52,000 
15 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 375,000 
(assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 81 ,000 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: _ 
Total Crashes, TA Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 10,288,000 
Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA IT 0.07 Crashes I MEV, C rash Rate, CR 
Cost per Crash, AVC = LOSS ITA CR = TAx 10A61 (DEV x 365 x T) 
Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $ 4,447,511 I Present Va lue of Avoided 
Crashes: Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF I 100 Crashes, BENEFIT 
Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC 
Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRFI 100 BEN _ AVC x MR (l-(__!_:!:_Q_)r) 
. . - (INT - G) l +INT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefrt: Cost $4,447,511 $64,347,818 0.07 : 1 
-----
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lntersHction or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office o f Traff ic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Statewicl:.::e~--:==-- Prepared by: __ _.:.:1 n:..:T.:.:ra::.:.n:.::s ___ Date Prepared:_ Dec. 1 t 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Rail ings on Relative Bridge Width Greater or Equal tQ Zero; Fatal Cr< 
Scenario 5 
$29,890,260 EstimatHd Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 1,992,684 other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
$34,457,558 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC= ~{l- (l + l~)Y J 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
~Est. Improvement Life, years, Y 
~Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4.0% Discount Rate (time va lue of$), INT 
rl $:--~64':"',~34":"::7:-,8::-1:-:8,1Present Value Cost, CC)ST = EC + OC 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or AADT 12) 
325,002 
_....i ... = 
=----·---; _ ____; 
118,625,730 Current Annual Entering Veh., t i EV = DEV • 365 
325,002 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDEV 
:...._ _ ..:0.:.:0:..:0/c~o Projected Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
325,002 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
3,558.77 MEV, Total Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV =~~ [~ - c~ar)/106 
_ __:2;.:0.;:;0..:..1 __ First full year - > 
_____ Addttional months 
_ __:2:..:0.;:;0;:;.8 __ Last full year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
values as of Dec. 2007 
2 Fatal C~ashes ~ 
=--- ---''"~c"'"~ ~ 
=-------Proper~\>' Damage Only 
2 Total c~ashes, TA 
======= 
2 
-OR-
Fatalities@ $3,500,000 $ 7,000,000 
Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 
Minor Injuries @ $48,000 $ 
Possible Injuries @ $25,000 $ 
(assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 
enter Actual Cost of all property damage: _ 
Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 7,000,000 
0.25 Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA I T 0.00 Crashes I MEV, C rash Rate, CR 
$ 3,500,000 Cost per Crash, AVC = LOSS ITA CR = TAx 10'61 (DEV x 365x T) 
$ 
7.5 Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $13,920,087 !Present Value of Avoided 
0.23 Crashes: Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF I 100 Crashes, BENEFIT 
805,000 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC 
6.9 Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRFI 100 BEN _ AVC x MR (l-(...!..:!:.Q__)r) 
. . - (INT - G) l + INT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefrt : Cost $13,920,087 $64,347,818 0.22 : 1 
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Intersection or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Statewid;::.e --===-- Prepared by: __ __;,l:.:;ntra::.::::;n:.:::s ___ Date Prepared: Dec. 11, 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovememt(s): Improving All Bridge Rail ing Not Up to Standards with BIC = 0.80 
Scenario 6 
$6,713,928 Estimated Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 447,595 other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
$7,739,828 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 
OC=-- I AC [ I J 
!NT (l + INT'f 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS 
~Est Improvement Life, years, Y 
_1Q_ Crash Reduction Factor (integer), CRF 
4 0% Discount Rate (time value of $), INT 
r-1 $:---:-14':"",4-:-5::-:3:-:,7::-:5:-:6~1Present Value Cost, CO:ST = EC + OC 
-=----'-V-=-an"-'·e:.::s __ D·ate of traffic count 
Daily Entering Vehicle!; by Approach (or AADT 12) 
716,03H 
___..4.,: :.__ __ .-... t _ ___; 
261,353,140 Current Annual Entering Veh., AloV = DEV • 365 
716,036 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDEV' 
7,840.59 MEV, Total Million Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
;__ _ __:O::.:.O:.:%.::.Projected Traffic Growth (0%-10%), G 
TMEV = ~;(L - e~GJJ/~0• 716,036 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
_.....=,20:..:0:.:1 __ First full year - > 
_.....=,20:..:0:..:8;___ Last full year 8.0 years, Time Period, T 
values as of Dec. 200>7 _____ Addrtion<!l months 
4 
96 
87 
187 
23.38 
$ 142,245 
701.3 
4.68 
$ 664,998 
140.3 
Fatal Crashes ~ 
"i"~c""~ ~II 
Property Damage Only 
5 Fatalities@ $3,500,000 .. 17,500,000 .. 
20 Major Injuries@ $240,000 $ 4,800,000 
55 Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 2,640,000 
57 Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 1,425,000 
(assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 234,900 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: 
Total Crashes, TA Total$ Loss, LOSS $ 26.599,900 
Current Crashes I Year, AA = TA I T 0.09 Crashes I MEV, C:rash Rate, CR 
Cost per Crash, AVC =LOSS ITA CR =TAx 10A61 (DEV x 365 x T) 
Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV I $11,499,159 !Present Value of Avoided 
Crashes Avoided First Year AAR = AAx CRF 1100 Crashes, BENEI'IT 
Crash CQsts Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC 
Total Av<Jided Crashes, TECR x CRF/ 100 BEN - AVC xA4R ( ~ -[~)r J 
- . - (INT - G) l+lNT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
BeneiFit : Cost $11,499,159 $1 4,453,756 0.80 : 1 
-----
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lntersedion or Spot Benefit I Cost Safety Analysis 
Iowa DOT Office of Traffic & Safety 
Rev. 5/08 
County: Prepared by: __ _:.:I n:..:T.:.:ra:.:n.:::s:.._ _ Date Prepared: Dec. 11 , 2009 
Intersection: 
Improvement 
Proposed lmprovement(s): Improving Railings on an Individual Bridge with a fata l Crash 
Scenario 7 
$ 6,750 Estimat1~d Improvement Cost, EC 
$ 450 Other Annual Cost (after initial year), AC 
_____12.. Est. Improvement Life, Y••ars, Y 
____Jg_ Crash Reduction Factor { integer), CRF 
$ 7,781 Present Value Other Annual Costs, OC 4.0% Discount Rate (time va lue of $), INT 
A •"' ( 1 J rl $~---:-14:-,5=-:3~1~1Present Value Cost, COST = EC + OC 
oc = n.Tr I - o + INTr 
Traffic Volume Data 
Source: GIMS '-----'V--=ac.:ri..::.es=----- D21te of traffic count 
Daily Entering Vehicles by Approach (or AADT /2) 
50 18,250 Current Annua l Entering Veh., A E:V = DEV • 365 
__ .J.;: 
=-----·--. _ ____; 
:.._ _ __:0~. 0:...:0/c.:.o Projecte>d Traffic Growth (0% -1 0% ), G 
50 Current Daily Entering Vehicles, DEV 
Crash Data 
50 veh I day, Final Year DEV, FDEV 
0.55 MEV, Total Mill ion Entering Veh. Over 
life of Project, TMEV 
TMEV = ~~ (L-e+lGJJjio• 
_....;.;19;.;8;.;0:.,__First full year - > 
_....::;20;.;0:.:9;___ Last full year 30.0 years, Time Period, T 
Additional months values as of Dec. 2001: 
Fatal Crashes ~ _ o_Fatalft1es@ $3,500,000 $ 
1 Major lnjunes@ $240,000 $ 
0 Injury Crashes 0 Minor Injuries@ $48,000 $ 
_ o_ Possible Injuries@ $25,000 $ 
0 Properl\r Damage Only (assumed cost per crash) $2,700 $ 
-OR- enter Actual Cost of all property damage: 
Total Crashes, TA Total $ Loss, LOSS $ 
240,000 
240,000 
0.03 Current Crashes / Year, AA = TA/T 
$ 240,000 Cost per Crash, AVC =LOSS I TA 
1.0 Total Expected Crashes, TECR = CR x TMEV 
1.83 Crashes/ MEV, Crash Rate, CR 
CR = TAx 10A6 / (DEVx 365x T) 
I $ 127,269 I Present Va lue of Avoided 
$ 
0.03 Crashe!; Avoided First Year AAR = AA x CRF / 100 Crashes, BENEFIIT 
7,360 Crash Costs Avoided in First Year, AAR x AVC 
0.9 Total Avoided Crashes, TECR x CRF/100 BEN _ AVC xAAR (~ - (~)r ) 
. - (INF - G) l +lNT 
Benefit I Cost Ratio 
Benefrt: Cost $127,269 $14,531 8.76 
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APPENDIX E: STANDARD BRIDGE RAIL AND APPROACH RAIL DRAWINGS 
FROM VARIOUS STATES 
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Alberta Ministry of Transportation 
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California DOT 
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GEJIEIW. NOTES 
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t$1111~8 fO bl'fdQt.l With dfty ~ frti((IC ftl{ll!J9. 
Z.. 1M ~ ltJtnlfflfd t¥ NDOicl f'IIPOI'OII In lbll Index tYt (#r'pl~klry lo ~ llr"lc:Wt 
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3. ~or tp:Xf/ntll Wlk»flon# oM HtoJI$ of rekJttd ~~ lind (I()CfUOTiOI tl»t tirO l)t)/ 
PfO'IidH 01J IIIII lrtdU, r•ftr to 1/Jdt.X No, <100. 
NOTES FOil GIJMIJIWL TIWISIT/011$ IXJIINECTfN(J TO 
TRAFFIC RAJLfN(J RETIKIFITS ON EX/STfN(J 8/IIDGES 
I. T~ lrtJ/I.IIIIIJ/t de loll~ on WI lhut ~ ( o I lht: #rll1dord po8J lp«llttp wtWn 
lilt f'YftffXJI flrlt ·~ Q/I(JrO(ICh frCM/fl0114 COitiJ«tlltQ to ul$/lfll} bdd!JU •ltfl retf'Ofll 
trvffkJ raUHtgs, oqtJ 101 tftPICI fM typl«</oflgn~~~M/1 of;~~ lron#UI«rs. 
2. T1W! OJt'b~ tpNrr fkll• &IIOwtt ott tlt/4 411«~1 11 ~lctJJ(J( flare& fttal on to be 
CtJMtnx:ted when appnJtJOh 8Job aKbr ttxfMd to the ~fMitJg ()( the 4'1dt, t1l't(/ Whde «ffl:r 
lt.aitflefJI to QK& biiJII/ tl7dJ 01'• Ml In p~. 
J . TM ~ocJOI#Itt•l /10# ffJ' ~ twi-.·OCOttt fi'Ohlifi()l)$ tHic/1«1 ell' fhfl bet J• 6P«Ific 
10 IJII trlJMTiiM •lkr1tliJM M lhl• IM•x thtll rtOJlrfl OM or II'IOffl n ut po8/.._ 
The $pfl()lrll n~~~ poll tlftd baH plate as:sUIJ/y 6/loll be fDIYkRt~ U$.fiJ9 ASTil AJ'6 or 
A$TJI AT09 Gr«Jc J6 #ul. 'lfeldiiJr} lhcllconfon• to A.N$1/MSHTOIAWS IN.5. The 
OS.Sil'/IOIY #tJIJ t. htJI •dip ll/'11: ()(Jt1/H ill ~ lltfh Stct~~Jtt 5l6 of fbe ${JtJtl;ffleorJOM. 
~ lfl.dl $hell be fiJI/y tftrt:«!«J rcdt In ~11!1 w lttJ A.Snt YIS!U Grade .18 or 
J,STII N9J ~;rode 81. AIIIWI14 IMII Oe ~ MA In ~t with ASTII A56.J or 
ASTII N'Jil. AtiChflf' Ptlds Ofltd IW.rl4 shall t. hOI·dFp tii'IC rxxd«< 111 ~ with tftf 
SpfCif!OatiOM. Aflf' I~ f1tJU htlvfl C.M st1Uf/ 1/QIIIMfd, 1M liiiChor" I1Vd t~tJOds sbtlll be 
6/f'(/(t pJn/:11 dlntlrlH lfN!f'IMkJftly GCO~I 1M top tw.b 10 prwVtii«J.Unlttg 01 ~ NIIL 
Dl#orlf'd tlreoth lhtlll Oc t#ltr:d wUh o rp/WJI!l tlng ~ In ~ with lllf! 
SHt:lfkxlllons. 
Adhulrt t1Md1ng trW:It_,kJJ qMetM fOI' G'tdtttJn 8htl/l ~ly wllh Speclfletltlflll Stct/olt 9~ 
end~ 1/l.lffllled In ~ with Sp«fflcctlon S«::IM .._ 
..., Nutfltf ~;rto~t~ •xJ«~~iolts fllld potnfl for t~I«JMfiCIOf ~~~wilt W1f'Y tor frtlfll~ 
l'fllfl/19 b/N'I'"Itr Hrl{()ol foe. r•trofiU, The plf1tt ~IW# for 1M ~ff1k:rtJI IIJCf retrofit btl«len 
ftw tho fJ'II/ItiJfY CtMfi9Jf'tjfi.(JII8 !Of' ~ /J{JI'I/OJkX ~. The euotlcted plclrxfal Ylnil 
$how /hit YQI']a/iqnS • 
.5. 'orlrt4tollin9 tfrllt~·t~Ha tMMMIOfllllt«:rorto tmfleroiiiiJflvV"tlcolffiOC ntiT!IIt$, 
ue bOkiiiOM Ott Shf!ttt. 12 tbrouOh IS Md lbt. fklr.J Mtat1M ell' SbfJ•I tJ. 
5. ~ (OF «JM.c/IM$ IO Jmffle I'OIIIf'll} v~fetll foe. r.efftJflts art 10 bf #!lOde ~' 
tilt CfJtt/roctUfJitpr/n foriJr/dtJC ~ AssfJIIbly.EA •• orwlftllk fuiiCifllfiPMllflllon for 
fJ0/1 bot~ {'I(JII$tNCf/M, lt.r1111f101 ~. tcllfliMI COIIIJ«::OI' plat• 0/tiJ OO/f8, fi/Jts fiM WI'J$/wtt"s. 
DESIGN NOTES FOil GIJMIJIWL TRNISIT/011$ r:atii£CTfN(J 
TO TRAFFIC RA/LfN(J RETIKIFITS ON £X/STfN(J 8R10GES 
I. rOt' #fltcJion (){ m opprcpt"klf& IITJn$11/M ~. su Hwf SJrut:livU 1/tnJaJ for 
if)ltn#~ to ttl¢ S1rvr.tlltt!$ tJIId lb1dwoy e(I(JI~f!"'. 
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FrtJnJF~ Of fdlllng IJ«f:wv/1 
It atlfJtn 0' End Ex/.stfflll &~ -~ 
' ,.-EAI'nl,.g Pcrpeltdlw#rlrOr Mgt~ Wino Pwf RetrWNcd 
S/>«lciStotiPostFor~  
b.i.#lf/9 felltng ftllllfli«f :ST~it·.S~ TTfiiJI.iiiOil8 II I / T,..,lfkln 81ocA In~ Of Oxb 
EXIst; .. """ To R_,lh t t 1l ~---(,.y- ' ,--' - • -B Jl ~ fM/utJr2Y S.lrdc.ce#F()r 
Foe. Of RoiiOff•.t '{ 
~(kJfttiiii!JglTNit·BfCIII RttrofltJ ~GtJQrdrofiTI'OMIJiOII 
SEE INDEX It(). .fll • SCHEME I 
EJtfsJ/ftO Appf"O«JhSid> 
r~~m~ltlM Bloci In Abs~~ Of Qxb ,..,,,._,-! ~ ~ ~ :~•:::~- J \~M ' r;:;::;:~~oRo..,;n ~~-- j =-~ 
' .. · -~ - ~-s.. IM•::,Z~nt ' FDCOOf 
i 
K.y Po# I f Post &olts I -l 
~ TTCffJCil#lktq(TNft·Btatn RtiiOf/IJ i ~'UordroiiTroMitiOII '\ 
SEE INDEX 110 • .fll • SCHEJII: 2 
~:. "tr:,/C:,.ot r ""''"" urK- ,, ( ...... T 
SEE /IIDEX 110 • .fll • SCHEIIE J 
Sao IMSAOtl For ·••• ~n~ H 
Foe. Of Rtii/Off•N 
~GwfMJIITI'fiMII~ 
SEE /IIDEX 110, .fll • SCHEIIE J 
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£;r.l#fl(fJ CtiTb 
SN lrld&M For 
F«Jt ()I RoiiDffltl 
Front F.:. Of E•lltlllf lJoci;wollt 
lkvf, 01" Clld £1/:t~ Brfdl;.e 
b/61/ltiJ /l•rPMtdlcu/Gt Ot-lv/JI;IMJ 'tii(M AMI 
lxlltlftii~SIIJb 
SEE INDEX NOS. 91. t 415 • SQI£ME I 
t•'•""" CUrl> See ltttluti$For 
Foe. OlltiJHOIIU/1 
Front F«t Of E;r.l.#l/111 &.Qit'OII ... 
Begffl Or EM E.dllll'fl Br~ ~ 
$fHC/cl S tttl flt»l For ~ 
n.-1•-&tarnrrm.tft~ 
C4111i'rtf ADitrotltclr SlbO 
·Kry fW!t r Pwt Solf• J "" MY Dthlt:Md r; m~•rvo' , 1'0118olll -. 
- --" Trofflttlti:/llf19(Tirri• · DII09t ftfltoflf} l . Sldt:woii.RumH ~ Qior~Jro~/ TrtNIIIOfl '1,-.--
flfl"fl9 QJrD 
Sooltriu.etJFor 
Ft~U Of RoltOffftl 
I 
SEE INDEX NOS. 41"1. It 95 • SCHEME t. 
FI'Of/1 ,_,. 01 lii.,INJ &lt:ltwJII" 1 ~.~~=/ ::,f,~~ 
IJfVIfl 01- ttwl tllltl~ It~ ~ [ * # .f~f611Jiflll F~ WIIIIJ Poll 
I .•" .r/'y·AIIYDt-orlt>l..,., 
~-(1 ~-~~ ~-~~-p,"i -~·~· ,.J" 1'. S,_aR""""' ---~~ ___ _::~--- -=-1~...,..-..:--.:-_ ... _,.,... b - r""'mflllB 1n 
,r!'l! 1<1 f.'1 111 IY1 f1-----..-'11il.,...,. or~ 
I 
Trrlffiq !CIIfltG I T"'I• ·D_. frttrofll I 
E•411rq Cl.trb 
S&IOindu• For 
FfJ/Jf Of lftiiiOiful 
SEE INDEX NOS. 91. It 95 • SCHEME I. 
f I"MI&lll .. .. ---.E,IItfhglniOQTTJI~SioiiWfdt CUrb. 
'rl'fl(l1o Rollt!!f r TNit--BK/111 Rtti'OIIf 1 ~ ~ Qwrlroll Trott~WIII ,_ _ RMCWt PcrliM ot Cl.wt> AI R«NIM For Polt 
---"V- - - - ---- fkiOMfllt, NN Of QKD Rl1fVWII To Bt FIMMI 
Smoffl Md &M ~~~~~ Ad]offllflfl Ano. 
SEE INDEX NOS. 91. It 95 • SCHEME I. 
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INIII!Hdkt• IW" Mer t1t R«~Jtr.t. 
Soo lrdu /llw.f/2. Or .flS 
For NrfN»It $/)t1c/()JI, ~ 
,,..,,.,.o;E,,,,,._, l L_'\_ ~ 
6 Beglfl Or tnd l.tl•tlnq &ldgt t , ~ J , 
E1.fdlrtt1 F,td Vl/1111 Pwf 
j .... 1 .~ • ....... '$-... ,$~ 
"'"'"'""' ~:U::::---::-:~~- .. ~ .......... ,WWJ ~=-·-:t:.';~.H , 00 ~ ~ ----' w § ~ M ~I 
'l ,, l ;iCti.UttQ~SJoJ 
I IWI&fll ._ 
- -+---- TroflfoffltllfrtOIThllf •8eQ!IIoRflroflll ~ r:uortkt~ll TroMIIkllt 
SEE INDEX IIOS. ~1. 6 ~5 • SCHEJIES 3 6 • 
lltttrllfOdlaJt Pwf• lkll & lf«~J/Ied, 
Sft fMtA 1101. <Ill Or 41~ 
For Ntuw.m Spocl,_, 
FtMI F<n Of b.I!'I IMJ 8tJek.,ull I ~ I 
08<QihfK£Mbl,,.flll ... l - 1 
I .~·'i) I •* . .,• 
EAIII;ftiJ Fllrtd Wl/riJ Polt 
(AI•IIIttJ IM~r•~Mthforctd ~ ~ 
Stlf"Y 0/fb Or Sld.alt 
cs• MtfllfNM r~t~e~~W~UJ. 
s .. /Nit1 JIOI, 4ft. Ot (15 '" ~$Jot} Conllgllr~lwt#. 
Sp«~ $feel Post For~ 
r~rlc·&on TfD!tiJtkltY 
t.dstlrq OJrb 
Stt lrrJ~N F" 
f'.C. Of RtJ,Ofi••J 
--'t- ~r----_-_-:_ ______ 1::,.,. ~ .~ •• ~ .. ~~t:Q" .k 
--~------------~}, ~~~=·~-~ -··* ~~ 
- - '"' 
' 
, , .m, m lil·l 
rta~r~ RtJJNtto 1 rNI•·a ... lfet11flt 1 
-
. 
1
;: Krr PwH r ,., 8411~ +~Cuonltoll f~ Elfllfii'IQ .A/:41roodt SkJb 
S££ INOIIX IIOS. ~t. 6 ~5 • SCHEJifS 3 t 4 
!~l#tlrq OJr.ll 
ltJJ•r!Hd~ft Polt1 Jl<tl/1t RftiJirld. 
SNirrl., lklf,l/lt or 415 
F"orllffrflt111Spqcl~. 
Frottl f"O:. or C~llllft9 &otw'IHI 
" !)lOIII Or End l1.1sf/ng lJI'~ 
~:.~::~~~lit ./[ .,.--....., '"1""7 II ..,.---, -cr =rr '¥'I I .J_.... I I II I I I I 
- --.,_ Trame ADflfltO I Tftl'lt •B.om lttl~fll 1 .+. Roodwqy GuotdrtJII Tf'fJIUUkltO + 
SEE; IIIOIIX IIOS. ~~~ 6 ~5 • SCHeiES 5 6 6 
INtt#MdiDif /I()Jt# t/IJI 8t Rfi(IIJfttd. 
SN Index fiOI, .frt Or 415 
For Nl•rrr~tt S/»olfVI. 
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Cxl•tlng Cllro 
S•lrrlu.•Far 
f"«:t Of IJII/IOfflfl 
lA~fln; Curb 
Set lfW1tAtl For 
FtJM Of ltliJOffltl 
£.1141/rq euro 
Sttflt4uNror 
foe. Of Ro/10/lut 
- -'1---
frrJIIf For.• rN E•lstlng ~If· 
Min I)' End bllllfiiJ BtldQf 
Frrxr1 F~ Of E.rl4llfl!ll tJctw/1• 
IJ~Ift g, Od flliiUfftl 8rlrJQt ' 
Sl*hll St1tl f1'ol1 fot 
Rrit:ldwfr; Thrlt· kw 
TrtNifi()(W 
. i .,.• 
--r--· I' ~" " :T ----_-:,-------1'~+~··-"" ~ _,.r 
... --- -~·o;:..J""_._,...r..r$ ...... 
- , 
SEE INDEX /lOS, -fTJ t -fT6 • SCHEME 2 
RoattNrly CUardroll TronsltiDfl 
SEE INDEX /lOS, -fT J t -ff6 • SCHEME 2 
£..r/.f,l/f19CIJfO 
MtttMdkllt 1"0111 ~ a·• RtOJiftd, 
SH /tJd.x HU. 41J Or <11& 
f9r JJtfff'I(Jif $pqt;Jfr}l, 
frat~! fra Of f xlt/lfttJ &ckwall 
' atQ,, Or trw:~ t.lllkllnq &-tt19• 
Ex/11/fiO Fklrtd Wlf'IO I'D.JI 
£111stlro lnl-r;u~R.MnftJrc.d ~ Silob 
Sff.ry Q.lro or ~14t*fll 
16' 111flllf'f.JIIfTitkJ~I. 
,.,. fttdM Nof,.fiJ Or 416 for 
A/¥JTO«// Siob Corll/gJrfd/oM, 
SI*HII StttiiWI For~ 
Twt• ·BeM r~mOM 
SHirwl.xwr:or r ~TJ kfJ 1 !!r' --~ m ·r ]''r ]"r II I I I I { 
ftiGW 01 Atl/IOIIHI - 7 ~ · ElllllltV NJprOtfltlf s.toO 
....:=:-TroM/11«1 llld, In 
- ~ A.blenct ()(Qwb 
t.l.l&lff'II/Appro«;;lt$/ob 
EMJilllfiOhl/#tJf'J/AppnJttc/J$kJbWldt Ct.ri. 
.,_ - lfllflfJIII PorliOII rff OJfO AI Rtq.Jiftd 1'01/Wf 
Jf~f. At«1 Of Qwb RtMIMII To lie Flnllh 
Sml»lfl Md Evtlf YIJI/1 kl}olnlnt~ Net~. 
£)JI//fr} Q,rO 
S•lntlaxNFor 
tPo.tl~fl~ 
Tftl(fltJ /tl/1/llf ( rN-It ·S.. !ft;,.ofJ' I 
SEE INDEX /lOS, -fTJ t -ff6 • SCHEMES J t 4 
fi'Oflt f"(I(Jf Of flliSIIf'lg /Jtdwol/ 
.. (Uo/11 (N tJWI E.rllfli'IO &I• 
tntttJNdlot• fWt1 Mf:¥ Bt RtWiffd, 
Set lfldu /lot. (IJ Or .flf. 
For NttrMtt Sptlef~. £611/lng florrd Wl'nQ Poll 
E.d,lf/'lf11flt1J9rt/IRf/llforcOtSJ«Jrc«<ISIOO 
SGftl'1 Cvrb or Sld-«t-
f6•11rnltNm Thlci.nt.J.fJ. 
Stt ltlt/111 ,_,if/J Or~~ For 
A,pprtJtJCh Slob CrdlgtlrolfOM. 
SptQJot St••' Pwt ror iffxltlwfly 
T~le ·&«. TrtNJII«w 
-~. 
fa. fN Rot/011,~ r (T_J 7 fTJ .. n= rr,.-. m 'T l ' r , "r I I I I I I I 
rrolfiO Aollltlf r TtrJt· a .. lfttrotn 1 
SEE INDEX /lOS, -fTJ t -ff6 • SCHEJJES J I 4 
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ltrterNtJhtfe IWII llay 1M Rfii/Uirtd. 
S• Wu b. ~J or 41& 
For Nt.,rrtlle SiJo:lfiM., 
F~l F«:t Of EtTIIINJ IJ«;//:wf/1 I ~ 't 
• ~lr. Ck EM b1J1lftll Bridge --!.. it1811~~-6d ' . EN/ of Et}lfl"'l 
.t-'1 'T T /#;~ ':.~-_..1#.. I dtffi1('*':""":""'," ... '"" """"" ~ I "" =!" .. ,1 y -s,..,.."', t,.,,,.,cu,• • ~""""~ ~ ~ ~ SMINIU.&I For -L -~ F~Ofllllt()(fnt ::;> k Y " f n lj ' EAwtNJA{JtpiOtJd!Uio 
II-Ktyi'NII f /lwfiJoltll - Tfflffk lfiiiUM~ITMit•81fG111Rtfrrillll ~G4/orrk~-
SEE INDEX 110$. flJ t 416 • SCHEIIES 5 t 6 
lltttrffttldhttt Awl~ lkly lU R~lrlld, 
SH lhd« NH.41J Or ~~ 
For Allor~r• Sp«TIIQI. 
FI'Oflf FlJCf Of EtfSI1f1V Bt:1cl:woll ~ 
' BIIGJII Or &d ltllflntJ 8rld(}t ~ I L... \ - -1 
.i-bl41ffll0 Poi'olltl Wllfo ~~ 
• !".j "I --- ---y~;.nl-
•nn•••• "•} 
.( ~ -~ [;] 1'11 /..',..,""" •- m ..,.,.. orONo 
5' 
t 1 II I I 
CAIIIIrq QuO ! ~ ~":,,~;... '--t , ..... - s ... 
rmrJQ Rtlllf~tt~ c ,,..,,·tiMID R•Jrotlt J 1 lbltJwt1y GWn~r~ll r~uton ,____, 
SEE INDEX 1105. flJ • 416 • SCHEIIES 5 • 6 
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~'::~~~b:;':tlr9~  
I £.dsflrl9 Pc-rpcr1d'reuhr Or Nqltd WfrtQ Posf RelfJI'J'I'ed / SW:IIJJSIIIIPoJIFOf~ 
E¥111/nt; Rlllllf19 RtiWW~  r--Trh _.,.... Tlrl•·~ TrtiMIIlctu 
' ~·---·-·-·-EII#If'IQ CIJrb ---------- -----.1---f ~ X 
SH """'" For I - < ~ 
·-·--1 ~ ~ ~ r·~fLR ' Qrtw l.JrJ•:.:;;' ~ 
• -"'"•--l ,__ ... ,...,,. ,..., .... ;,,,..,,_ .... 
--" TntlffcRoillnQ(Tbrit-B.aelttlroflll I lft:MJt!wlayfNcrtltviiTIYifUU;q, 'lr--
' I 
SEE /IIDEX 110. 414 • .SCHEJIE I 
FTtlltl F~ Of El.fMirw:/ &Jctwoll 
• 8~/h Or- E'Jd bin~ Btfd{Jt l 
t.ll81lflflltlll/it9Mdl'orollt1~ 
Wl,.l'orltl.-<4 r··-·-- --------"T. -T-
0/$//IIIJQifO , 00 ~~ , SN lndtxu For / 
F«» (1f lftl110ff4et ,.. :.r 
Tfrll(ftJ lttailinQ t TIW'lt•B,_. Rtirotlt i 
l 
SEE 111DEX 110. 414 - satEliE 2 
Ut&f~OJTIJ 
S. frdtJXMFor 
,.(1011 or R4110fr~., 
CilliiiOQ' CIJr~ 
Scto lndOAtJIIFor 
Foc. Of lttJIIOf'fHI 
bJstlfl9 ktt~l Appmtx:f! Sltlb 
'tlfde tl.rb.. Rlllfltln PcrfiM Of Q.vC 
N Rrq.~fred Ftv fl'o61 Plocd!cQI. 
N«1 Of C\rO R•~l TQ S. Flfl~f/1 $MrMh 
Nttl l'tfl't tilth M/r~lntrq Ar«J. 
SEE INDEX 110. 414 - SCHEJIE .3 
Sp«Jot St,.~l Post For ffrlorlwfry 
Tl'lrie-Bco. TI'QM#ions. 
blsJtf)(JAppro/:JI:It$MO 
£.('sting /111~1~ $Jab 
'f/lift C\.vtl. RMf11n PorlkltJ ()( C\lrtl 
As ~1r«t Fr PfMr PlocetMfll. 
Nee Of Q.rb RUliiHOI To Bt FIMJII Sltoolfl 
Md E'vm 'llffll AdJ~nfltv Are~:~. 
SEE IIIDEX 110. 414 - SCHEJIE .3 
Sp«;~StttlfliMIFVfii:Jod'wf!y 
Tllrlt-tkall Tn'JMIIIOM 
.EdtUrttJ/VJIH'O«<JSJob 
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Fr01t/F~ 01 «ltllf'IQ 8at;btoll 
& Bt~gln Or £M blstlttg Brl«;e -..J 
I 
Tfdfk: lttJJI!Ito ~itl#l"9 Rc1/l.ng Rtlti!INt!d ""' : 
tVerlkJfJ/Fcrc.RetroflltCOIUINCI~ :-:::;..., ____ \_ tf:'t I __ 
\. I 
£•i#ffi(J PttPfN/k:tJMr Or Attglrd VI/no Pwl R«<~~Ve4 
Pklte Flr8t Post~ 
Cl.cr Of WI(IIJ Wolf 
TI'OI'dii/Ofl 8/ot.t In AMti'ICfl Oll'!ri 
bf#tnt/ OlriJ - S.. N¥/t¥.t11 !..---""' j I """= blnf"9 ~$Job 
, 0 , /'or.:. Of ICHUW OffMf fto«Ntt1y Qwrlroll TtrAS•IIOit 
Ttdllo Nllinv lVtrJ/wl F«» R#lrofltl 4 
Front Foe. ()( t~141frtg &r:l:wft/1 :-t 
• 8e-{11n Or £ttd £xl$1/f19 Bridge 
b.l~tl.ngft:Jitlrqlfeiiii!Ned --......_ 
Exr.stfllg CUrb - s .. tndcrt$ 
For ft~M Of R4nlhfJ (J((ut 
SEE INDEX NO. 4IJI • SCHEME I 
- TrfllfkJRoii/IIQlVtrtkiOifoc. RtfrofltJ ·~ 
SEE INDEX NO. 4IJI • SCH£JIE 2 
• 8t9,-" Or £Illl Ex.lstlltfl 81'~ TroffiD!tolllfiQ IVutlootFaoe RaiT0/111 
&J$l(f111~$1ob 
Front f~ ()( EllnlfiiJ 6ocbtoll  l"ort!!'-1 WliJ9 Po4t RcllftNtt/ 
/ 
un T1lt7l 5' 1n LMgttJ ConJtrwted 
EM/~11¥} ltrJJII.flg RNfiN~  e ~ /-TnNitfOII Bf«<lln AM~ Of ad 
. 1.1. - .- - ~ . , - .I ~ 171 lXI IX:'1 (;, 
E~l$tlng /tlllllf'IQ RUJflfell 
TfV(flc Ro/11119 
:%~":~}:,~~=ll 
lVu11CtJIF~ R~lrofll' COI\Jtnx:ted ~ 
l . Ill , ,,_....... 
blstl/'111 FIOrN Wing /WI RMJ~~~~td. 
Trotn~ lttlllng tV#rtiOIII F«7t Rtlro/111 C«tssrur.trd 
£d411~YJ curo - s• tnd&t&t u_tntii!J Appn./«11 SJ:rb 
For Ftlee Of fMfiii'(J Olftel 
SEE INDEX NO. '*II • SCH£1/f J 
£~8/ff)g Flt:Jnd 'If/ItO Pon R.e(lt(W~, 
Troll It: lt:lillf"J (VHtlool Foce kotrof/1 I CIJMtruc.tH 
C.tllf~ CUrb - SN ll>doxd J:;:>L 1 I I : E•lllf,.- Sf«> 
Ft~r F«» Of Rrlllfrq Dffftl ~ GuorrJivll r,.,.itkln 
-'tl rllJfflo /billf'4 rV.niCt!JI F«e Retrofit I 1 
SEE INDEX NO. 4IJI • SCH£1/f J 
, , '\LE,mt,.- Sf«> 
U18tltq0Jtb- S.. Thtl•=;!,C::.N::.C,/ott II ~~JTrtY~SIIIM \----
tndtlhlt For F(J(» Of • 
1 
RJJnlf90ffut ---'It Trcfflcltt/ll~~gtVcrUt'JI#For;c ftct~lt~ 
SEE INDEX NO. 4IJI - SCHEME 2 
Note: 
*ti'~ 12! x f• TNic ·&r/l!! TcrMIItOICMnet:hNPkJte (~o.f/p Pk#ei.And f"'. xI~ LDnt} 
HS He11 &Ill AIJIIIM8 t S Req(/. J Willi t.$• 00 Pklfn Rot.1tw1 WfU/Ier1 l.lndt' H«Jds And IMI 
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Ff'Q/'1/Foct: ()( £x.i$tinq 8t:/ckwttlll 
• 819i1t Or End E~tl$1/nfJ 8ri~ ....,i ,.,..- Edstlnt~ PvrtJIIel Wlfi!J Pw.t 
r -------:r-----/-----... m r-...,,.. ·-.. """"" O(OHO =======--=~== !=======": ~ 
£•In! .. OK>-.,,.,,.,_~-----'--) __ _!j( j R R R R ~ 
FOI' Ft:JU or lttlrllflll onut I *.--rrr II '\ 
I 7 b41/no-Siob Tlflff~RtJIITftl}tVef1k:141Foc. j I 
RttroWJ I RoatlwcyCutxdloiiTrtJI'I$11101t ~-
~ Trof/k;Rrllllf!9( V.,rktllfflfaRttrofltJ I 
Froft/ F«.e Of Exi#fhO B«:bbffll 
~ 8ff/lfl Or EJtd bf.st/fttJ 8rlf/I!Jf 
SEE INDEX ItO. «12 • SCHEIIE 2 
lAistlr!tlfkrMI ~-~'~ lltllofDllillttJ 
~SIOOV{tfl•l I 'fiiiNJPost .. #"#\~~ \ 
---------.:--_~-r-- "'IY•-~""~ t Tf'OMilion BJocA Itt Ab.st~tt:. or two -------~:~-=--=-~#, I 
nl4111q CUrb • s~e ktde~e.t I r - - --~ - - -- -l ---- :¥. l l I d -' I I I I I I I I 
,.,. FIICf or RoJJrrq Olf4et 
. .,.
Tmflk; &lliltO IVIrliOol ftu, ~Jtrl/111 
SEE INDEX 110. «12 • SCHEIIE 2 
""''' 
Tf'(J((IC Roll/no 
I V«tk:OI Foe. Rttf'fflt I 
b.llllf'4 Q.ri • See mdexu 
~or F~ Of Aolllftfl Off&~t 
Front fooe rx £11i¥llnt;~ Bot:l:wt:lf 
~ Brgin Or EM E~ti1Urrg 8Tklge 
~ :-t-1~~~~------- I "~~ -:•----======:t~:::::~~~~? 
Trail~ Railing IVerlkDI Fa:.t Refro/11 J ~ 
SEE INDEX 110. «12· SCHEIIE :5 
£_.1$1/Jtg Appro«:~~ Sid& 
Froot Foe. Of EA41llf9 &d:ttlol/ 
If IJ«<llt Or Etwl Ul#lAf! Br~ 
TrflfOclkiiUnq 
fVvflgQiron ~'~"' 
Exl#lng Qlrb - SC'f l~uu 
For F~ Of !tout~ ()lfnt 
I . _..,-b41fno Flwtd Wllt(l/'ost ~ 11-; ; ""\...,......- bf#h'q ktt~lt1 R1ifJforr:H Wfdf C&rb ,., -;(i./A. $p«;iol$tn1PwtFor~ 
--------:n• • ••· •=-=-'".,s .., s:;.1J ~ ..,-... ... ~ Tlvi•·B._ TrtJM/U(IM .:.::::::t,. _...-.-.-.-.-.-= ~~S~ :;o>" / r . / ' ... ~ 
Fr :: __ .... _;- __ - -! !~ ..........-:en I I 'r rc rc I I ":1 1 -~E1tl$h'lf(I~SIQO 
*tr x12• Jl f• Thrlr •Brom TtralfJOICOitii«!!r PJote l8or;IHJp Pfote i,And I' II x lt: /.,DntJ 
HS Hex ~In And MJts f 5 Rrqd. l With 2'#• CD piq,'n lbl:wJ 'IIO!Shen Undt:r H~ And Mils 
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Trvfflo Roll/ntJ 
ft'Mt Foe. Of UI$1/NJ ~~~ I 
,. e.g,,., Or End E.rJ#If'lll er E.rrn;nv P.r(>e('ldJoJW Or MQrtd 'Wino f!Wt ;rfl ~<"1. / / PkU FlntPtm~ 
Tfflff" Ro!IINJ 
f'lerllcol Foe. Rotrvtn J 
-~---------"- 1--clettrOfWlrt(JWMI 
: _Q: ::::::::: ~@ f7l / TI'tm/1/011 810cklfl AI'Atn« Of a.t) 
.n M/Gl r< 
Exlt#11)9 aND • Su htdtlltl 
F« Foe. Of RrJIII"4 orrur 
--'1. TrofflfJ /lo(llhg r Vtrlicol Foe. R•troflt J 1 
'T,.(fk;Ro/llllfJ 
IVHtlaal FtiCil Rtlrvf/1 J 
SEE /IIDEX NO. 482 - SCHfJIE I 
fJfJIII Fcce ()! Ull'litrJ ~I 
• a,.;. fJr EM E•lsllng lid .. , , 
::-=rr=-=====-=-==-=-=rr:;-:::
6 
==--" Ill I ~ 
Cx/#f/IYJ Ff!Y~ Wlftiil Post 
bllfi Wl~ Sit» 
t.rl$tlf'4 C'IJrtl - S•• Jfkfu•• __..,. 1 t- Key IWt r t 
For Fcce Of Rolling 011$•1 I RtxRwr1y Gwrdroil TraJ~itkJn : J 
~ TrtlffltJRt:JJiillgfVertk:Jo/FtJI»R•frtJfltJ I 
SEE INDEX NO. 482 - SCHEME 4 
fi'Oflt Fe. {)( £lf4till0 &cNo/1 
t 809"' fJrEM E•lstl"" IV,.,.l 
----rr---_-_.._ .._ ----------~· --~------------X 
b/$1fn(} Fltxtd Wl~t~~ Pwl 
FrontF«»OIEili#inq/Jochlolt_ 1 ;;::-
• 8 ttglfl Or EJid Exlstlllg 4rld9t ----...
1 
..,_ f ..J. Wltle ~ C<Ntrt.r;t«!llttrgn#/y 
ffflfllcflffllllltll 
(VvttooiFO« ~ttrofltl 
-:T±_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:-:F·==-~ ~ * ~ ;_p' J- •rth EJt.lstlrq ~ SIQb 
Exi#/"9 CWb • s .. llldf.te.s 
F'OI' F«:t Of RIJIIII)g ()fflfl 
Ttoffle RtJJIIM ( Vutlea/ Fee RrlffJflt i 
SEE INDEX NO. 4!12 - SCHEJIE 5 
Tf'fJIIIORhlllNJ 
, • .,,.,,..,. "'"'"" --1 .... a ' 11 !. 1 1 u 11 
O.lstfllg CUrD 4 s,.. 
/tlduts ForF«• Of 
/talltngOffs•l 
SEE INDEX NO. 4112 - SCHfJIE 5 
fVerl/coiF:~ Rrtrof/1'""1=> ...,. 1 ~ I U f ----
f.Jtlsflf19 Awo«J1 Stvb 
No''' 
*21• ~ 12• .t ~~ Thllt·8ft'lllt TMIIiMI CoMfC!or Pl«f r 8oct ·Up PI« I ), Md f- • x U;- LtJ111J 
H$ Hu &Its A/'111 MAl C 5 R_.. J With 2J• 00 Pklln lbl1d WosMrs f.lndH Htods Md IMJ 
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£t1ntng CiJTb • se~ kfduu 
FO<F ... (){Rql/ ... (){( .. 1 " I ~Vi I 1 I 
t , .. tPitta l'woiJtt Wlf'lfJ !Wt Rftl!IN.t tiMI Tll7f;~( "== E•.isNno Appro«Jt Slob 
ltllllfngtVel1kxH'«<tltttrofltiCQI'ISirur:1ed t ~~oiiTTflfllilk.Jn ~ 
.a_ T_t_of_f_it;_I63!HI'JQJXt_tj_i!J!I!_(_oc._84_f?!J!H_I ___ j 
SEE IIIDEX IKJ. 453 • SCHEJiE 2 
Ff'CIIt F~ Of EAI:Jfl~ lJI:Jt:kwv/1 
&-B~ill or Ehd E:r.JnlrtO &fdQ~ l 
C.t/41/rq&tllflfl~lllt:lnd 
T'Offlo Rolling ~ ---...._,_ 
tVutiwiFtMit•trofiJICiottsl"""'td :----~-, Itt 
, i , Iii I ~ 
0}Sf/IJIO QM'l) • S.t tfttHJttS 
F~ FtJCe Of lftiiiiN/ OffUI 
,, E>III ... _SIQb 
I ~Cwr~ll Tf'OIISII!M "., 
-~ Trotf1cllrtll~tVtnltXJIF«:tR•rr()fltJ 1 
SEE IIIDEX IKJ. 453 • SCHEME 2 
N(}ft• 
Ff'OIIJFtJC• Of EATitlftll ~t:]' 
• B,qlll or Ehd E.tl•tihO tkld(Jt--.. 
EA/$1lr11J PHf#tdlwltN Or Angled Wlf'IQ Wall. PrJ$/ RMI'#I'td 
bltllfiQ CINb • Ste /l'tMJtU 
For r~ 01 ltJIIing Offs~t 
,.---,~.., 
I _,__, 
~------------:~~--~ ! 
T ' 
~ -rrotllclfllffll!fiVtniOfltf.:.R•tront J 1 
SEE INDEX IKJ. 453 - SCHEJIE I 
F~t Foe. Of Ex4tilt(I/JockwoJI 
• (Hqln Or EN! E11isflng IJr/dgtl ~ 
E11Wft)g G\Ar& • Sn lrtd~A.U 
For Face Of lfrllf{(IIJ Offset 
Cltl~llf"4 l'lilllf/19 Rt~~~o:wal NIJ TfUif~ Nil~ • 
lV..rlk)IJ{ Foe. RtlrOIII J COMtfiJCJed 
- -11. Trofffo /Wlf!!g_ fVtrl/Cfll Feu Retrom _I 
fTCIJI Feu Of £x1$tfrJg &lcl:woff 
I> &gin Or £lid EA/$1/ft/1 Brldf/t! ~ 
E.x/$1ifttl Qri · St~ lrtduu 
For F«» 01/ltJililto Offset 
£tlstltw} Roiltng RMtNtd And Trofflo Rtl/1/rq 
r VerlkxN Foot RelrQf/f J Cion#rur;I«J 
SEE INDEX IKJ. 453 • SCHEJiE :J 
SEE INDEX IKJ. 453 • SCHEll£ :J 
Eltl#lt'/IJ Floret/ Wlrq Po# RemtNrd 
Ntd Tmfflo RD/Jf"'J tVtNiool FOCI: Rtlrtlfft J COMirtiCied. 
Edt;te of A/J(IrOtldt Skt.l Vor"it.t 
s~e Sttu!JUf•.t trdtA No. ~• 
For Approqch SJt:O Collllgur¢10M. 
E6lstlrq l'kXtd WI~ l'wl RM~~rNod 
Am Tr(J(fk Rr.tlllrq fVtrlloolfoc• Rtltof(tJ Con$1rvctt4 
C~o 4f J.pprotJtb Slo& VariH 
Se~ $~s lndu No. f7f 
For~ $klb Crlnf(gtJf"fi/(OM. 
*-tl" ll IZ• 6 t Thf'le·BfOIIIJ Ttrmlnt;J Cotttlcttx f'ktlt ( Boc#.·Up Pktft I, Md J• e HS He.K Bolli And Nuts 112• tong Ftw 
St:Mtoe I Md Lfll9tll T" FJt F<N' SdlfmU 2 Md J) IS Rftld. J With zj• OD PIO!n lttJt.nd tlfoWfl ~f H«XXs Md Nun 
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NOTES FOR TRAIUNG END TRAFFIC RAIUNG 
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THRIE -BEAll RETROFIT NOTES 
"'~s<'"-1-J-
/. Wh~r~ Gvardnlll ExiMslMS Ar~ R«~Jlr«< B~'jOI'III TM Tntllfftl/ EM Of /Jrldges 
Wllh TrtJf!lc R4/tlft9 Vtrllcol F~ !fttroflls , Q#d((J/1 ~101'4 To TM 
&l<foe ~1111'19 WIIIBt: By SPECIAL END SHOE for W48~ fil#dfoll EktMIIM$ 
Nit/ 8)' THRIE·BeNI T£!fJIINAL CCNNECTOR For TNit·B«JJIJ Gl.lordrol/btfi)II()II.J. 
2. tnsto11W·81Jam SptclaiEndShtJtS and Thllt-BttJIJJ TtrmllltiiC~ With 
~-Up Plalt:s, And J•• HS Ht:.X &IJs AtwJ Nuts (12• l..or¥/J Wlf/1 f4' OD PJoln 
ROIJI'Id Washers Under HfJOds And Nuts ( 4 R~lred For Spec/of Ettd Shoes And 
5 R«~Uir~ For Thrle ·&om T~rmlftOI ~J. ~·Up Pklt~s For $p«l41 
Ettd Shou Au IZ""' 12• • i• And For T~,.,lftOI ConMclor tJ• ~t.lt• .t j". 
J. ~t For CtJnM!c11ttg Trt~lllfiiJ Efld Sp«:iol EM Shou And Tlvle ·&om U.mfnol 
CfJM«:for1 To Trofflo llclllft9 V~rtlOal F(lt;f Rtfi'(Jfits Wll/8t: Jkldt (J()der 
Thf COIIIrtJCt Unit PrJ« For GtJordfoi/BtldtJt Arttt:tttHot;~ A#tmbly. fA.. 
/, See lnd~x.~s for bridge fhri•-~'R trafflo ralllrQ r.trofffs.. 
2.. Trolllllt) •nd rptNTJroll to btl PtJid for IJI'f(/• r lht contract uttlt prlt» for lilt portnl f'OOIIrtWiy guonJroiiJ 
ertd mtesvre Includes ltlltJth of eiJd MCIYJ~ ossembly, odd!IIOMI poymenf mde for end ~
ossembly. No odditiOMf~t forCOMt!Ofittg ~ tllrle·be<Nn to brldg~ Jr,.l~-bttotrt r~frofff. 
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New Hampshire DOT 
New Hampshire approach rail 
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New Hampshire approach rail 
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New Hampshire bridge rail 
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New Hampshire bridge rail 
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New Hampshire bridge rail 
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New Hampshire bridge rail 
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New York standard double box beam 
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GENERAL NOTES 
® ;:~ ~:;~ :S!!1::,:C-~~:~~!t ~~~~~.u,: ... ~t~~~~~!ar:' 
Tlt:4NSII!Oh(O TO A $tOOTH COHNECitOhl I ITM OTHtll Gt,WIORAH. OR 
UIUJCMt "All. lNG l.S S HOWN [LSU iii:ltl OH f'U.HS. 
® ~~~:~~':.."':: ~i:N~~i~~~~~~:~~~~4EL~wr::;s~o'o'r ;~;IKAL 
U.I«JlHS 'lll'lnt I'O$T 8~1" $1..0T$ '01t COtiNtCTIOH TO POSTS, 
@ lOlli 1111.\.l. K OF lUfFI~IEHT LlHIHH TO (XT(HD UIROVC:)t THE fUlL. 
lMJClHESS t6 TliE NUT .. NO NO liCit£ tH.ut ~· !EYOHD IT. 
® CUAROA~IL nu.r IS 1K'S1M.LEO ~ t Uit'l! WITH A lt.lDJUS 01 ISO F[Ef 
Ott l.f$5, WU IE SHOff C:U'Y(Q, 
(j) STEEl. POST .Sif.ALI. IE: IL.OU£0 OUT. 4 I* IC ,. WOOO IM.«~·OU1 Sll.lll. 
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GENERAL NOTES 
1. For II'Of'e ott·OJ I : See tr.«BGf , SGT, CII"'CC NBCf lt'OI'I8!t1CJO etCII"'IOO"O ane.te. 
2. Qvonthl .. o f '"-t OI b9cn1 ~<' t~ lt.$GFl Of l~lvi<M:~I OdOOt ton<~• 
or-• 6I"'IWW"\ .,,...,..... in 0 10'\1, 
3. u.se over'OOtJ csol t y troffio c.aon f« tne CVI"I"ent yoor to oe>ttrn.lno M&Gf 
t~n or nHO In oecoroanc. .. uh '"- Aooowoy o .. ;fTI ~· un•••• o t herwl .. 
eoeeiri e<l, "'*'• eiO'ificont rroffic vot\.e!!le or<wtn ia on·ticiootecl on to.o 
vol~ co~7SO •OtJ nr~ya, uae l enQth deteml noi"!Of"'a tor tne n toner vot une 
cot~. 
4, WBOf moy not o. r~lreo T"O eni•ICI ()a-per~....-. en4 of orf<IQe ~.nteee o,.....,. 
obetoctee within ,..,. hQrlzon"fo t c tecronoe l imite or OPPOelno trofflo lnctlcot• 
o wacr conaldW'otlon. 
5. TtJrm11101 on<:hQir e.ctlon4 tl, A.$1 cr• Qnl )' tor- dQ'Wna-uean -"<1 onc:horooe veoQO 
outaloe tne norrzontot ctoor~ oroo or ooooet nQ tt'offlo. 
6 . Dl t'K-1' 00f"'"''60tlon of WI8-Dr 101' 6' •3" l)Otf 8C)OCI"' wl fnovt tt'Ot'lthlonl t o 
concr•'• rol l It onty f«" oo-ntt,..ton ,.-olt QOI'IneQtlor\l oute loe ,,. hQr'l zQI'It ol 
ctttcronce oreo of ooooelno trofflc. 
r. tne crown . ; 11 oe wioeneo to~· l,IQCI, lyoico t ty tne cro-n 1 ine 
.noutCJ oe 2'· o· from tl'le oocl( o f 11'le loBCot ooat. Tni a ooe»tiu to,.. 
QOI'Ituuotlon on I'ICiw o ll~t Qt' ..,.,.,... ex i e-tlno rOO(Irilt:Ty QI"O.t MOt ion le 
to be widened to ~ncr.oee rooowqy wiQi-n, t nla ooee not ooot y to renob-
lt l t ot-ion work......,.. • xiatino rooct-cy crOio'l"' wiotn ie ~o be r eta ined 
cs.. Tyoloot O"Qee $9o'flon or ..ecn . 
a. ~~t~~c!;•.~;::,f.i1'n!• ~;!~~~  =;';?.:' w~n-='~oOOwCiy 
CLone•' $houtoer 0"901 <;rOW\ tnouto btJ ftore<l ot 'he rot • of tS; 1 
<Lonoltvclinot , l ot.,.au. Lenotn at ffltae oriooee anou1<1 oe Ottei'WIIneo ce 
atoteCJ coove Of' tne ltt'IQ-th neces.s<Jr"y to loaot• the t .erWincJ eno ot o 2' • o· 
otrect fr'"on tt'IOUI<J9C"" •ClOt· ..nlchtver I$ Ql"'eot ..r. 
9. Vorlot ton• In paat eooclnga ancYor tne use of apoce,. I> lOCke or ehlme may be 
r •q,i r"OCI 0) tne ti'IQin...- 1n Of"dfor to occcxmodOte tho ,.-tJOull"e4 rol l OOMoct lM 
to • • I at I no a"fructur••· 
10. frO"'>eit lon t enotn anc1 coet ~;no wi ll vCYy oe~ino on tno tranelttan -tyoe. 
frantl'f l on t yoe will oe .neo-n el ee..nere In the otone. 
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POSTS 2 THRU 6 
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"' POSTS 7 & 8 
SECTION B· B 
ttl<! 
to 
1. D..- •o If•• •lngle~eloro oeel gn tne k41• lStc l e not QPOI'GCrlote 1'01" UM 01 •-•-
~ tloelll ldle hlte .,_...,, ,,. dold eoncrete bOr'rler O"e oo ... IOII, e . g. lro QOI"I Of"ecat, 
roor- II It ~QDI""Iont for UM 1., o I"'"'"rool' NG!CII1 ..-..r.. bo:*.e ldiJ ooooelte d l r".ot 101" 
l'llte cr• 1 1~1y, 
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rn. ""' CIOlfi tnolt 1M tnatol lid ot ,,. OFOIJIW oro.nd • I• YOt lon CIOCJW tne o.,.tt.,.. 
OCI"' or r~ _.faa.. C'IKINI I OOO't<ICI oloroo or In fra"'t or w. sscc ayat- .lh:l l l 1'01 
bl Of".afW' ttton • lfiCifWI tn ,.IG"t. 
10, An COJeot ..,...,.,. 11"01 I be lt'lltOI I ed Q'\ '!'he ft'OI'"It Of tl'll. lft:IOOt Mod C11 
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RAJL BOLT DETAIL 
Wyo. Pr"oJ. X 
Sttoe1 BX o# BX Shee1 & 
PLAN 
IX p¢6ls r«(d 01> brldgol 
IX posts r«(d on opprooch slobs/ 
Nolo: IJ En.sur~ the expansion Splice is locotod in I he roii/M) panel which 
posses over the /Jrfdge expons/ol'l joint as lnd/C(J/od on the pion. 
21 Slots IJl<1t be om/1/0d tn $1ondorrJ .SI<lCVOS whero bolls oro requlrOd 
on ono •Ide of splice only. 
Jl Anchor bolts moy bo lOCk welded to OfiO/lOfogc tShOp or nctdl. 
4J AI pos/ loco/Ions. drill two 1 ~ ,;• hOles In tho rolls to receive rail 
bolls 15110{> or rlcldl. sea Post /)elolls (Of hole spoclng. 
51 Befao Installing rolls. point cut, drilled. or olhcrwisc dotrtag(XI 
surface oroos of Jhe rolling CQm/)()IIMis wllh two coors or zinc rich 
point oonformlng to tho roqu/romcnls of ASTII A 780. 
6J After lnslallll'tf) lh8 ralls, point exposed bolllhreods wllh two coots 
of zinc rich Point conrormtng to thb requlremtJnts of ASTII A 780. 
Wl'Q.Ioliii'IQ l*I'AAT.M II:"" 01' TllA~A,OM 
...,.._... 
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do no/ crUSit roll. 1 1 
1 
fTyp/INI SPliCes/ 1 1 . . J 
I 
-
1/ 
'-' 
-LExpon:on SJ:.V, 
~ 
j ( 
lA 
t::XPM/S/011 SPLICE 
fToP and oollom rom 
( 
!1911' 
Wyo. PI'OJ. X 
ShH• BX of BX ~~• 
X 
10/' 
Oonl/1! .i x 9 ISoo Bon/ 1'/o/o Soc lion! 
ELEVATION AT TERMINAL TYPE Q) 
ICorrugo/od boom gtJIJ(dro/1 connocl/on 
or 1>0 gtJIJ(dtO/ICOIIMCflon/ 
IJ Elltw lop or 0011om NJIIItt ltrm/ttol soc11ott IOOf oo 
lhel0f>9111 roll. 
2/ EMUre eoc11 rtllll""fflh I> con/INCJCJS uvor ~~~~""A' 
of IWo pos/& Rolli~ /!tolls pori of o type or I.!} 
IOUNttoll> <0111/NCJCJ$ If ollher /he lOP or om roll 
In lhe l.,fffltto/1$ oonfl- uvor " lltlnl- of IWo 
(JOSIS. 
31/n rdtt>biii(DIIott -~. tJIISIJfO rolllrw] 11>01 ctiMOI fooslbly 
bo .- coni/,._. .,., o tttlnllftUIO of IWo posts 1tos o 
- .. bo/lod S/11/oo. ~~ SpliCes moy be locolod on either 41/le of post. 
5J Not -· II>On one SPik» 1$ porllllllod por side of POSt. 
• ._, oloxportSIQtt $1J//oe$. 
61 Do flO/ ShOP $111/oe rolls. 
71 [I>S!JfO D btDCO 0Dr IS JNOCOJ/.. 2'·o;..[totO lho Sp/fctt ot>d 
of the shOt lor lube oltype(Z) ondvu larmlttol& 
81 Ensvro 11>0 fDI>r/ccltor proporos o SQfff)lo o/ the lndlcclod 
}oint ond Ills mocrOtJichod to domonslralo lhollho roqulrod 
offoclt.e lhrODII& DCilkNod. 
......... ,. .. . ,.Of! 'NA-TA-
Mf)ll ,..,.. . .. "" 
BRIDGE RAILING DETAILS 
TL 3_br2_ VS .dgn 
::~~::f:~~.;_;:...----1 
x .dgn 
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I 
f. Erwl Pool 
I 
6'·9 j• 11/nlmum-j:: --{_ X 
Slarwlo :::1 
( 
r 
L ~Poor ~if~ 
I I 
• 
ST ANDNlD SPliCE 
n0p or I>DI/om ro/11 
Ia 
PLAN AT TERMINAL TYPE @) 
(Bolls no/ snowni 
tEnd f'osl 
ELEVATION AT TERUINAL TYPE@) 
J 
J•__ I 
Ji• ::-v-~'-6" f Post 
~~ 
rTf1J l J.. l 1 
~ - -~d Sl-::::1 'I' ,.. ,.. S/ondor, 
( 
- . 
TS 6x 2x j /T~J 
Jl 
OOUBLE·BOLTEO SPUCC 
/Top or b0/10111 roll/ 
SPUC£ DETAILS 
ln._ 
~ 
.. -
1.1"' ~d 
~If 
( , ... lklles In tofj 
for i••.rJ j• I 
Hox Nul, Wosho 
Wos/IN, Wt 
do not 
nyp. 
J L 
CMI/01odl 
1 f••.r r-3" HS Bolt 
l<f'" Tl>tllw/2 HetNy 
Hex Nllls ( I Wosher or 
tl••xr-..- HS Twoodod 
Rod w/3 Hetlly Hex Nvls ! I WOSIIK 12 r«(d pot torm/11011 
&lr Tx I 
Place OI!Chcxoge betweet> 
Wyo. Pt'OJ,. X 
Shlot BX of 8)( Sheeta 
( ~~·· 
~ ':'r~r:'J';' s~":// 
SECTION C-C 
(Post 
SECTION D-D 
/Showing anchor I>Drsi 
I'P.Nol ()Oivotll1odt 
P/()C() odf!O ol'z-4_:FCiooroy lJ4r 2x I f/CJ$h w/ 
RF TS 6x2x j 
&1r Zx j xll·'J" I 
TS 6.r 2.r J (Typl 
BRACe BAR OCTNL 
fSee Nolo No. 7 J 
~ II £11/W lOP or 110110111 rOllin lormlt>al sec/loti '""'' be 
tho~rdl. 
21 EIIS<Xe ODCII rdll«>glh IS COIIIIIXIous ,_, ~ii-
of - po&ls. Ra/1/IIQ /hot/• pot/ of 0 typo ,.,,.,, 
Is <OOIIIIUCIU$ If tllhor II» /ep or 1101/0ilt 1 In lho 
termlt>al Is <OOIIIItiOU$ _, o ll!lii- of - po&/s. 
; Bolt w/ 1- /'-§_• Y 
•. ( L~t --r-- tm 
nth 110/11. I ~ ,. 'i 6" I 
Jltn rehot>llllollm -~. MJVro rdiii!Q lho/IXJMOI 
(00$1/ilf be - <OflllflJOUS "'"' 0 11>/n/- of -posts hOS o douO/o-btlltod spl/c& 
41 Sp/loo.s moy be /cooled m tiii>DI - of po&l. 
riJ$h rtlll. 
II sp/loo$1 I 1 
-· -
1/1 
L £xP<JIO;,on Sloev• 
.0. Ia 
EXPANSION SPLICE 
ll"Op end bOIIom ro/11 
J 
51 NOI more Ilion one sp/~ Is potnillod por sldo of post, 
•=~>f ol expansion sp/lotls. 
61 Oo not shop sp/lctJ rdls.. 
71 Enwra o l>roco '''" Is p/OCOJI.. 2'-0" from lho sp/lctJ end 
of the shorfor lube at fypll (9 /erm/110/s. 
~ •• ,.,.:oorr(llll' ........ ~ .. ..,...., 
"""""' BRIDGE RAILING DETAILS 
TL3_br3_ V8 .dgn 
..... - ~-- I OeiiQn s•ot JQn X I :.._t~torwo.Ho. X lsneo-t X ot X 
x.dgn 
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It, 
~ 
lo 
~ 
Slandon 
'ord Sleeve? 
~ 
t 
~Endi'D6I 
RF Abu/ I 
ce'6 ~ 
I ~ ~Q98 L-..__j '-----1----' 
I 
~-
, Post 
1'·6" 
~r£1 
D. 
sr AIIONlD SPL/CC 
fT ap or bolfom roll/ 
It 
J 
ELEVATION AT TERMINAL TYPE<;?) • VIEW C-C 
! tnd Post 
PLAN AT TERUINAL TYPE (5) 
tBolls 1101 slo,.l 
~., 1 ... i ,:, ll 
!IJ 
I 
E r• /fOIOS In tdl iCenlortd~f I'D61 
for r•xJ J• HS Boll"'/ I 1'-/i"' I ffl Hex Nul, Wos/>tf, C Loct 
Woshtl<. Wriii'Ch 1/flhl, ~· J• J• 6• 
do 1101 criJSII roll. I 1 
, 
1 
, ffyp/11111 SPIICW 1 .L J 
~r¥::"**2.f-~-::-=- -:.-:} ' -
J/1 
·-
"' 
.:> 
L [ xpons/on Sleeve 
IXXIBLE· IJOLTED SPLICE 
/Top or bollom roll/ 
SPUCE 0£TAILS 
l 
A !l 
EXPANSION SPLICE 
/Top ontl bollom ro/11 
J 
• yo. Pr"oj. X 
Sheo1 BX of BX Shee1a 
BtU OF R£1NFORC£U£NT 
lll/lliiM/ttJitd 
""' AnchorogtJ b 
;... 
U/co110fl 
Anch0f'Q90 
8/ocl 
llmt 
Block 
4RI 3 
41!2 J 
IIOSI 41 UJ 
~1}/0(}foms 
-
DETAIL A 
I[ 
J',. 
4AI IT1ol 
7i'i'='N 
I J·•xi'·Y HS 9o/l 
14" Thdl w/2 lloovy 
I~ 
Hex Nuts C I Woshtl< or 
tj••xl'· 4· HS TM-
Rotl w/J Hoovy liCK IMS 
c 1 Woshtl< 14 r«rd per lermlnoJI 
~o 
r-1" 
4R2 IT/ol 
19'· 1"1 
!!SI!f' f/ Elltw lop or boll01t rtlllln ,.,.,filii S«llon ..,. btJ 
/flO ,,_ rdl. 
21 Ensure each ra/IIOiftJih Is lXJfii/NJCI.tS OfOf o tnlnl-
or two posts. 
31 In rellobllllollon wort. Oti.!Ufe ro/IINJ /hOI COMO/ 
foostbly btJ MOde t:t)IIIIIIUCVS OfOf 0 _,,.,,.,., of 
,..., PQ$/1 - 0 -o-bolllld $111101. 
41 Sp/lcu IIIOY btJ /ot:Oiod a> ollfltlr lido of post. 
51 No! moro lfltln ono spl'" 11 ponfillod por sldo 
of post, excopl DIOKtJQfiSion lp//OoS. 
61 Oo not ~ splloe rolls. 
71 En:wro rolllermlnd soeflon Is In ploco end In 
proper ollgmnonl prior lo p/tXMnOnl of concreto 
In ond onchorogtJ bloc~. 
........ ,..,....,.,. (1111""""~"'" ..... 
_. ... 
BRIDGE RAILING OET AILS 
TL3_br4 _ V8.dgn 
Shoo1 X of X 
x.dan 
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r--
TyP. 
t I x /Ox 2'-2" IZ EDJ 
ASSEMBLY DETAIL 
ISh<Nfn 004r t Post! 
tBrlcJgo •lob sh<Nfn, apprOtJCII ~lob .<lmllorl 
-f 
zt· 
Bar 4x i xO'-tr 
I~ 
-~ 
W)'O. Proj. X 
S.hH• ex o1 sx ShM1• 
PLAJI 
IX po61S {ij(ji" 01> bfkk}lll 
IX posts req'd en opproacJJ slobs/ 
"' Loct Wash8r /Typl 
l., 
-
S/0£ VlfW U!!l!!!...:!!E' 
POST DETAILS 
f,:)OO VICW A-A 10£ oncltor t)olf hoi~ S/)(IC/1}()1 
J'()" ;-- -
!1" lt" 2'- J• 
! r ~~Bar z;. , • J·-o: rrypl 
':. rT ... 1--"Bor ?Jx ixl'-2" rTypJ 
I !o rr ... I(BorJK/x0'-3"-.-43, !1! i ~ 
~ I I ·•1o1• rTypJ ~t R /latch yp/ 
,._,. s Nt swo 3" rTypJ 
"Bor Jx Jx/'·6" 
r• ffolo rTypl 
"Bor Jx / x Z'-0" "4". /'·tr 
SECTION 8-8 
(Showing .,., IJIICIIorO(JO) 
111//o/ (10/Wm/ledl 
IN>ct!or /Jo/15 one/ slab not -nl 
SECTION 8-8 
ISIION/ng /(]Wor <MCitOIOt)tiJ 
PWot (/0/vcn/ ledJ 
IN>ctlor /Jolts one/ slat> 1101 u-nl 
~·1M (TypJ 
RAIL BOLT DETAIL 
~ II f nsuro '"" expansion $/)liCe is locolod In '"" r<JII/ng pone/ which 
1'· 8" Curb Cloor fiorJIJ,;ooy _ 
si· ~~~- :r; 
2" 7J• 2" 
l I I 
- 1- ~ , '-_...\. 
v Jl 
- l-
z~ ~ - 1 
I I . I . ~:,l-14tj 
VIEW A-A 
rr curb 
tixnJxr-zJ· 
11·• Hole rTypJ 
1- /Jolts, rolls, one/ roll bolls no/ si>ONnl 
z1 ~~ "::ts"!:'/:,'10:!':: f:'i/,.:, ~~~ <>rsh:: 't,.ar;ioldl. 
.31 M post /ocollon.<. dr/11/wo I~ ·• l>olos In tno rolls to rocs/Vc roll 
bolls IS/lop or f/oldl. See Prul De lolls for llolo spoc/ng. 
41 floforo ln.tloll/f19 rolls. polnl all wr. drilled. or olherwlso do-d 
surface orfi(J& of Jho ro/lfnq components wllh two cools or ztnc rich 
point CCilformlng to /he requtremonts or ASTII A 780. 
51 lifter Ins/oiling 1118 rolls, point oil"~ IJo/1/hreccls with two cools 
or zinc rich point conform/fill to /"" roqulr-.Js of ASTII A 78C. 
_.....,._,.. _. ftA~ATIOIII 
_,.,_.. 
BRIDGE RAILING DETAILS 
Tlt1_brl_ VB.dgn 
..,.T., - ~ Ooelon See non X :--r~:F Orwo.~ X l sneet X of X 
x.acn 
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~­
' 
ASSEMBLY DETAIL 
IShoHn neor £ Post I 
-f 
Upper Mchoroge IPIOCD 
llf>dor llf>d Q90ifl61 top mal 
of ,.tnforcltl() sloe// 
Approoch Slob 
NOTICE OPTIONAL CONST JOINT AT EDGE OF 
ASPHALT IS REIIOIED DUE TO UPPER ANCHORAGE 
Approach Slab 
ASSEMBLY DETAIL 
(S/Kwn,_ ( Pos/1 
IBtkJ9e slat> $/IQffl, CJPIXOOCh slab sllliiOf'/ 
Curb and Sidewa lk 
-f 
. 
"' ~ 
Sidewalk 
/Anchor bolls, rolls, ond roll bolls not shown/ 
l -
. 
ASSEMBLY DETAIL 
/Shown necr £ Poslf 
/Btk/(14 llab shown, opprooch slOb simi/Of! 
-f 
-f 
x·- x- ;:,~" CIOfX ~ ~~- uz· I U: I I 
zl 1:-+-«~ 
- rr Sldewoll 
ri•llixl'-2j• 
11·• Hole fT'JP} 
VIEW A- A 
I Anchor bolls. rolls, tNKI roll bolls no/ $/>own/ 
TL.::1_brl_ V8.dgn 
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TS 6x4x i 
ELEVATION AT TERMINAL TYPE(i) 
18olt ,_, gwrdrall connecllot>J 
Behl ~ 4 •9:1 
IS. Buol Plato S.CIIOfiL 
I 
t Cfld PPsl 
ELEVATION AT TERMINf.IL TYPE @ 
F ProJ. X 
~~ BX oi BX Shoora 
~J 
Buol ~ tlx 9il 
IS... Bent Plot• S..l/0/l!f 
ELEVATION AT TERMINAL TYP£.!Jj 
ICorriJI)Oied beom rPNdttil COIIfllfC/,1011 18o.< - gwrdroll """""'lion. tnlw stale olill oM Cl>lyl 
IWIIh P£01/siOII for lcmporoty COffiJI)OIINI IX- gwrdrdl COMOCI/0/1} or "" tp>rdra/1 coonocl/011/ 
fl/0 VIEW 
ElEVATIOII OF Bl.lfr PLATE fOil TOP RAIL 
ITS 6x 4 • J not stcNnl 
l=rrJ lT ==t;,n/~ 5/x/xl'-8:/:• ( 1•• lfoiU-+-J 
fLfVAT/011 OF BCNT PLATE. f'OR /JOTTOA/ RAIL 
ITS 6x Jx f riOT s/'cNnJ 
RAIL TAPER PLATE DETAILS 
!~K ! I~ .,->CI 
I r-ul· I I -1-t"pJ• FF Roll 
Z'· 2" 
BEIVT PLATE SECTION 
ITOP rOll not s/I(}Wn.l 
IRtH{d a/ Typa(lJ Ofld(}) T<lfmlnolsl 
2" ,.. Clear 
Plnr.t>-"' &r 2· ~t,_ F""l' (lllsh W/RF Rol/~-1 
rs 6x4x 1 
&r 2x Jxr:r-91 • 
-rs 6d• 1 
BRACE BAR DETAIL 
ISoo 1/olo No. Jl 
!!R!f: 
Ben/~ 4 x9i 
SECTION C- C 
II [11/'M lOP or boiiCIO rollin IO<IIIIfiO< acllot> ""'Y be 
1/tet_.rdl. 
21 fnsvre eoc11 rDII/cnglh Is cofll/f1.0.4S tNcr ~"'~ 
of two s. Rti/lf19 /hal Is par/ uf a lypa . or~.,V torm/~COII/Inuous If o/1/'M the lop or ""' rtil 
In I he torlfinal Is COIIIIfXJOUI "''" a minimum of two 
posts. 
J/ fn.wro o brOOD Par Is p/OC<IJ/.. Z'· rr. from the splice efld 
or lhtl shortor M>o at typall) at>dG~ terminals. 
11 Cn/iUIC ,,. fO/Jf/color praparcs a $(1mp/C or 1/10 /fldlcolad 
joint and II Is mocroolchod to domonsfrolo thai /he required 
offocllvc lhroot Is ochlovad. 
51 CIJI lop ofld bollom rolls for TormlttOI Typo (J) os roqu/rad 
for fabr/oa/1011 of loparad ofld IIOCilons. 
-~~ ... ~-r"'TMO" 
--BRIDGE RAILING DETALS 
TLLl _br:2_ VB.dgn 
"""'-T-':::Y-1.:::::::::: ..... _. A I :·::c~::>.C I Orwo. No. X ISheo1 )( of X 
x.dgn 
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I 
r Post ;· 1'- 6" 
:1;-E:.. 
f ' 
Sf()('I(J(Jr, ~dSI-1 
~' -..:r. 
\ 
J l 
J 
ST AHDARD SPUCC 
rr op or 1>0/lom row 
lA 
J 
"J-
j 
1'• 6" 
I 
fPos/ 
DOUIJLE· EIOITCD SPLICE 
rTop or bOIIom roll/ 
SPLICE DETAILS 
,. 'J ~;off'(' iltft~N:: ~ r ~ I i :.r-nt~m · , boot, 
":LU weldod IXJI>IIfliJQIJS. 
ofl<f 9r0Uitd f/I)Sh 
/"X 3 j • Slot rTypJ~ fftyt ( BOIIJ 
IS« /lolo No. 5. 
TOP VICW CND Vt(W 
EXPANSION SLEEVE DETAILS 
2 J• ol TS 6xJx :1 
.-r-::B:i,;. I' • belli. ~ - (XJIII/f!UCIJ$, 
and 9fOIJM f/IJSh 
~ 
STANDARD SLEEVE DETAILS 
£ 1·• Hotos ln~olt• tCM/eredl 
for i"•x S • fT Rolli or j•ox ~ J• 1/Jo// "11)/Jf Boll w/ 
Hex Nvt, Wosllllr ( tDct Wosller. 
Wrench ll9hl, do not cfiJSh roll. 
tTyplfNI Sp/IOOS}, 
Wyo. Pro). X 
$noeer 8X Of 8X ShNta 
EXPANSION SPliCE 
/Top ond IJOI/om roll/ 
~ II In rohob/1//ollon work, ensuro ro/1109 /hoi oonnot f ooslbly 1>0 m«<o conllfiVOUS 010r o minimum or 
two POSts nos o 1/0llb/trbO/tOd spltco. 
21 Spllcos moy"" tocotOd on oil nor sldo of fJOS/. 
Jl Not more /han one spllco Is pormiiiOd por side 
of (JOSI. oxCIIpl ol oxpon.sion splices. 
~~ Do no/ shop splice rolls. 
51 Slots moy IJ<! om/t/Od In slondord sleows wnoro 
bOlls ore required an one sldo or splice only. 
- .... -n.-1 w ,-... __,. ... .,_ 
--BR10CE RAiliNG DETAn.S 
Tl ll _br2 _ V8 .dgn 
- -· I '""'"...:Y..':x:- 1 ··-·~· __ .. .. " I 
,i11i. ---- :~::r-~-x:: tw• o.No. X l snoo1 X of X 
x .dgn 
